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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS

GENERAL INSURANCE agents,
ELLSWORTH,
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Lowest Rates

MONEY TO LOAN

ME.

THR

Most Reliable Home and

Foreign Companies.

Compatible with Safety.
,n ,um* o suit
collateral.——

Improved real esttte and

on

First, water is wanted; then money to pay,
repair bids. We wiM furnish the latter tof
every one who becomes a po'icy holder In any of our old-line insurance
companies. Positive protection at lowest cost; prompt payment in time!
I
of need—we offer both.
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E. Q. Baker and wife, of Bangor, wave
guests of Rev. J. P. Simonton last week.
The dinner which the Midi of the relief corps were to give Thursday has bean
The
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are

needed.

hand.
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gains that may be found
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WHITE POLB
and ENDS
for lace and mu.din
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complete.

Brass Extension
Rods
10 cents.
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WALSH’S.

A. W. CUSHMAN &

SON,

Under, akcrs and Embjlmers,

Ellsworth.

No. 1 Franklin Street,
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Mary F. Hopkius expects
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for
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for
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worthy purpose
those having
affair wii

charge

that the

will lake the

examination

for!

lumbering operatiouson laud which
he owns at Brauch poud.

some

Ellsworth regrets to know that Dr. J.
F. Manning, who recently returned from
a
trip to tbe Pacific coast, intends to

matter will not be taken up at
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off and

the sill
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pictures were broken.
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not

page 5 has been corrected. The trail
service is substantially the same as Iasi
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in our Burglar aud
Fir«-Proof Vault,
which will
afford
protection for oae’s
valuables.
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F. H. Lowell, of Orono, visited friends

SHEET MUSIC.
A’l tbe lute popular :.on"s and music
received as soon as published.

LOWEST PRICES.
J. A. THOMPSON

withdrawn.

Ellsworth

Sunday train. The

m*ss

thi

for thi

Mails arrive (ai
depot) from the west at 7.18 a. m. and 6.11
p. m.; from the east at 11.53 a. m., 5.31 anc
(Washington county only) 9 58 p. m
Mails close at postoffice for the west ai
11.20 a. m., 5.00 and 9.20 p. m.; for the east
at 10 p. m. (for 7.18 a. m. train) and 5.3( 1
winter

p.

is

will

mail service

as

m.

took second money in the 2.18 class
Vulcan won the third beat in 2.17%, thi
best time of the race, and lowering hit
mark three seconds. That was on a half
mile track. At Mystic, a mile track, twe
weeks ago Vulcan worked out a mile it
2.14. Mr. Greely is not saying much abou:
the price he received for Vulcan, but it is
understood it was about fl,000. And thi |
horse was easily worth that.
He wot
about |500 in purses for Mr. Greely thii
season.

Oct. 13
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park—
high.

Brewer
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Game at 2.15

Kincaid.

There will be

an

important meeting

parish
Thursday evening.
the

in

the

church
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Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Oct. 22,
Meeting of Rueksport district
mini-teriai association, western division,
at Franklin.

23, 24

Mrs. Thomas W. Spencer, who has been

visiting

relatives here

returned to

for several

weeks

Boston Saturday.

capturing

Alonzo Pal ten and

wife

are glad to
improved.

are

AMERICAN art

Good

Bangor,

at

know that his condiiion is

THE

ITMjrTtisrmrcts.

The many friends of Eugene Grindell
in t lie Eastern
M um
who is confined

general hospital

in

the trade.

Monday eveniug.

returned home

Clean

occupying

boarding house recent m
vacated by Mrs. Sarah Moore, who h«i 1
taken the Gray hoarding bouse on Watei
street in the city.
I
Rev. W. C. Adams, of Bangor, oreachec
on Sunday
morning and evening. Al
though the weather was unfavorable,
Morrison

Style

Marks the
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Advertisers

George C. Fernald, who has been at
Hopedale, Mass., for several weeks past

the

Oct. 18—Hancock county
E. convention at Northeast Harbor.

Thursday,
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auditorium

Character of

The service
was present.
interesting and helpful.
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John
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Cook
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illness
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Boston
of
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Florence Cook, who is in a hospital. Mis
Cook has been obliged to undergo ai

operation

her

on

jaw

for
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etneerous

humor.
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boasts of his ancestor
ashamed to ad
mit ho belonged to the family.

Many

a

man

whose ancestors would be

Plano tuning.
son’s book store.

Orders left at Miss Thomf
C. W. Basfokp.—Advt.

follows:

Vulcan, the roan horse which E. H
Greely sold to a Baltimore horseman recently at Nashua, N. H., last Thursday

Saturday,

i Football, Ellsworth high

Henry Moore, who is employed in |
lfi, at Hancock
Connecticut, is at home for a few days.
ji Tuesday evening, Oct.
hall—Ball for benefit of fsmiles of Mrs. F.
Mrs. McPherson, of Bangor, was here
! K. Royal and Mrs. Shorey.
Tickets 50
over Sunday, the guest oi Mis. Llewellyn
cenis.

know

ou

financial.
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and relatives here last week.

to-uigbl’i

until moruing that the house had beeu
move there as soou as he cau dispose of;
that the light
his interests iu Ellsworth. He will go to struck, though realizing
uing struck somewhere very near.
Everett, Washington, where he spent
The winter time-table went into effec!
most of his time while away, and where
he has already
invested in property, on the railroad Monday. The tiuie-tabli

g
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ELLSWORTH FALLS.

how the

to the bar at tbe present term
meeting.
He will then enter Boston uni- j
Ligbtuing struck the house of Capt. W
C. Bellatty on Laurel street last Friday
versity law school.
H. W. Carr has sold bis market business ! night. The bolt struck the cbimuey, ttiei
went to the roof aud down the side of tu<
on Water street to J. A. Haynes, who has
been in Mr. Carr’s employ for some time house. The cbimuey was damaged, t
1
past. Mr. Carr will engage this winter in large bole was torn in the roof, the guitei

nORSE-OLIVER Building,

DRUGGISTS
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KOVAL BAKINS POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM 3T., NEW YORK.
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home.

munition your doctor likes
to use. It is reliable. When

WIGGIN & MOORE,

x

Baking powders made from cream of tartar, which
is highly refined grape acid,are promotive of health,
and more efficient. No other kind should be used,
in leavening food. Royal Baking Powder is the
highest example of a pure cream of tartar powder.

Ellsworth Aremen worked
The house was worthless, and the Arernei
did not attempt to put out the Are. Thet
kept the dames under control aud let tin
house burn down. Home of the visiting
dremen turned out aud worked*
o see

ex-

(•

compound a prescripit can bo depended on
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There will be a meeting of the merchants’carnival committee at the offki
musical circles.
of the chairman, C. H. Drummey, tbit
Mrs. Sidney P. Stockbridge has been evening. It is desired at this meeting tc
enjoying a trip of a few weeks with her! settle up all accounts. Persons having
son Henry, visiting New York, Philadelbills against the carnival
committee
phia and Montreal. She is now in Au- { should naud their bills to the secretary
burndale, Mass., for a short visit before L. F. Giles, at once. There has been souh

J*

it

i<uc

In view of such testimony as this,
every care must be exercised by
the housewife to exclude the over
and over condemned cheap, alum
baking powders from the food.

liberally patronized.
A small and dilapidated house on Watei
street, opposite the house of Charles H
Curtis, was burned early Thursday morn
ing. The bouse was doubtless set on Art
by someone who wanted visiting Arernei

tended visit,
possibly remaining all
winter. She will be greatly missed in the
social life of Ellsworth, especially iu
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Dealers in Bonds,
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given at Hancock hall

1

juiiuauu,

ea.nestly hoped by

this matter in

The annual business meeting of the
Free Baptist society will be held Friday
eveuiug at 7 o’clock, at the church. If
stormy Friday evening, the meeting will
be held Saturday evening.
next

donated

and it is

Rev. A. H. Coar, Mrs. Sarah Partridge,
Mrs. Maria Howell, Miss Mafy A. Ureely
and Mrs. John A. Peters, jr., are attending
the State Unitarian conference at Waierville.

(c
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giv- Tuesday evening, Oct. 18, for the beneA
ing music lessons in Ellsworth, coming of the families of Mrs. F. K. Royal auc
Mrs. Shorey, who are now isolated by thi
here one day each week.
board of health. The Dir’go orchestra o
Frank N. Jordan, formerly of Oak
Avo pieces will furu'sh the music. Tin
Point, now assistant postmaster at Greenmusic, printing aud use of the hall hav<
ville, S. C., is North for a two weeks’ visit
She

winter, except that the Huuday train ovei
® • *•»•***•••*•• ••••»*•••• S) the Washington County road will b<
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OYSTERS—Fresh every day.

weapons

ELLSWORTH

Mrs. H. C.
week to

bread, and

regard their (alum and soluble alumina salts)
introduction into baking powders as most dangerous to health.”

of court.

Other kinds of grajK-s—Delawares and Salems—are higher.

< ►
< ►

for all occasions can be
had at the

The Ellsworth and Brewer high school
football tesms will plsy at Wyman park
Saturday afternoon. The game will be
called at 2.15 o’clock.
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now in the market.
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LELAND,

three arrests

r

n

making the merchants’ carnival hi
William E. Whiting, who has been ] annual feature, aud forming a permanenl
1
reading law in the office of John A. organization for that purpose, but tbii

CONCORDS.
BRIOMTONS.

FLORIDA ORANGES,

§ HERE WE ARE!

only

were

returning

3-ineh

25c. to $7.50.
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a

green
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white, gilt, brown or
frame; only SO
cents. This is a regular $1.50
'picture. Other pictures from
with

j

I

A 16x20 Picture
;

WALKOVER

curtains—only

practice meeting Thursday

a

and costs.

X FALL

WINDOW SHADES

Kent’s Hill won the football game with

Bucksport seminary at Bucksport last
Saturday by a score of 11-5. The Backs*
port correspondent of the Bangor Newt
says of Bellatty’s coaching: “Mach credit
is due to Coach Bellatty, whose work ol
bat two days was easily apparent. With
more time, he would no doubt have had
the boys in shape to win.”
There was a teachers’ meeting at the
high school building last Saturday afternoon. Twenty-one teachers were present
There were interesting papers and discussion on languages, which was
tht
general subject lor the day. These
teachers’ meetings, instituted by Supt
Dresser, are proving of great interest auc
help to the teachers. They are held tht
flr-»t Saturday afternoon of each month.

evening.
worth

SON.

&

nearing and brought back tc
for the grand jury at the
present term of court.

The members of tbe degree staff of NeRobot™h lodge are requested to be

ness.

BONSEY

Harbor tor a

Ellsworth

komis

There
on

Friday

aozen Tint*

The W. C. T. U. will meet to-morrow,
at 2 p. m., at the home of Mrs. A. F.
(Jreely. All members are cordially Invited.

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS. WINDOW FRAMES, MOULDINGS.
Whltewood Board and Plank

■

degree.

E. Eonsey .fc Son have completed their budding on Water street;
have fitted it up with new mac'uiuevy: have equipped it witli a 10-bovse
We manufacture
power ei 'etvic motor, and are vetdy for bu.iue.s.
ami deal in

,Jig Sawing, Planing, Toenlng, and .Jobbing,
We keep glass and putty, a.id do repuM-mg where these articles

souruiowi aoout

from tbe BlachUl oorpe.
There will be a special meeting of
Esoteric lodge, F. end A. M., to-morrow
evening to work the entered apprentice

alum

“A substance (alum)
Dr. Alonzo Clark:
which can derange the stomach should not be
tolerated in baking powder.”
Prof. W. G. Tucker, New York State
Chemist: “I believe it (alum) to be decidedly
injurious when used as a constituent of food
articles.”

Charles Pierce was arrested in Ellsworth
on request of Bar Harbor police
who wanted him on a charge of forging ■
check for something llkef50. Pierce ha!
a little over (20 of the money with him
when arraated. He was taken to Bei

ora

Water Street. Ellsworth.

An Old Business in New

woman’s relief oorps last

mg

(from

the alum itself is reproduced to all intents and
purposes when the bread is dissolved by the
gastric juice in the process of digestion. I regard the use of alum as highly injurious.”

Tuesday

indefinitely postponed.

Clothier and Furnisher,

Prof. Geo. F. Barker, M.D., University of
Penn.: “All the constituents of alum remain

All tbe schools In dlstrlet No. 3—Pln<
street an!
Water street—have been closed on acoounl
of scarlet fever In tbe district. So far thi
disease Is confined to five families, and
tbs board of health has taken measures tt
prevent Its further spread. Tbe school)
will remain closed this week, or longer II
deemed advisable.

Rev. J. P. SI monton left for Bootbbey
a few days, on business.

BYRN,

Alum ?

street, School street, State

Monday, for

OWEN

our

A. W. Cushman & Son have vacate!
the corner store at Franklin and Malt
streets, and made Improvements In theb
Franklin street store which give them
an excellent show-room.
The two stores
on Frenklin street have been thrown intc
one large end handsome room.

“Joshua Simpkins” amused a big crowd
at Hanoock hall Monday evening.

Underwear from 25c. up.
Hats and Caps—Latest Styles.

Contain

agement.

Mrs. Seth T. Campbell, of Island Palls,
was In Ellsworth Thursday.

Furnishing Goods.

)!

Baking: Powder

Hon. John D.
Hopkins, Ellsworth’i
“grand old man”, has probably attendee
more fairs than any man in Ellsworth
He says Ellsworth’s carnival and fair wai
tbe most orderly big time he ever saw
and a credit to the olty and to the man.

For other local news tee paget 4% 5 and 8.
“Old Huonemsn” has rods back to the
hearse house.

Youths’ Suits from $3 up.
Men’s Suits from $3.50 up.
Children's Suits from 75c. up.

No. 41

Does Your

Charles H. Curtis expects to have tbi
schooner “Ueorgietta” in the water nexi
week. Then the “Franconia” will go or
tbe marine railway for
repairs. Thi
schooner “Storm Petrel” will receive ■
new jlbboom at Curtis’s yard.

Peru ns.

Fall and Winter Clothing.

at

WJKEH.

Exec notice—Eat Chas H M acorn her.
Admr notice—Eat Svlvanus C Lowell.
Admr notice— Bat Jot ham G Reynolds.
Admr notlec— fcst John A Stover.
Admr notice—Est Nellie G Turner.
Kxec nolle*—Eat Emma Jane Moore.
Exec notice— Bat Merrill H Gray.
Probate notice—But Arthur Biddle.
Mary A Warren—Notice of foreclosure.
In bankruptcy—Eat Dennis B Norwood.
Bankrupt nolle'-—Eat John W Reed.
Call ft Con nick—Millinery.
Maine Central R R—Change In time L ble.
Wlggln ft Moore— Apothecaries.
Lew?* Friend ft Co—Clothing.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
A W Cushman ft Son—Furniture.
Owen By rn—Clothing.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
Ellsworth Falls:
M M Moore—Paints.
Blushill:
Non resident tax notice.
Banooe:

Tyler, Fogg ft Co—Municipal bonds.
Calais, Me:
Agents wanted.
Miscellaneous:

Cold weather is here, and it is
time to buy substantial

E.

having built four cottages during hli
stay. Dr. Manning will go to Everett si
soon as bis property Interests in Ells
worth oaa be disposed of. He hopes U
gat away early In tbe winter, possibly li
December. His largest piece of proper!]
In Ellewortb is tbe Manning block, at th<
corner of Main and Franklin streets.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

C.C. BURRILL & SON,
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VOL. XLYI.

Burrill Bank Bldo.,
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GOOD HEALTH.

<

|

f

0

ens

the muscles.

4

Price 75cts.

1
i
i

Our Emulsion of Cod
Liver Oil makes fat
while you sleep.

f

Price 75cts. per Bottle.

emphasize

we

suits

J*

4

are

Most

of

them

have

the

from.
double-

breasted vest.
Our other

SUITS FROM

i
4
I

the

mode,

are

better than others.
Twenty-one styles t > select

and

Every bottle you take of Parcher’s
Sarsflf irtlla means better health. It g
better
makes
blood—purer blood—
richer blood. It will create and maintain good health. It builds up the sys
tern, tones up the nerves, and strength-

You’ll notice that
OUR.
That’s because our

SUriKitiaraart*.

$

|

$4.95

to

$25

will be interesting to any one in need

of clothes.

#

•«**%*%■%%!!
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LEWIS FRIEND & CO,
“THE BIG STOTT*"

CHRISTIAN KHDfCAVOR.

frtfl«

For the Wart Baglialag Art.
14—Comment by Rev. V H. Doyle.

Tonic.—Paul the missionary; the secTet of hit
Rcwm-n Tim. in, 1-H. (Quarterly missionary

meeting.)
Paul was the first and greatest missionary the world has ever had. He
preached the gospel on two continents,
he stood before kings and slaves, he
persuaded philosophers and peasants
and was remarkable In establishing a
large number of strong and vigorous
churches In the principal cities of his
<lay. Awaiting the end of his life he
Reeks to Inspire Timothy to a faithful
ministry by an appeal to his own
faithfulness and by the prospect of the
splendid reward which he has Immediately In view. Paul’s example should
Inspire all missionaries of the cross,
and the secret of Ills great success Is
worthy our most careful and earnest
study. It Is not hard to find. The distinguishing characteristics of this eminent apostle, which crowned his labors
with success, stand out prominently In
his long and eventful career and ugly
be read and known of all men. In firm
reliance upon God he throw his whole
being Into his work, stopping at no
sacrifice, not even at the sacrifice of
his life, and success came.
It will
come to nil who emulate his example
In these respects.
1. Paul was successful because he
was guided by the Holy Ghost
The
Holy Ghost called Paul to his Important office and work, and no man ever
placed himself more completely under
the control of the Spirit than did Paul.
Where the Spirit said "Go.“ he went
Where the Spirit said "Stay,” he staid.
His was a Spirit filled and a Spirit directed life. Such lives will be successful In missionary work.
ram whs succeseiui wvausr no i»e-

lleved his message. Paul's faith was
Intense. It was burned Into bis very
being. He kept the faith whether facing kings or subjects, Jews or gentiles,
life or death. Faith Is an essential element In missionary success. We must
have faith before we can have converts.
8. Paul was successful because of his
ability to agjapt himself to all men and
*o all classes and conditions of life. He
■was all things to all men in a noble
and lofty sense. To the Jews he was a
Jew, to the weak he was weak, to the
strong he was strong. He adapted him- j
self to all people with whom he came
In contact, that he might win them to
Christ.
Adaptability to the life of
those with whom we labor Is absolutely essential to missionary success.
4. Paul's earnestness contributed to
Ills success. As earnestly as the contestant strove In frhe games or the runDer ran In the race, so be labored zealously and untiringly In the cause which
lie loved. We must not only strive,
agonize to be saved ourselves, but
must throw this same spirit Into our
efforts to lead others to Christ If we
•would be successful.
|
5. Paul’s self denial was an element,
|
In his success. Paul sacrificed all for
|
Christ’s cause—home, country, personal
ambitions, cherished beliefs, comforts,
and at last life itself. No missionary or
missionary worker ever succeeded
•without a spirit of self denial, unless
Ire was willing even to be offered up
for Christ’s sake.
THE

PRATlSIt

MEET I NO.

BIBLE

READINGS.

Isa. Ill, 7; Math, t, 11. 12; xxviii. 18-20;
Acts xiii, 1-3; xv, 25, 20; xvi, 8-12; I
Cor. Hi, 5-10; lx, 10-22; 11 Cor. xi. 23-33;
Heb. xl, 30-40.
Bodf and Sonl.
The man’s constitution, body and
soul are wonderfully united.
In the
fall both came under the power of sin
and death. In redemption deliverance
has been provided for both.
He that
believes with the heart comes with the
to
be
body
baptized. It Is a token that
the whole exterior physical life is to be
his too.
We need to be on the watch
lest fhe pursuit of the inner life leads
tis to neglect the external.
A heart
sprinkled with blood, a body washed
with pure water from every stain,
these God has joined together. Lot no
man separate them.
Our body Is very
Bpvviuu;

iuc

V*

lur

UU1J

ML.

In the body the Father Is to be glorified.
Like Christ, we must yield our
body with every member, every power,
every action, to fulfill His will, to be
offered up to Him, to glorify Him.
Through the body satan conquered In
In the body he tempted
paradise.
Christ.
Our eating and drinking, our
Bleeping, our clothing, our labor and
relaxation, these things have more Influence on our spiritual life than we

know.—Andrew Murray.
Worker* For

Civilisation.

I wish It were In my power to convey
my experience to those people—often
Well meaning people—who speak about
the inefficacy of foreign missions.
I
think If they really could realize but a
tenth part of the work that Is being
done and the work that has been done
they would realize tlmt no more practical work, no work more productive
of fruit for civilization, could exist than
that work being carried on by the men
and women who give their lives to
preach the gospel of Christ to mankind—the men and women who not
only have preached, but have done;
who have made action follow pledge,
performance square with promise.—

Governor Roosevelt
What

People Rarely Coaalder.
The might have been things give
much regret.
We see what was at
one time possible to us, and feel that
we have lost something.
Quite possibly we are mistaken. That might
Lave been. If realized, might have
brought with Itself other things full
of danger and evil—United Presbyterian.

.....--

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

“I do not feel very well, I am so
tired all the time. 1 do not know what
is the matter with me.”
You hear those words every day: as
often as you meet your friends just so
often are these words repeated. More
than likely you speak the same significant words yourself, and no doubt you
do feel far from well most of the time.
Mrs. Ella Rice, of Chelsea, Wis.,
whose portrait we publish, writes that
6he suffered for two years with bear-

ing-down pains, headache, backache,
and had all kinds of miserable feelings,
all of which was caused by falling and

inflammation of the womb, and after
doctoring with physicians and numerous medicines she was entirely cured by

TOKENS-

The fragrance orja.faded flower
That died long, long ago,
Brings memories of a kindly word
Spoken so soft ami low.
The sighing of the evening wind,
The rustle of a,tree.
Recalls the pressure of a hand
That meant so much to me.

tokens, half forgot
workday strife.
magician’s eerie touch

These bygone
In our hard

By some
Spring into sudden life.
And swiftly bear us back again.
Into the bygone years.
And cause us many a lonely sigh
And dim the eye with tears.

tones

revealed

are

simple reference

to

to
a

us

by

anew

person,

Ms*. Ella Ric-s
!■

Lydia
pound.
If

some

or some

book

may read.
“The fragrance of a faded flower.”
Some years ago on a steamboat the passengers had gathered about the piano and
were whiling away time by singing songs
familiar to moat of them. At length,
when there was a pause in the music, a
grave-looking gentleman stepped near the
pianist and said: “Will you sing, Oh
Think of the Home Over There?” Immediately, and with an unspoken but
respectful sympathy, three stanzas of the
song were sung. The gentleman bowed
and disappeared, returning in a few minwe

utes with

which he passed to the player, and with
how retired. It was evident that

another
he

in

was

sorrow

and

only hope

we can

In the fall.
An* tin* trees nil stripped 'nd bare,
I.ift their arm* up in the air,
Ez if heav'ii, In inute despair,
They would call.

comfort to him.
“Tokens” of remembrance. Who has
not some cherished token of bygone days
valuable only to the owner, hut to the
owner rich in memories of love, of trust,
of esteem. “Tokens”—reminders of old
conridences, old friends, and tne days of
“Auld Lang Syne”. Have you read an
the soug

was a

“autograph
There

is

book”

fifty years ago?
the sentiments and

neatly written lines

w

the writers
oldest friend* of

numbered

that

larger

far the

Then I love tu kinder git
Off one side alone, ’nd sit
With my corn-cob pipe a-llt,
In the door—
’Wav from hired men ’nd wile—
’Nd reflect on human life.
With Its hustlin’ round ’nd strife
Evermore.

of

pathos in

a

are

hen

ours now

number

remember

we

with the

living,

whose

names

'Nd it somehow seems to me,
Thai we all ’ll some day be
Like an old deserted tree,
Kz it grle>es.
Reachiu' up our aruis on high.
In life’s gray ’ml. wintry sky,
While around U* thick will lie,
Our dead leaves.

by

and

are

have joiued the silent
The book itself is square iu

inscribed therein

majority.

form, the paper is of the finest quality,
a leaf of tissue paper protects each
picture. The autograph is not simply a

j

person's

|

and

name

hastily written,

as

if that

j

all

spirit
pathetic
records

could

one

lake

sincere

friendship

tokens of remembrance

as

Tender,
are

such

thtse.

Grandmother's Pudding.
In one plut of purest drink,
l^et one teacup of clean rice sink.
And boil till all the water's gone—
No matter where. Stir with a spoon,
And defily add of milk one quart.
Uoll till ll thickens as it ought.
Stirring it with the aforesaid spoon,
Till it is smooth and white and dune.
Then add three eggs yolks beaten light,
One lemon rind all grated right,
And ot white sugar, well refined,
bight spoons, by stlrnng thus combined.
Now pour the mixture iu a dish
Of any size that you may wish,
And 1« t it stand, w hile with a fork,
You beat the whites as light as cork—
li

ri-..

ir.r.

I

Sprinklin'

I am much interested in your poetical
pudding recipe, and imagine how nice the
pudding itself must be. i am glad to welC.” as a new contributor and
hope you w ill come again.
Aunt Madge.
“E. M.

Tommy—Cau we play at keeping shop
in here, mamma?
Mamma (who has a
headache)—Yes, but you must be very,
“All right; we’ll pretend we
very quiet.
don’t advertise.”
“You look sad,” said Borrowit. “Yes,”
replied Lendit, meaningly; “I lost flO
about a year ago.” “Why should mat
worry you?” “It isn’t the flO, but I’m
worrying because you’ve lost your mem-

ory.”
You will not be sorry for bearing before
judging, for thinking before speaking, for
holding an angry tongue, for stopping
the ear to a talebearer, for
disbelieving
most of the ill reports, for being kind to
the distressed, for doing good to all
men,
for asking pardon
for all wrongs, for
speaking evil of no one, for beiug courteous to all.—The Outlook.
Washington,

enforced, but gave as the result
observation that where license
law* were the rule, they were no better
enforced, if as well, as the prohibition
laws.
Educate public sentiment, begin
with the young, agitate the subject and
keep it before the public, these were some
of his points.
Now that the convention is over and the
new convention year begun, would it not
be a good plan for each union to make
some definite plan of work for the future?
The union here ha® started in on some
flower mission work for the present, and
later on may take up other plans. At
Stonington a good beginning has been
made in the school savings hank department, and the children are quite interested, and some of the parents as well.
As to enforcement of law, we hope the
new county officers are on the right side,
but deeds will speak louder than words.
As old “Uncle Charlie’’ Brown once said
of a young convert in bis prayers: “We
thank thee, O Lord, for our young brother’s good testimony; we hope he will
not

D. C.

Genesee Pure Food Co., he Roy, N. Y.:
Gentlemen
Our family realize somuch from
the use of GKAIN-O that I feel I must
say a
word to induce others to use it. If
people are
interested in their health and the welfare of
their children they will use no other
beverage.
I have used them
all, but GRAJN-O I have
found superior to any, for the reason that it ia
solid grain. Yours for iiealth, 0. F. Myebs.

—

but

we

Is

shop to manufacture and repair
carriages,” said a fellow to
paper publisher. “Would you

wagons
a news-

like

a

standing advertisement?” said tbte editor.
“O, I only want an item,” was the response. “Would you like to subscribe for
the paper?” “Well, no; I am taking all 1

read now. I may take yours * ben
some of them run out.”
Tne next day the editor wanted two
spokes put in bis buggy wheel and dashboard fixed up. and tie went to tbe shopkeeper and »aul: “You can lix this buggy
up, if you want a job to keep you busy.”
The shopkeeper looked it over and said:
“The spokes will be 50 cents each and the
dashboard fl, making |2 for tbe necessary
repairs.” but, said tne scribe: “I don’t
intend to pay you anything for it; I
thought you might want to till up your
time, just as an item, you know.”
But the shopkeeper was indignant, and
said, with a curve in his spine: “Do you
think I can buy irons and tools, and work
for nothing?” “O, excuse me,” said the
publisher, “but I own a printing office,
type and furniture which costs thousands
of dollars.
1 have to buy ink, paper, **tc.,
and pay cash for hired help, wood and all
■ecessities. 1 have a circulation of over a
1 000 copies, which cost me many dollars
esch issue, and yesterday you had the
cheek to ask me to tell these 1,000 families
that you were in business, ready to receive their custom, for nothing.—Excan

change.

“To

wear

iron,” usually get rusty.

What’s Your Face Worth ?
Sometimes a fortune, but never, if you
a

sallow

complexion,

a

jaundice look,

moth patches and blotches on the skin—
ill signs of liver trouble. Dr. King’s New
Life Pills give clear skin, rosy cheeks,
rich complexion. Only 25 cents at Wig3LN & Moose’s drug store.

May 1,

igyj.

bT Uw ex<,,nP> froia

*”

WHITCOMB, Fice-/V,.„lenl
EVBEILL, TVsosaee..

Deposits draw Interest from the llrst day

March, June, Aeptemherand December.

ol

HOARD OF DIRECTORSi
A. r. BomxHax.
John K. wiirrcoxx
^
B. B. COOLIDOB
r. CSRROl.l. ItCRRIl.1
CHARLES C. BUERILL.
Bank hours

Ego.

dally, from e

a. m. to

U what your money will
forested In shares of the

11

m

liable

to

itching

WHY PAY RENT?

will take

a

when you ran borrow on your
share-*, give a first mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to hut little more
than \ou «tre now paving for
rent, and In about 10 years vou
will

twenty four

inch stick of wood full
size of fire-box

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

A.

young—terrible

the

torture

Ellsworth

Readers

bijIabworth

STEAM

F. It. AIKEN.
ELLSWORTH,

"NO

ME.

success

that

I

was

induced to

1

SWAN'S ISLAND,

as

it did.”

For sale by all dealers; price 50cents,
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the U. 8.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
do other.

Pauper

H.

n„

CO.,

rt

V

{trofteeional £arfia.

T)R.

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
class of ’75

SMALL, M. D.

W.

A history of Swan's Island has Just been
pubI Uhed, and la now ready fur
delivery. I>r.
tmall, of Atlantic, baa driven much time to
he preparation of thla volume, which cover#
44 page*.
enta may
OUT*

I.
II.
III.
I V.

Philadelphia Dents: College,

JUTOFFicK in tin.Ks* Block. Ellsworth
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

H.

QHARLES

AND

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

Introduction—A lH»rlglne«—Dl*covery.
Purchase—Settlement and Land Tlilcs.
A sketch of

Lite of
Sketchen

Hte

biographical

of

(volt's Island.
The Fishing Industry.

DRl’MMEY,

ATTORNEY

From the following table of con
be seen the ground which the boo*
TABLE. OF CONTENTS.

VI.
VII.
nil.

Rooms 2

and

3, FikstNat’l Hank Hvildino,

ELLSWORTH.

James Swan.
Larlv Settler*.

bAKKULL

MAINE.

BURKILL,

Syno|»*l*of Municipal Record*,

ATTORNEY

PKICK,~$1.50.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

Miscellaneous.

AND

The book may be obtained of the
author. Dr.
!L W. Small. Atlantic, Me.; of II. W. Bky
NT, 233 Middle street, Portland, or of the
pub.
| Isher*, The Hancock county Publishing
Jo., Ellsworth, Me.

Low Rates

®

] 5 to 25

"

JJR.

ok tiik

Peach

H. L. D. WOODRUFF.
ST.,

ELLSWORTH.

(Over Harden's Shoe Store.)

Twenty-five years’ experience
Special attention given

^

to

In New York.

chronic

cast?**.

F. BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

proportion.

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
prosecuting attorney for all classes ol
pensions against the United States.
Also

your residence I* useful

Business solicited.

Ellsworth.

always, helpful often,
necessary sometimes, and
cheap

A.
*

all the year round.

New England

Justice

and

Office over Hurrlll National Rank,
8tatk Street,
Ellsworth, Mr.

MAIN

Telephone Service
at

Public

Notarr

®

20

Kates for greater distances In

....

STEWART,

Mains*

M. D.

HOMCEOPATHIST,
West

Telephone

Bbooksville,

Maine.

Graduate Boston University.
Member* of
Maine Homoeopathic Medical society; American
Institute of Homoeopathy, and corresponding
member Boston Homoeopathic Medical society*

and

Telegraph Company.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

j

?oc<*>O0O<dX>OO0OCH}OOOOO0O£0

ISAAC L MB*

j

j
!J
>

|J

Notice.

undersigned hereby gives notice that he
has contracted with the
city of Ellsworth,
tor the support of the poor, during the ensuing
fear, and has made ample provision for their
support, tie therefore forbids all persons from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his ac:ount, as without his written order, he will pay
for no goods so furnished. Hakki S. Jokes.

A

H. GRKKLY,

MAINE,

use a

It would not have acted

WANHKK

H. It. KSTKY
Weat End Bridge.

*1 used
Bewing-machine dealer, says:
| :or 3 MINUTES’ CONVERSATION.
Doan’s Kidney Pills on the strength of a
Approximately a« followslady’s recommendation in Mariavtlle for
For distance of
a lame and aching back and other
symp- j
tku&mllti.
10 cent*.
"
toms which indicated
kidney trouble,
5 to 15
|5 ••

pile ointment by the same name,
Doan’s. I used everything else that I had
beard of during the three years that I
was annoyed
with itching piles, but 1
coaid not find a remedy that would permanently cure. It is one of the most annoying complaints a person can have; no
rest or relief from it day or night. The
promptness with which Doan’s Ointment
relieved me was astonishing.
It stopped
It at once, and cured me so quickly that I
neglected to use it as I should, but It
cured. If it were not a first-class remedy

FAY, NO

AH kinds of laundry worn done At short
tice. Goods called for and deilvertd

or

Mr. Warren G. Jordan, travelling salesman for J. T. Crippen, piano,
organ and

with such

LAl'iV'DHY

A>'f> HATH ROOMS.

HISTORY

\

cure.

iv.o

Kino, Fmtdrnt.

26brrt[£innnus.

Realize

Doan’s Ointment brings relief and
endorsed by Ellsworth people.

Klr.l N»i-| IUi.k

w.

SOLD BY

they

Doan’s Ointment.
safe; can’t fall.—Advt

p.rtlrutnrr Induin' of
IlKSKr W. I'UAHMAN. S«v"v.

_

Rich anil

one sure cure.

If

open, Share*, 01 each; monthly
payment*, 01 per *hare.

now

For

piles.

earn

NEW SERIES

A
Is

With eczema, with irritating skin.
It’s every day trouble in many house-

and

trifling•

COOLIDOB, President.

JOBS r.

RANGES

The constant, never-ceasing itchiness
Ever present with itching piles.

a

natters

a

CHARLES C.

What it Means.

“You can tell the people, if you want to
till up your paper, that 1 am going tostart

have

H. B.

Dual ness

,h'* b*nl1

taialV’n"’

ivvcrv-Diiy Troubles^1

Most

Penney

such

ME.

3SbntiennmtB.

QUAKER

valuable
at

Hamel Cut; Savinas Baal,
ELLSWORTH.
Commenced

hope well,

fttrtrical.

die,

holds.

like

Do not risk the loaa of yonr
when security can be obtained
coat.

Ordinary Mortals Mast Walt.

Absolutely

h* ads with snow,

advertised

we

It has been demonstrated by experience
that consumption can be prevented by the
?arly use of One Minute Cough Cure. This
is the favorite remedy for coughs, colds,
croup, asthma, grippe and all throat and
Cures quickly. WiooiN &
lung troubles
lloon.

"Unless you are fortunate enough to
have n handle to your name it Is a matter of difficulty to travel first class in the
land of the Japs.” says a globe trotter.
“It is all right when there is no great
magnate on board, but otherwise the ordinary mortal must wait for the next
boat.
“Wishing to leave a port in a hurry, I
once applied for a first class tfrket.
‘Oh.
but you can’t go today, for my lord s«e
and so is ou board. You must wait for a
Week!’ was the answer.
*‘l insisted, stormed and raged.
The
end of ir win that 1 had to trnvel third
class—among the coolies. The great lord
ohsvrvW me sitting on a box. uncomfortable. but dignified, and sent n seertary to
invite uie aft.
I was smarting uuder a
sense of outrage and replied that I was
obliged, but that I preferred the society
of the coolies.”

poor, old and
suffer.
Only

H'i7/inr»» Edward

are

preaches;

don’t know, O Lord.”

Oct. 5.

A Difference.

Clothes which

what he

Renting

BY

is so.

now our

own

practice

Burglar Proof Vaults.

Burglary.

Following Instruction*.
“Young Summie Spender is carrying
out his governor’s wishes faithfully, isu't
he?”
“How’s that ?”
“Why, the old gentleman left instructions in his will that after his death his
dust was to be scattered to the winds.”—
Life.

Never iniud;
It’s a sign that apt lug is near,
*Nd a pleasant iunard cheer,
In the fail days of the year,
1 har 1 And.

It.f.n-

heaten stiff and clean,
Add eight spooululs of sugar light,
And put the frothing nice and white
Upon your pudding like a coverlie *ure you spread it nicely over.
In a cool oven let it brown—
We think the puading win go down.
Also a recipe lor lining for layer cake is excel lent:
l*ut a cupful of sugar into a tin basin with
Let it boil until it
enougn water to dissolve it
will harden In cold wuter. Have one cupful of
stoued raisins chopped well. Beat the w hite of
an egg to a stiff froth, mix with the rai-ius into
the boiling syrup
Mir bri.-kly, und while
warm put between the layers of cake.
Tills is all lor kite present.
Buiehtll.
E. M. C.

come

question, but as he proceeded be
proved that he could clothe his ideas,
whether old or new, with language fitting
and interesting. He alluded to the wornout pica for anti-prohibition that the laws
ance

Everybody's

Ez I think these matters o’er,
Siltin’ in my old barn door,
Then my mind goes on before
With swill wing,
'Nd 1 think that by ’ml by
We shall, though our leaves here
l*ut out new oi.es in the sky,
iij the spring.
’Nd I say, if this

Fire and

ISI.K.

White ribboners here were glad to hear
from France® E. Willard union in last
week's American.
Rev. Harry Hill preached a flue temperance sermon at the church here on Sunday. He began by saying that he did not
expect to give new ideas on the temper-

lie Knew Him.

Makes no dlfrence, ez 1 see,
Wheihtr rich cr poor we be,
Each will be a leafless tree,
In the tail.
Eer the frost of worldly car’
Falls, 1 guess, 'bout every wliar’,
Age 'nd sorrer turns the har
Of us all.

Dear M. B. Friends:
1 am a new contributor to this column. J
have hesitated to send anything before, but
have enjoyed the many suggestions given by
friends ami Aunt Madge. The following recipe
from an old book written iu 1850 was found
excellent:

Th** W lillPrt Ilf
And when they're

SOUTH PFF.R

FIRST MDRIL RINK

SAFE DEPOSIT WILTS.

The Rev. Dr. John Ralcom Shaw told
a story about a small boy who
belongs to
hi> congregation and lives within a few
doors of him.
A woman who met the
child ashed him—after the manner of older people's conversation with children—
where he lived.
Upon finding that he
lived only two doors from the minister’s
house, she exclaimed with delight:
”Y\ by, you must know Dr. Shaw!”
“Sure.” answered the small boy. “He
goes to our church.”—New York limes.

Leaves of hojie that time has killed,
’Nd of plans all unfulfilled.
Schemes for gain we loved to build;
These will lie
Jest about ez thick around,
Kz them dead leaves on the ground,
/
When llfe’n cold fall rain comes down,
Ry ’nd by.

time to write in I
this hurrying life, but some choice quotation or a page of original poetry appropriate iu sentiment and breathing the
was

troubled

are

In the Fall.
When the rain cornea pat’rin down
On the leave* all dead ’nd brown,
I>ayln’ thick upon the ground.

small bououet of choice Bowers

a

Vegetable

Com-

with pains,
fainting spells, depression of spirits,
reluctance to go anywhere, headache,
backache, and always tired, please remember that there is an absolute
remedy which will relieve you of tout
suffering as it did Mrs. Rice. I*roof
is monumental that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the
greatest medicine for suffering women.
No other medicine has made the cures
that it has, and no other woman has
helped so many women by direct advice
as has Mrs. rinkhum; her experience
is greater than that of any living person.
If you are sick, write ana get
her advice; her address is Lynn, Masa
yon

bis
the results of X'ittoria. bnt he
brother
instructed his ministers to say that "a
somewhat brisk engagement with the
English took place at Vittoria in which
both sides lost equally. The French armies. however, carried out the movements
In which they were engaged, but the
seised about 100 guns which
enemy
were left without teams at X'ittoria. and
We are now prepared to rent boxen
in 0n»T
it is these that the English are trying to new
pass off as artillery captured on the battlefield.*'
One of the most important captures of
the battle was a mavs of documents from
the archives of Madrid, including a
great part of Napoleon’s secret corre- WA to bo Ono of tbo Beat
Vaults
spondence—an invaluable addition to hisla tbo Coutry.
tory.
Napier’s summing up of the results of
the battle reads:
We believe tbal Ihte vault affords
absolute se'•Joseph’s reign was over; the crown curlty againm
had fallen from his bead.
And. after
years of toils and combats, which had
Fire and
been rather admired than understood, the
English general, emerging from the chaos
Our banking rooms;'are so arranged as
of the peninsula struggle, stood on the
to
summit of the Pyrenees a recognized con- aecure
From these lofty pinnacles the
queror.
clangor of his trumpets pealed clear and Absolute Privacy for those
Boies.
loud, and the splendor of his genius appeared as a flaming beacon to warring
Boxes from *4 to KO per annum
nations.'*—Stephen Crane in
Lippinaccording to alae and location.
c*>tt’s.
f«>r

editor-]

were

E. Pinkham's

tanking.

Wflllnston After Vittoria.
was filled with fury at

[The editor Invite* secretaries of local union*
of the W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, and
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to thl*
column report* of meeting* or Item* that will l*e
of Interest to worker* in other part* of the
county. We would like this to l*e a llvecolnmn,
but it need* some effort on the part of W. C. T.
V. women to make it *o. It l* a column of thetr
making, not oar*, and will 1*e what they make
Item* ami communications should Ik* abort,
It.
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

of his

Dear Mutual Friends:
“Tokens,” selected by Janet, will cause
many of us to recall old-time scenes. How
distinctly certain words and looks and

(Column.

Napoleon

WHO ARE ALWAYS TIRED.

The purposes of thin column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it is for the mutual benefit, and alms to lie helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of Ideas. In tills capacity it solicits
communications, and Its success depends large
ly on the support given it In this respect. Com
munlcatlons must !>e signed, hut the name of
writer will not Iks printed except by i»ermlss1on.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason.
Address
all communications to
The America*.
Ellsworth, Me.
Mutual Benefit Column.

of

Have a biographical missionary meeting, with papers or addresses on the
lives of missionaries who have been
successful.

Ul. <£. £. (I.

HELP>ORWOMEN

“AUNT MADGE**.

EDITED BY

Its Motto:

2tot>cTti«mmt«.

Urncht Column

Mutual

•

THE

j

j
j

I

No. 9 School Street,
la pleased to Inform the
people of
t*»l» d«y and vicinity that he has
P°I into his shop ait engine and

woodworking' machines,
prepared

to

«nd

do

TURNING, PLANING
and JIG-SAWING
of all kinds at>hort notice.

is

JOHN

E. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

3
3

8

omcii

at

BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.
Bar Harbor offices: 7 and 8 Mt.

Blnehlll office

open

DesertBlock.

Saturdays.

3

3
5

CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.

3

<

2*

I>B. H. W. Haines begs to notify hla patrons
and others that until further notion M* dental
rooms will be closedron Wednesday afternoons

Ellsworth,

Oct.

25,1899.

1

KI1TKKY TO CARIBOU.
Week's

One

Tills week It will meet with Mrs.
James Crockett.
ton.

Windowings of News,

Novelty and Nonsense.
The large saw mill of E. P. Grimes, of
Caribou, was burned Friday. The fire
originated In the bolter room. The mills
were very busy.
The loss is fully f10,000;
partially insured.
Word has been received In Camcfon of
the drowning near Cape Nome, Alaska, on
Sept. 10, of John L. Locke, of Camden.
Mr. Locke left Maine for the Alaska gold
fields two years ago.
The Seacoast Packing Co., the sardine
syndicate, is building a five-story warehouse at Eastport, with ail modern conveniences—elevators, electric lights, steam
beat, etc. The building is just above the
Sea street terminus of the Washington

County

railroad

freights

where

first floor will be

The

freight

doors of

quickly

on

with the

level

a

the

for the west.

ttiat

cars ao

of

most

day

loaded each

are

cars

be

can

unloaded.

loaded and

Maine Central railroad for the
year ending June 30, makes an excellent
showing. The gross earnings from operations were |5,640,724, a gain of |591,035
from the year before; operating expenses,
f3,753,972, an increase of |470,634; income
from operation, f1,886,752, a gain of |120,-

————.

N every

cake of

The Income from other

401.

A SUIT OF WHITE.

f67,945, making

Ivory Soap there

The deductions from this were:
Interest on funded debt accrued, |581,490;

697.

100

are

complete suits of rich, creamy lather. Before
dressing, put on a suit of Ivory Soap. Cover

on current liabilities, |3.380; rents
paid for lease of road, |648,526; taxes,
1147.703; paid trustees' sinking fund,
|29,440; total, fl,408,539, leaving the net i
income, |6?6,157.

interest

the entire body from head to foot with
Take the suit off with tepid water and you
will remove with it all the impurities of the body
which have been carried to the surface through the
pores. Use a pure soap for this.

lather.

IVORY SOAP —99«JiS. PER CENT. PURE.

sources was

income, f1,944,-

the total

A

report from the Kennebec says

while

the

dently

is

American

shipping

ice

all

tba

with the

average, and

summer

it

is esti-

corvaicmr Itu •» T*te Mocrta a r.tw»u co. CKCmuri
uyci

—

-—1

the

tu iitai

jrni,

quantity

of

lor

additional Count#

.NV»»

Mr.

|
and

llrookliu.
A

son

born

was

to

other

buy regalias

page*.

Mrs. K. A.
•

Calvin Wilson started for Eureka, Cal.,

short

on a

employed.
been working in
Annie Smith,
Rockland, came home Tuesday.

A

new

to

fog bell, weighing 1,200 pounds,
Greeu Island light.

Nettie Gott left
where she will be

to-day

for

Charleston,

employed for the win-

ter.

Sarah Hill went to Winter Harbor Wednesday, where she will be employed this
(all.

Perly

Kane and

were

Mrs. Lorinda Dodge,
ill
last week, are

reported

better.

Mary Stanley,
her vacation

of

Boston,

is

is

with her mother, Mrs. Lizzie

Mrs. Dr. Herrick and son went to Ellsworth Tuesday to visit friends and to attend the carnival.
H. Mayo and O. H. Venner and
wife went to Swan’s Island Sunday, to
spend a few weeks.
Mrs. A.

Mrs. Hattie Watson and grandchildren
Idl

they

lur

OUMUII

innt

iiruucruoj

«

uuio

|

Mayo lias gone lo Swan’s
Island with her millinery (or two weeks.
Annie Dullard is in charge of her store.

family l.ave
cot Inge,“Sutinyside,”

Capt. Enos Wasgatt
closed their

summer

and

Five’s Point, and returned to their
home at East Boston.
at

long

bo

Sum.

J. H. Wescott is out with his thresh-

land-

a

winter and

coming into this bay, is
It was built the
spring of 1877. and vacant as

it has been

for several

ing

mark for craft

pairs,
of

begun

it

All

dilapidation.

are

glad to

The lay services of the Unitarian society
held with Mrs. Beunis oil Suuday
Miss

able article

on

with

all

which

its

Helen

read

Smith

“Experiences
were pleased,

of

an

Life”,

and

Prudence

of

She has been somewhat of
several years. She
usual ability and

was

invalid for

an

a

of

woman

un-

usefulness, and will be
very much missed in ber vicinity, but
more especially in ber home, where her

ago.

bteu

Her

hold.

the

husband

She leaves four

law

of the house-

died
sons

several

and

one

years

daugh-

ter, the latter a most tender and devoted
daughter indeed. One son, Ernest, in
business in
but

an

County

Halifax,

accident
railroad

came

on

the

prevented

alter the services

were

funeral,
Washington

for the

bis arrival till

Walthaut.

Mrs. Nettie DeBeck is with friends in
Frauklin.

accomplishment.
in

loving

She will

remembrance

ever

be

held

hosts

ol

especially will she be
missed and deeply mourned by her husMrs. Susan Jordan and daughter have band, who was so devotedly attached to
her, and by her aged mother, bereft of her
returned to Ellsworth.
in her declining
tender ministrations
Mrs. Sadie Haslem has returned home
from her visit in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Oeorge Stanley and Mrs. Stephen
Jordan spent a few days in Bangor recently.
Mrs. Mary Pettingill has returned from
Her grandson, Lloyd
with her.

Haverhill, Mass.
Simpson, returned

Mrs. Eliza Clough, of Bangor, who has
been visiting her step-daughter, Mrs.
Alden Haslem, has returned home.
Howard and Judson Giles, of Boston,
who have been visiting their sister, Mrs.
Charles Jordan, have returned home.
Mrs. W.B. Hastings has returned to her
Mrs.
Her sister,
home in Boston.
Willard Haslem, and sou Harvard accompanied her.
Companion court Sunbeam will give a
free entertainment at Fox’s hall, Thursday evening, Oct. 18. There will be a box
The proceeds from
■upper at the close.
Stops the Cough and Works off the Cold.
Laxative Broino Quinine Tablets cure a cold
In one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents.

friends;

but

years.
Oct. 8.

specimens

R.

good

catches

week.

last

of tine needlework

on

exhibi-

Ellscarnival
Mt. and

ing

Ferry.

Nellie Robertson, of Lynn, Mass.,
is visiting friends here.
Mrs.

Dodge, of Bucksport,

is

teaching

She is liked very much.

here.

Bertha Bennett,
Sullivan,

was

who

home

a

few

is

employed
days last week.

at

infant child of Arthur
Keef was brought from Bar Harbor and
buried here Friday. The parents have

body

The

the

community.
Helen Webster, of Waltham,

Miss

of the

wiio

visiting her sister, Mrs. Flaviile
Moon, retairned to her home to-day.
Miss Martha Ball accompanied her.
Yankapoo.
Oct. 1.
has been

Southwest

Harbor.

Capt. J. 11. Pease returned from Portland somewhat improved in health.
The Ross cottage at the Point has been
Thomas Savage for the winter.

rented to

J. B. Mason’s house has been repainted.
Will Murphy and Frauk Gilley did the
work.
Mrs. J. T. R. Freeman and Miss Freewent to Rockland last week to attend

CONDOLENCE.

It has pleased our Heavenly Father to remove from our midst our beloved slstei
and companion, Mrs. Georgie Clapham,
Resolved, That the Sorosls tender Its heartfelt sympathy to ihe family In its great loss, and
that the society considers Its loss Irreparable.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be 6ent to the family of the deceased, also
placed upon the books and sent to the local paMrs. C. A. Stimson,
pers.
Mrs. Stan Wilson,
Mrs. Sara N. Ukidgham,

Whereas,

Committee.

The law holds both maker and circulator
of a counterfeit guilty. The dealer who
sells you a dangerous counterfeit of DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve risks your life to
make a little larger profit. You cannot
trust him. DeWitt’s Is the only genuine
and original Witch Hazel Salve, a wellknown cure for piles and all skin diseases,
See that your dealer gives you DeWitt’s
Wiqoin A Moore.
Salve.

week

WEIGHTS AND MBASCSBS.

are re-

has moved hack to the home of his parents, H. C. Urann and wife.
Mrs. C. C. Adams, of Newburyport,
Mass., who has spent the summer with
her sister, Mrs. H. C. Urann, left this
week for Portland to visit her daughter,
Mrs. Stevens.
Oct. 8.
M. P.
__

C.

Magrath
Magrath’s mother,

wife

and

and

Mr.

who have been here

on

Went

Han rock.

Mrs. C. P. Graves has moved to Egypt.
Irving McFarland has gone to Bar Harbor to work.
Mrs. Watson K. Springer went to Bosher brother, Wil-

ton Saturday to visit
liam H. McFarland.

Mrs. Eunice Carter, of Mt. Desert, has
been visiting relatives and friends here.
Edward Urann, who has been living in
North Bullivan for the past two years,

Oct. 8.

SUB

DeWitt’s Little Early Risers are famous
little pills for liver and bowel troubles.
Never gripe. Wiggin & Moore.
■

—-

_i...

-J

abberttaementa.

CLOSINGOUT SALE
OF

Creamery per lb.30
Dairy.25 328

CARRIAGES,

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per Ib.I63I8
Bent dairy (new).16
Dutch (Imported).90
Ncufchatel.05
Fresh laid, per doz.
22
Poultry.
Chickens.153I6
May.
Best loose, per ton.
15

Baled.
Straw.
Loose.
Baled.

Lamb:
Steak,

n

Ofl

Provisions.

Pork, tb.
.15 3.25
Chop,
.I13.20
Pig*’feet,
Ham, per

.173.10
.05

14
.(5
tb

Sboukler,
Bacon,

.18

133-14

.10
.14
.10
.lo

Salt

Lard, loose
Lanl in palls,

.103.12
.15
.08 3.12

Cod,
Halibut,
Pickerel,
Smelts, tb

Lo Otters, tb

Bike

Steel Tired.

or

Buggies,

“

”

Ball-Bearing-Axles.

Runabout

Buggies,

Steel Tires

Roacl

only.

Wagons,

Express Wagons,

Surreys,
Rlickboards—New
from 2 to 11

and second-hand—to

a

accommodate

people (including driver). Above

goods
I also have

Concords.

of my

own

few western-made

make.

goods, consisting

and Concord

Surreys

of

Wagons.

Also several great trades in Second-Hand Carriages of all styles and kinds,
SLEIGHS AND PUNGS—My own make—Parties intending purchasing this fall will do well to inspect
the stock I am now offering, and which will be sold

regardless

of cost.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

parties having bills against me will please present them for
payment, and all owing me must settle within 30 days; those unsettled
will bejleft with an attorney for collection.

Fresh Fish.
.05 Haddock,
.10 3.16 Mackerel, each
.10 Clams, <jl
12 Oysters, <11
18
Fuel.

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
Broken,
Dry hard, 3 00 35 00
2 0038 00
l»ry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1004125
Nut,

.05
.15
.20
40

6 50
6 50
6 50
6 50
6 00

.2531.00

Frnlt.

Tamarinds,
Currants,
Apples, string
Apples, sliced

Banker Routs

a

HENRY E. DAVIS,

ton—

Blacksmith's
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Corn for prompt delivery Is very scarce, and
some Ellsworth dealers have made advance of
5 cents above price here quoted.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bb—
5 25 35 75
1 10
Straights,
120
St. Louis roller,
Corn, bag
5 25 35 75 <>ats, West’n.bu .38 3.40
Patents—
1 10
Shorts—bag—
5 50
Mixed feed,bag
Winter wheat,
1.15
6 00 Middlings, bag
Spring wheat,
1.10 31.20
Hides and Tallow.
.25 3.50
Lambskins,
Hides—per tb—
.05)4 Tallow—per lb—
Ox,
.01)4
.05*4
Rough,
Cow,
.04
.04*
Bull,
Tried,
Calf skins, green
Dried

Rubber

All

16 3.18
.IU3.I6

.12 3.20
.10
.08 3.15
.103.14

Bangor Buggies,

.113.12

*20

Chop,
Boasts,

These goods are going to be sold REGARDLESS
OF COST ; and all in want of them cannot do better
than call and get prices.

war

nrtk OX

or

paper.

with Pneumatic Tires and
to

OH—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
.55 3.60
Havana,
Linseed,
.50
.13
Porto Rico,
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
.15
Syrup,
Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
11 §13 Hemlock,
125
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 313 Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
24 326
I23I6
Spruce,
16 320
Suruce, No. 1, 17 318
Spruce floor,
35 360
12315 Clear pine,
Pine,
Matehed pine,
15g20 Extra pine,
3536O
M—
M—
Laths—per
Shingles—per
2 75
2.00
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 35
Nalls, per Ib
clear,
.043.06
*'
185 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
160
"
extra cie,
165 Lime, per cask
.85
"
125 Brick, per M
No. 4,
"311
••
W hlt*» l»»m1

approved

14

between the big rellners, but dealers believe It
Ellsworth price Is >4 cent
Is but temporary.
lower.
h
Rice, per lb
.063.08
Cotlee—per
.16 3.25 Pickles, per gal .4O3.6O
Rio,
.40 Olives, hoille
.253-75
Mocha,
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per lb—
.45 3-65 Cracked wheat,
.05
Japan,
.30 3 65 Oatmeal, per tb
.04
Oolong,
lb—
.20
Buckwheat,
pkg
Sugar—per
.04
.07 Graham,
Granulated,
.07 Rye meal,
Coffee—A A B,
.04
.07*4 Granulated meal,lb 02>4
Yellow, C

.7S

heard of before in Hancock county, FOE CASH,

8gl0

.30 3-40
25 330

during the next 30 days my entire
in order to do so, I offer it at prices never

I want to sell

stock, and

18

Vegetables.
Eggs have been selling at little better than
price here quoted, but have been coming In In
better supply during the past few days.
60 Cabbage,
.03
Potatoes, bu
li
Sweet potatoes, lb
.(<2
Beets, ib
.04
.02
Onions,
Turnips, Ib
.04 Carrot-*, Ib
.02
Tomatoes, lb
* 3
!t>
bu—
Squash.
Beans—per
2U325
Cauliflower,
imp Yellow Eye, 3.00
3.1/0
Pea,

HAR-

SLEIGHS,

NESS, ROBES, BLANKETS.

Kggs.

.10

.088-12
.06
.10

Robber.

J. R. Garrison, cashier of the bank of
place purchased by
Ohio, had been robbed of
them, preparatory to moving in next Thornville,
health by a serious lung trouble until
week.
he tried Dr. King’s New
Discovery for
Then he w rote: “It is the
Carpenters, under the superintendence consumption.
best medicine I ever used for a severe cold
of Lewis Mayo, have put up the frame or a bad case of
lung trouble. I always
work and boarded the new Phillips keep a bottle on hand.” Don’t suffer with
or any throat, chest or lung
colds,
coughs,
cottage.
trouble when you can be cured so easily.
The Congregational sewing circle held Only 50c and §1.00. Trial bottleB free at
its first meeting with Mrs. Thomas Law- VViQGiN & Moobe’s drugstore.
the

G.

Country Produce.

or more.

Mrs. Rebecca Carroll and family

pairing

Long

FRANKLIN STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

MAINE’S GREATEST STORE.

40 POUNDS CURLED
There

are

mattresses and

HAIR, §9.75.

mattresses, good, bad

and indifferent.

Some

those

and hard.

made by machine—
The best ones are
lumpy
made entirely by hand, of good curled hair.
You
are

are

pay much or little, according to the grade of
hair and the honesty of the dealer.
For a fall

can

leader

making up to order forty-pound
hair mattresses—choice of gray or
black hair—made by the best hand labor in our own
we

are

curled horse

shop,
each.
same

in

one

or

two

parts

Many dealers charge
thing.

as

preferred, for #9.75
$12 or $15 for the

you

Edison's Phonograph

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
don't cost aa much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—band or orchestra—tella
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songsp-it is always ready.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine. Oata%pes of all dsalflM, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Ave., Now York.
—

Subscribe for Thb America*

a

winter.

I I I 1
§
H
I
JB

Butter.

wedding.
Figs,
Maud Holmes, Gladys Mayo and Chan- Dates,
Raisins,
nie Mayo went to Boston Monday to Prunes,
visit for

Moore and wife are at E. G.
where they will spend the

East Franklin.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh flO
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 oounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
in good order and (It for shipping, Is PO pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of Deans In
good order and lit for shipping. Is 6*2 pounds.
Of wheat, l>eets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 5« pounds; of onions, .Vi
uoumls; of carrots, Engltsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley ami buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
8*2 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers turn easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive lu trade

man
a

RESOLUTIONS OF

Charles

Burnham’s,

visit, have returned to their home in
Wilton.
Oct. 8.
Anon.

Wednesday, October 10, 1000.

of the

sympathy

E.
G.
Burnham
has
loaded
the
“Leonora” with staves for New York.

a

II.

______

Charles B. Wood has been a great
Beef,tb:
sufferer for several weeks past with what | Steak,
Koants,
was supposed to be canker In her mouth,
Coruetl,
but it has baffled trie efforts of physicians,
Tripe,
Veal:
and threatens to become serious. Mrs.
Steak,
Wood suffers a great deal of pain.
Roasts,
Mutton
O.
Oct. 8.
■Meuk,
Boasts,
Desert

riority.

j

j

RLLSWOKTH MARK RTS.

Mrs.

Mount

rtA(h

Cousins, j Egypt.
Phillips | Amos Clark’s daughter Effie has been
but is improving.
prevail- dangerously ill,

Oct. 8.

■AIMS LAW BKQABDINQ

K I ^IPnwfter

ll

tVat Ivorine is made by the proprietors of
famous Shaving Soaps is a sure guarantee

oust winds and dense fogs.
This has
had its ff-ci on human beings to make
them snap like dogs, which applies to
men, and snarl like cats, which applies !
to t he ottier section of the race. Iii ail 1
this time the weather man at Washington
has been steadily and cheerfully predicting for us “clearing weather followed by
falling temperature and frosts, brisk

ufnnla

tion.

more

_

some

but small.

Minnie Townsend returned to
Portland last week after attending the
fair at Ellsworth, where she had several

Miss

by

plenty

Miss

held.

an-

very

parishioners.
j

East Sullivan,
Hill,
died at her home in that place last week.
Mrs.

are

Rev. M. S. Preble went to Aroostook
county last week to remain two or three
weeks visiting
relatives
former
and

Paul

a

day school.

mill.

a

H. H. Phillips has returned from Wis*
caset, where he was summoned to attend court Saturday.

fine poem on the “True
Mission of Jesus”. This was followed by
a discussion on the interests of the Sunread

to work in

Mackerel
There were

unless it could be sustained.

afternoon.

from j

home

F. L. Jordan went to Kingman Satur-

day

it go,

see

came

Bar Harbor last week.

years, with no redecided evidence

to show

machine.

Miss Martha Beede

disappearing.

fast

The Harvest Home society
Mrs. Georgie Clapham, who died at her
nual fair and supper Friday evening, Oct.
home here last Suuday morning, was beThe fair was a success loved
5, in Union hall.
I
by all who knew her, and will be
financially. The display of vegetables missed by a large circle of friends. She
was tine.
It was under the supervision of was a friend to all who came within her
The hall was prettily
Newell Powers.
There was no taint of guile
knowledge.
decorated.
hut she was u largein her nature,
all
Mrs. Phebe Milliken passed her ninetyheart* d, generous, active worker i
tirst birthday last Tuesday, Oct. 2. She good efforts fora belter state of society.
received quite a number of tokens of re- She was an active, energetic number ol
membrance from friends and relatives. the society which built the “Church ol
Mrs. Milliken is remarkable for one of Our Fathei”, never llagging in her efforts
her years. It is a pleasure to spend an or zeal for the completion of the same, so
“O! it must he done,”
hour with her.
often saying:
while devoting all tier energies to Its
Ujte Femme.
Oct. 8.
held

At the

ill.

Waukeag house,

The

counsel has

will live this winter.

Miss E. A.

buildings.

new

an

quite

fortable home for Mrs. Franklin and her
brother, who will occupy it with her.

spending Simpson

Stanley.

which to erect

time a report is heard that the
American Ice Co., in the near future, will
establish a dock in Boston which will
give them a new source of output for
The company loads ice
their shipments.
on the river and places it in Boston in
less than twenty hours, making a great

were

who

harvested

aged citizen of this
Two of ber daughters are with her—Mrs. Clara Sotnes and
Mrs. Josie Marsh—while two more have
been obliged to return to their families.

who has

has been erected at

river Oct. 1,

tons

I

to

saving not only in the shrinkage during
transportation, but also in the rate of
freight as compared with that to southern
ports. It is claimed, moreover, that ice
could be placed in Boston at a cost which
Fruit.
.20 3 30 Oranges, doz
would permU competition with the prices
Bananas, doz
The Franklin house is undergoing very
10 315 Lemons, doz
doz
Pears,
now charged there by the dealers, and
extensive repairs. Another
Grapes, basket, 13 315
story has
to the company shipping from here
Groceries.
been added to its height, and changes in give
a good margin of profit.
There has been a drop In sugar, due
the Ulterior make it a very nice Hud comMrs. Maynell,

village,

where she is

Llnnie Kane, who has been working at
Camden, returned home Tuesday.
Arthur Stanley went to Boston Wednesday, where he will tlnd work.

ui

same

at all.

visit.

Mildred and Annie Smith went
Boston Monday for a few weeks.

covering from

n

very unsatisfactory means of reacbiug
the “outer world”, and no Sunday malts

Mina Stewart went to Providence, it. I.,

Monday

on

Mr§. Charlrs Conners is
serious illness.

The summer service of the Maine
Central has expired, and leaves us with

Monday of last week.
O. L. Flye, of Lookout, will enter the
University of Maine Monday.
Mrs. George Lopas and children have
Boston

H.

Salltva*>.

Stewart, Sept. 30.

gone to

for ibe court.

Ocl. 8.

rntimnir

been shipped.
There are some indications that an opposition to the American Ice Co. may
develop. Representatives of operators
have been in Maine looking over locations

of 9U[ P9r loin will be used to

the nale

the

on

890,000
only have

363,000 tons

wr

Ice

mioiui

that of

shows

COUNTY NEWS.

n

A buckboard of people went
worth Wednesday to attend the
and fair.
The party included
Mrs. E. L. Higgins, Mrs. O. W.
Mrs. Augusta Clark, Dr. J. D.
and George K Fuller.
The last week has been one of

company evifor which

mated that half of the crop will be carried

"

Manset school bouses are nearing completion and are attractive appearing school buildings. The lower building
at Seawall is all completed but furnace
and desks.
The building at Manset is
ready for plasterers.
new

ice

che

there is any demand, it is not keeping up

*

The

northerly winds”.

The

♦

No services have been held in the Bapchurches at Manset or Heal Cove during the past two Hunriftys owing to the
illness of the pastor, Rev. Mr. Kittredge.

tist

I

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

*4.

$ t)e t£Usu>orth American.

harder every
is in the air.

and assured

day,

I

A* A.

V/A»X

COUNTY

victory

Fair time’s

Now get oat your

over.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT THB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
a year; #1.00 for
mouths; r<0 cents for three months; tf
paid strictly In advance, #1.50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at

•nbacription ?*rlce—#2.00
•lx

the rate of 2 per year.
Are reasonable, and will
Adwct Using
be ma le known on application
Business communications should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to, Thk
Hancock County Publishing Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

There is

Ellsworth fairly
Thst’sthe sort of
Lewiston Journal.

interesting subsidence

an

of the hue and cry from democratic
The
about “militarism”.
phenomenon has been coincjjdental
silence about
with Bryan’s long

ran over

with people.

carnival to

a

have.—

sources

saying in Ellsworth since the
engine contest that Ticonic’a
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1900. China, and final confession that the crew of sturdy millmen, with Capt. John
administration was doing the right O. Whitney on deck, is about as good as
steam power.
thing there. If “militarism” is right

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
NATIONAL ELECTION NOV. 6, 1900.

in

China,

as

Mr.

it wrong in the
in China may

They

steam

Bryan admits, why is
Philippines? Troops
crimes that

avenge

OF OHIO.

committed, but can never
restore the lives of people that have
been already massacred. In the Philippines the use of American troops
has prevented the perpetration of

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

such horrors as in China have shocked
the whole world, including even Mr.

have been

FOR PRESIDENT,

"William McKinley,

Theodore

Roosevelt,

OF NEW YORK.

Bryan

at HI*

Worst.

pleasant to find a candidate
for president of the United States
talking as foolishly or dishonestly as
Mr. Bryan talked at Monett, Mo., says
It is not

the New York Sun.

This is what he

says:
"The republicans are now boasting that we
have readied a point where we can loan money
I want to ask you
to people in other countries.
whether you regard that as an evidence of prosperity. Why would any man send his money to
Europe for ii.ve tment If he could And a place
for Investment must lx; sent for one of two reasons—either i*ecause the man who sends the
money over there thinks more of the people
over there than he does of the )*eople here, anil
does It for Jove and devotion, or because It Is a
matter of business; that Is, because he can In
vest It to better advantage In a Europeun country than he Cun in this country.”

so

much money under that

financial system which he is trying

to

break down that it has money to lend
at a low rate of interest to the rest of
the world. He either knows or does

pendicitis.
Mr. Mudgett

post-office deunfailingly the con-

The business of the

partment shows

dition of the business of the country.
The figures for the fiscal year ending
June 30, just completed, show that the
business for the year was 8180,000,000,
or 33 1-3 per cent, more than that for
the last fiscal year under democratic
rule.

The deficit in the

nues

is

been
the

a

reve-

The total de-

preceding year.
was 84,894,718.84.

ficit

postal

steaauy aecreasing, naving
million and a half less than for

round-bale

The

cotton

trust

of

Texas will match up well with the ice

to

have the indictment of the officers

of the round-bale trust for violation
of the anti trust law deferred until
after the

He learned the

12,1852.

;

Dexter, Aug.
printer’s trade in

boro in

was

which he shows so much concern.
He either knows or does not know that

pany-

country which is able to lend must
be prosperous. He either knows or
he does not know that the big slice of

throughout

the German loan taken

by a life incompany represents in large
measure the savings of many men in
surance

successful.

_

Friends of the Maine music festival
the State will be glad to

Aged Lamolne Woman l>ead.
Mrs. Betsey Maxfield died Friday at her

Lamolne, near Marlboro, at the
Bangor
Portland the events were financially age of ninety-four years, aix months. Mrs.

know

that

both

and at

at

Their unqualified success
successful.
from an artistic point of view is al-

moderate circumstances.
If he does not know these

home in

Maxtieid retained her faculties to
markable
had

degree, except

her

a

re-

eyesight. She
kept well

wonderful memory, and
posted on curreut events by
a

ready
haviug the
The festival has
things, ment necessary.
papers read to her.
he is too big a fool to be president. passed the experimental stage, and it
She lived
with her grandson, Seth
If he does, and yet talks as he talked can now be regarded as settled that it
Hodgkins, who, with his wife, has been
at Monett, he is too dishonest to be will be held annually—we hope for- devoted to her interest and comfort.
Mrs. Maxtieid was a pensioner from the
ever.
president.
too well known to make

com-

Mexican

Bryan finds it convenient to
make campaign speeches this year in
Germany he will find plenty of ap“one speech” which Gov. Roosevelt plause from his hearers if be states
has been making during his tour in that the democrats are opposed to
the American ship subsidy bill—that
the West.
There is only one republican speech they would, in fact, rather see 8200,this year.
It varies according to the 000,000 a year paid out to foreign
intellectual grasp or the rhetoric of ship-owners than any subsidy given
the individual speaker, but in sub- to Americans whereby that great
stance it is always the same, because sum could be kept at home.

Roosevelt’s One Speech.
Some of the democratic newspapers
have been attempting to ridicule the

never

in any section of the Union does
any part of the republican

If Col.

war.

The funeral
moine church

was

held from the East La-

Sunday, Rev. J. P.

Simon-

ton, pastor of the Ellsworth Methodist
church, officiating.

Burglars at Gouldaboro.
COL'LDisBORO, Od. S (special).—A

bur-

g ar entered the house of E. F. Whittaker
last Wednesday, taking two watches, two
valuable watch
c

othea and

uame

chains,

several

a

ring,

suit of
The

a

other articles.

day probably the same man entered
West Gouldaboro. It

Fred Ash’s bou«e at
is believed this

same

If

man,

with

another,

“imperialism” is the “para- broke into Gilly Bunker’s house on tiie
mount” issue, why was free silver in- Prospect Harbor road and Oren WhittaIn
platform.
every republican speech
will be found a plea for these three serted in the democratic platform? ker’s at Gouldaboro Point, over a month
In marly every case the robbers
In 1896 the democrats sought to get ago.
buiugo.
uag, proDcrvahave singled out unoccupied houses.
tion of national credit, inviolability free silver in through the front door.
Treinont Schooner Lost.
of the courts.
It follows as a matter This year they are trying to sneak it
The schooner “Onward”, Cape. Thursof course that all republican speeches in through the back door under the
ton, owned by Mrs. Hattie Thurston, of
cloak of “anti-imperialism”.
are alike.
Treinont, is ashore at K>e Beach, N. H.,
In the ck mocratic speeches, on the
and probably a total loss. The “Onward”
Ellsworth Sehoouer Wrecked.
it

slur

iu

cue

contrary, is found
similitude.

In

a

one

wonderful dis-

portion

of the

find the democratic orators
hid; the issue which is detrying
clared by their brethren in another
section :o be paramount.
Out West

country

we

to

they will tell you about the trust octopus. In New York, where the ice
trust has
frozen
the
founts
up
of trust oratory, they parade the hollow bugaboo of expansion and imperialism. In the silver states they
talk about 16 to 1; in the financial
centres

they

say the silver issue does
not enter into the campaign.
No
wonder the democratic papers like

1

variety.
Alive to the Situation.'
Republican apathy is now a dream
of the past. The campaign is in fall
swing all over the country, and from
almost every state comes the same

story—republican activity and deterby a larger majority
in the electoral college than in 1896,
and to elect a majority of the House.
With the coming of republican activity the donbt about Congress—
mination to win

there has never been any doubt about
the election of McKinley and Roose-

velt—disappeared like
morning sunshine. As

frost in the
in 1896, the
the country is

with the republicans, and
date

no

candi-

solidly supported by

that element has ever been defeated. It was
because this element refused to recog-

danger that there was a
Congress, but it is now
thoroughly aroused and working
nize the

•

doubt about

Ellsworth

Queen”, Capi.
Trundj’s reef,
The

land.

Boston
caught
sudden
was

tbe

“Eastern

near

Kay, is ashore on
Cape Elizabeth, Port-

schooner

a an

bouud (rum

for

whs

outside

driven

make tbe
were

schooner

Erneit

Gardiner, light. She
Cape Elizabeth in
easterly gale Friday evening,
on

tbe reef

harbor.

taken ashore in

life-saving

while

Capt. Kay
a

breeches

the
and

trying to
and

crew

buoy by

crew.

The schooner was sixty-eight gross
tons, and was built at Edeu in 1871.
She
was owned by the Donald Stuart heirs of
Ellsworth.
The ET.sworth owners say
the vessel is

a wreck. She will be
stripped
rigging. A. D. Stuart is now
in Portland looking after tbe owners’

of sails and

interests.

;.v

business element of

The

There

was no

insurance

on

the

bound from Beaton for Kittery. She
driven ashore Saturday
morning.
The crew was rescued by life severs.
The “Onward” was a ve=»**el of 100 tons,
b lilt in BucKsport, in 1S66. She whs insured.
was

was

‘‘For three days and nights 1 suffered
agony untold from an attack of cholera
morbus brought on by eating cucumbers,” say 9 M. E. Lowther, clerk of the
district court, Centerville, Iowa.
“I
thought I should surely die, and tried a
dozen different medicines, but all to no
purpose. I sent for a bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic,Cholera and Diarrhcea Remedy,
and three doses relieved me entirely.”
This remedy is for sale by Geo. A.
Parches, Ellsworth, and VV. I. Parfridge, Bluehill, druggists.

vessel.

Mt. Desert Bridge Co.
At the annual meeting of the Mt. Desert
Bridge Co., the following officers were
elected: President, John W. Somes, Mt.
Desert; clerk, E. M. Hamor, Eden; treasurer and agent, K. K.
Thompson, Trenton; directors, K. K. Thompson, Trenton;
T. S. Somes, Mt. Desert; J. J. Somes, Mt.
Desert; E. M. Hamor, Eden; J. L. Thompson, Eden.
• 100 Reward, 9100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there Is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all Its
stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now
known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
Internally,
acting directly upon the blood anti mucous surfaces of the sys*im,
thereby destroying tie
foundation of the disease and
giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution
and assisting nature In
doing its work. The
proprietors bAve so much faith in its curative
that they offer one Hundred Dollars
powers ca^e
ror
that it falls to cure. Send for list
any
3f testimonials.
F J* CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by druggists. 75c.
Hairs Family Pills are the beet.

SUftcrtisniunts.

HAND-MADE

10 cents.
V Warranted
Razor for $1.25.

Out-of-town orders

promptly

West Sullivan—Ar Oct 5, sch Kate L Fray,
.Ml Deperl
Sid Oct 1, whs Francl* Shubert, Cohle, with
paving from < rabtrce »t Havey, for New York;
Coquette, Coombs, with curbstone from T Jd
IDaisdell for Boston
Sid Oct 6, achs la-onora, Bonsey, with staves
from E
Burnham, f r Rondout; Kate I, l*tay,
Ray, with curbstone from A Abbott, for Boston
Domestic Forta.
Boston —A r Oct 6, sch Helen G Moseley,

Ray,

line of Ammunition

in Ilaucock

county.

Now is a good time to paint.
Call
md let us show our line and quote
irices.
_

STRHIOH t WESCOTT,
] 1 Main

St.,

Sid Oct 8, pelts Prince LeBoo and Arthur Clif-

ford, Bangor

HANQoK-SId Oct ft. achs Annie R Lew is. New
York; Webster Barnard and Etna, New Yolk
Sid Oct *, sch Wm H Cant, Providence
cafe HKNKT —Sid Oct ft, sch
Florence Inland, for Newburyport
Hyannia—Sid ilct ft, achs T H Garland, Deer
Isle; <* It Reynolds, for Gardiner
Newport Nuns-Sid *>cl 3, sch Hugh KelHaskell, Boston
lej,
View BURY FORT-Sid Oct ft, sch Lucy May,
Franklin
New York—A r Oct ft, ach* Mattie J A lies,
Portland ; Mary C Stuait
Ar Oct 6, soli Alice J Crabtree, Crabtree, Sullivan
Cld Oct 8, wh Herald, Keyes, Fernandtoa
Sid Oct f, sch Ida L Ra>, Slonlugtou
Ar Oct -, soli Geo H Mills, Rockland
ArOct7, ach Jos Eaton jr, Greenlaw, New
B ilfoni
Ar < >ct 8, schs Lizzie Lane, Larger; Elien M
Baxter, iron* Somes Sound, Carrie K Pickering,
Stonlngton
Philadelphia- Sid oct ft ach* Hattie \
Mar-ii, l.augor; Susan N Pickering, fur Bruns
wick
Cld Oct 4, Ach 8 G Haskell, Pn Asey, Point aPltre
Ar Oct 3, sch W L Maxwell, Robbins, Swan's
Island
Ar Oct 8, ach Mary C Stuart, from Sullivan
Portland—Aroet ft, sen EdlUi M Thump•on, Gouldsboro
Ar Oct 3, ach R G YVhtlden, Sullivan for New
York
Salem—Sid Oct 8, ach Yreka, Rondout for
Portland
Artkt 4, Ach Glendy Burke, Kenneliec for

Ellswoiitu.

_t.........

payment immediately.
Notice Is also given that John A. Peters
I.
Ellsworth, In said county, has been dnlv
appointed agent within the Slate of Marne7
for the subscribe., executor as aforesaid
October 1, a. d. WOO.
Hkwry W. Jarvis.

attended to.

"You talk about poster* and your ads. upon the

fence.
they ain’t the kind o' mediums that appeals

But

to common

sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such.
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser

much;
especially In winter, when the
the ground,

And

snow

Is

j

a

church member wishes to

a

mau

be

Hancock'

com-

rPHK subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of J<nhaui G Reynolds,

says be Is “sincere.”

Somehow the homely girl always has
fewer enemies than the pretty one.

late of L m one, in the county of
deceased, and given bonds as tue law directs!
AM person* having demand* against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement,
and all Indebted
t hereto are requested lo make payment imA nor a A. I'-kynolos.
mediately.
()Ck. 2. a. d. fOOO.

Hancock',

As a rule, bard luck never associate*
with prudence aud industry.
Mu< h that passes for wit owes its humor
to Ua

absurdity.
rPHE subscriber Aeraby gives notice that
pair of scissors divides by uniting
he has been duly
1
appointed administtator of the
and unites by dividing.
esUte of John A. Stover,
late of Hoivenio, in the county of HanIf wishes were bora?', beggars would cock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands
growl because they were not automobiles. against the estate of
said deceased are desired
The average man spend* lot* of time to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto
to make paycriticising the work of other* that lie ment immediately.are requested
Jam as A. Stovkb.
would better spend prosecuting his own
Oci. 2. a. d. UM).
When a city man goes to the county
subscriber hereby gives notice that
for rest and quiet, it seem* to him that rPHB
he hies been duly a»»jk>>.lied adminisX
one

than

little cricket
a trolley car.

can

make

more

nuWe

trator of
he es.r.t* of NeMie G.
Turner,
late of HuckspotI, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bond* as the law di ects.
AM persons having demands against the estate

of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, end al> indebted thereto
are requested vo make pavnte *l i.n rued lately.
Ock. l.r d 1900
Osi'as F. Frn.iow*.

Thia

signature is

Laxative

on

every box of the

the

Bromo«Quinine
cold In

remedy that

cwree m

fPHF, Subscriber hereby gives notice .hat
he ha- been duly appointed executor
X

genuine

one

day

5pnfal Xoticrs.

PUBLIC

|

THIS

Ergal Hotirw.

r|'HiS

Whai Shall We Have for Dessert?

lijflp CZlantrt.

[/a

AGENTS—Capable

Dennis

(IOAL

COWS—at

BICYCLE—A

bankrupt

Co Ert.

_

ROOMS

—

STORE—Rooms—first

aubrrtisnnmtB.

I have

just

received ;;

];

from New York

;;
::

assortment
and

Ladies’
Children’s Coats

;;

and

of the latest

;;

Capes

styles
prices.

at

good

of

I

'!

petition
_Attest:—A.

_

_

the

lowest ;;

Please call and ;;
examine before buying !!

elsewhere,

i!

■

■■

J

l8, £ereby
K0!.1!??dftyr*°f
5)ctobe

■

a. e. moore’s,
Building,

Ellsworth,

(

A

j

Jfor 5alt.

!

deceased, aud given to,ml. as tnr iuw ilirects
AH persons having demand, v.ninat tliees.
tote of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavni.ntiuiEvv g L. Ussti.
mediately.
Oct. 1. a. d. 1900.

know.”

When

!

on

1 wonder where your poster* and your
dodgers
can t»e found ?
But within the cojty homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow.
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we

pliment

rPHE subscribers hereby giye notice thsi
J. they have been duly appointed executor, of the last will and test..,,tent o' Charles
H. Mscomber, late of Fra iklln. In the
countv
of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being re.
qiilrrd by the terms of said wilt. All persons
having demands against the estate of sa d
deceased are desired to pres.-. the same for
aetllcmelit, and all indented .nercto aie re*
quested to make pavi.ie u immed'r ,ely.
Jssss I>. Maro'.r vn.
Chaclss H. Maconsxc. J.
Get. X. a. d. '900

of the last will and testament of Emma Jane
Moore, late of Ellsworth. In the county of
tlgncock, deceased, no bond* being required
by the terms of said will. All persons
demands
the
having
estate
against
of
said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
NOTICE TO TU.% Y t.I.LKKS.
thereto are requested to make payment imNOTICE is hereby given that af- !
John A. Moors.
mediately.
ier the first week in October the Mt.
j
Oct. 2. a. d. 1900.
Desert bridge will be closed to traveller* uni u
Bridgeport
Vineyard Haven—Ar Oct ft, ach E M Saw- ! further notice.
K. K. Thomi>s«>w. Agent.
FINHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
yer, Perth Amboy for Buckaport
she hr* been duly ap|K>inle<* executrix
X
Passed Oct 6. ach Carrie K Picketlog. Stunliur. i
NOTH’It.
of the '**»; w M end tesiAtueu* o' MerrHi H.
ton
is to forbid all persons from harbor*
lr*e of Et**wc>th, i.» tue countv of
New London—Ar Oct 6, tcb Win Sluter,
ing or trusting my wife. Annie E. Ca'- j G.ay,
Hancock deceased, no bonds being .eq til red
from Perth Amboy
ham, on my account a» 1 shall not pay anv
the .e, n*s o* s.*»d w:M. AM persons having
by
Ar Oct 8, sch Mattie J Allea, Perth Amboy for debts of her contracting from this da.e.
demand* against tue es-cte of sr.*d deceased
Portland
Oao. H. Cai ham.
I are desired to
present t.ie sr...ie for settleSid Oct 8, sch S A Hlalsdell, New York for
BrooLsville, Sept. 14. 19U0.
incnt. and all indebted thereto are equested
Bangor
to ro*ke pAvment imuiediate’y.
Portsmouth-Ar Oct7, *ch Rebecca Shepard,
Ocw.a, a. ct. I9W.
Jr. s A. (.’bay.
from Salem for Somes Sound
Forelfn Porta.
STATE OF MAINE.
NOT«CB OK FOKECLOSIKK.
ADDAH, W c a—SW Sept SO, sch Harry
Collector's Notice and Advertisement of
HKRKAH Ai'red
Know'ton, Hodgkins, Roxton
Gray, of BrooksHale of LimU of Nou-Kesldent Owners.
'ast\
ff
villr, firncock co.iii>, and Stale of
('muz, LUMA—A r Oct 3. sch Pepe
Ramin z, Higgins, suilnatu
Maine. .»y hi* uiuitga^e deed dated the eighth
Unpa d taxes on lands of non-resident owner» situ.vuu in the .ot, n of DluehiM, in the
dry o' Decern he .a. d. lSfc-7, and recorded in
Hrucock eg.M-. of deed*, too* C2l. p/g ie.7,
unty of Hancock, t--. ,he jv*. itsrj.
following list of tax- s on real estate
conveyed to n>e. tue unde.*\,ned. a certain
X ot uou-r. snlent owners situated in the
pr.’cei o' real esui.e situated in »a*d Brook*and hounded as follows: On
*e north town of F tiehill, aforesaid, for the year 1N9»,
yiileland
u! the late Isaac Howard; ou the i committed to me for c-oiection fftr said town,
This question arises in the family every by
oq the
eenud day of May, 1*4*9. reroa-us unsouth >v lnud t-f the <u«e Kuv.ard
on
day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell O, the east by "Ho *e Shoe Creek”Howard;
so-ca’led, paid; ami notice is hereby giveu tha. if said
b delicious and healthful
dessert. Pre- and on the west jv i*n.‘ of tue late Edward taxes w ith interest and charges are not preHoward. Wi’.ii an 01* tidings the eon. containviously paid so much of the real estate taxed
pared in two minutes. No boiling! no ing fiftv rcres mo e or less; and whereas the us i* sufficient and necessa'y .o pay the
of
condition
said
has
been
add
mortgage
baking! simply
broken, amount due t herefor, including interest and
boiling water and set now. tbe-elore. I cla;..i a
foreclosure of said charges, will he Sold w.thoul further notice,
to cool
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, Hasp- mort a^e by reuaou of said bieach, end pub- at public auction at town hall, in sanl town,
ou the first
Monday of December, 1900, at 9
berry and Strawberry. Get a package at lish tuis notice for mat purpose.
o’clock a. in.
Mary E. Warren,
your grocer’s to-day. 10 cts.
Amt of
By Geo. 71. Warren her auv.
Oct 8. 1900.
I
Name of owner, deincld int
Bankrupt'* retitlou for Discharge.
scripti^nof property. Acres. Value. A cbg*
In the matter of
Bowden, E K, or unJ
Dennis
E.
Norwood,
known, Uml on road
men
and women !»>r
Bankruptcy.
Bankre.it,
1
lo Penobscot,
near
Ro«d paying local work; permanent
town line,
25 $
25 00
6 115
position*; pleasant dignified employment. To the Hon. Nathan Web! Judge of the Dis- j
triet cou. t o? the United .States for the DisA ldress "Aubnt”, Box 589, Calais, Maine.
Brown, McAllister Co,
trict oT Mf.nie.
or
land
un'^DOwu,
e. Norwood, or Tremont. in the i
anil quarry on Lou or
county o' Hancock, a .id State of Maine, j
Island, N by laud of
i
said district, respocltuny represents, that 1
George Grindle. W
on the till day of
Au«os„, last past, he
by laud of Alteu HenFl'RNACE—In first class order: fire was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts
derbon, K by BlueJ box almost new.
Apply to CLivroN of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he
bill bay, K by laud of
Woodward, Ellsworth. Me.
has duly surrendered all his property and
100*5
35
Stephen It Chalio,
1,000 00
rignis of property, and lias fuiiy complied Couary, Edwiu F, or
a bargain, a number o' cows and
with all the requirements of said acts aud of
unkuowu, house and
K. 8. IIaynkk, Goose Cove, the orders of court touching his
sheep.
lot on Water street,
11 *0
lot
600 00
bankruptcy.
Trenton, Me.
Wherefore he prays that he muv be de- Collins. Willard hut,
creed bv the court to have a full discharge
or unknown, lot near
first-class, bramLnew wheel, from all debts provable against his
Francis Cousins Est,
2*0
lot
1C3 00
estate,
1900 model. L*sl at
Will be sold at under said
acts,
such debts Ellsworth and E Bluea great
bargain. Inquire at The Amkkican as are excepted by law fromexcept
such discharge.
hill G'ranile Co, or
office.
Dated this 18ib day of September, a. d. 1900.
unknnwu, East by
Dknn.s E. Norwood,
Bluehill bay, S and
W by CoiTns Granite
Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
Co.’s land, N by land
6 40
of C H Curtis,
District ok Maine ss.
28
300 00
in my house including all on firs:
Ou this 6th day of October, a. d. 1900, on
Eilis, Richard 8, or unfloor. Apply at 13 Central 8t. 8o?h’a reading the
house
and
lot
kuowu,
foregoing petition, it ib
J. Chilcott.
a: iVyBluehill,
12 31
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
650 00
lot
upon the same on the 24th dav of October, Grindle.Jefferson E, or
floor and basement— a. d. 1900, before said court at Portland,
East
unknown.
pari
in said
in Masonic block on Btate street, until district, at 10o'clock iu the
2 HO
lot 2% range 37,
53
100 00
forenoon; and that
recently occupied by the Hancock Countv notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth Gavin, Charles H, or
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. Redman, American, a newspaper printed in said dis•nkuown,house and
agent, in same building.
land at East Bluehill,
trict, and that all known creditors, and other
persons iu interest, may appear at the said
occupied by Thomas
8 20
time and place, and show cause, if
Ashworth,'
400 00
lot
any they
have,why the prayer of said petitioner should Higgins. J T Eat, or
not be granted.
unknown, ^ AugusAnd it is further ordered by the court, that
2 80
tus Parker lot,
20
100 00
the clerk shall send by mail to all known cred- Johnson, Lydia W, or
itors copies of said petition and this
unknown, buildings
order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
and 16 acres, formeras stated.
ly owned by Joshua
15 40
Witness the Honorable Nathan Webb,
800 00
16
Candage,
•
Judge
a
of the said coart, and the seal
Allan, or unknown,
Joy,
at
thereof,
in
said
Henderson
lot
Portland,
on
district, on the 6th day of
3 70
October, a. d. 1900.
150 00
Long Island,
lot
1L. S.]
A. H. Davis, Clerk.
Leith, James Est, or
A true copy of
and order thereon.
unknown, house at
H. Davis, Clerk.
Granite, occupied by
8 20
Melvesto.
16
400 00
In the District Court of the United 8tates for Perkins, Alton H, or
the District of Maine.
unknown, the J H
I n the matter of
17 20
900 00
Dodge homestead,
176
John W. Reed,
In Bankruptcy.
Staples, John Est, or
3 07
00
115
)
wood
30
unknown,
land,
Bankrupt,
To the creditors of John W. Reed, of Tre- Saunders. Hollis E, or
mont, in the county of Hancock, and disunknown, E M Gartrict aforesaid, a bankrupt:
land lot at Toddy
2 80
100 00
103
Pond,
8'ven th»t on the
a- d- 1«0. the said
White, Otis, or unW.
John
Reed
was
Otis
known,
White
duly
adjudicated
■ •
farm on road to Pe•
bankrupt upon a petition filed in said court
at
13 60
156
700 00
by him on the 2d day of October, a. d 1900
nobscot,
and that the first meeting of his credi- Ward well, Win H Est.
tors will be held at No. 20 State street
or
unknown, land
Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, on the 24th
Penobscot
joining
7 JO
•»
day of October, a. d. 1900, at ten o'clock in
350 03
73
line,
the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
F. A. Davis, Collector
Smith
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
of taxes of the town of Bluehill.
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
Bluehill, Oct. 8, 1900.
such other business as may
Maine.
Main St.,
properly come before said meeting.
John B. Redman.
Oct. 10, 1900.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

;;
!!

Largest

Register]
thsi
Keheril

suhsctlber hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed execute,
of the last will and testament of
H. Wes icon, late of Castine, in the
countsof
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as th.
law directs.
All persons having demand,
the
estate of aald deceased are
against
d.
sired to present the same for settlement, snd
all indebted thereto are requested to mas.
ol

’■

AXE HANDLES,

Novemi!'
£

LATEST STYLES. THE

Dexter, and for some time worked in Boston, returning to Maine in 1874, and
entering the employ of the late Marcellus
Emery as foreman of the Commercial
composing room. In 1876 Mr. Mudgett
purchased a small Interest in the paper Holt, Philadelphia
Sid Oct ft, bark A Man wllde, Buenos Avres;
with Mr. Emery, the Arm being known as -chs
Mak! KGoss, Stonlngton; Hattie M Mayo.
Marcellus Emery & Co., and so continu- Calais; Geo W Coiilua, M A l’ope ami Lucy
Sullivan
Belle,
of
In
Mr. Emery
1879.
ing until the death
Ar Oct 8, ach John Maxwell. New Haven
The Emerv Interest was then ourchased
by Hon. J. P. Bass, and a firm was organized under tbe uame of J. P. Baas & Co.,
Mr. Bass, Mr. Mudgett and Frank H.
Getcbeil being tbe partners. Mr. Qetcbetl
retired in 1894, and tbe paper kas since
been conducted by Messrs. Bass and
Mudgett under tbe same firm name. Mr.
Mudgett continued for a time in tbe
mechanical department, then went to the
counting-room, where he continued to
the time of his last illness.
Besides being a practical printer, Mr.

publish!,!!
successive!!
newso.!/
lti!r

Having just returned from Iloston, where we have spent several weeks in
carefully selecting our goods, we are now ready to attend to all our old customers and all new ones who care to give us a call.

Bucksport has another launching this
week, when the second of the McKay &
Dix fleet, the “Edward T. Stotesbury”, a
four-master of 1446 gross tons, will go
overboard. It was planned to have the
launching to-day but owing to storm
it was postponed until to-morrow.

presidential election. Perbusiness
decided
possessed
haps this is because the Hon. James Mudgett About
ten years ago he began to
not know that a low rate of interest K.
ability.
Jones, chairman of the national make investments in timberlands, and
is good for the country in general, democratic
committee, is the presi- became interested to a considerable exfor
that
“debtor class” for dent of this
especially
gigantic round-bale com- tent in lumbering, in which he waa very

a

NEW GOODS.

iT
J !?:
mi;

OCT. 10 and 11.

are

.n<UeVt«m^>.

having

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,

"My mother found my little brother
Bryan. Manila was prevented from
putting his stockings on wrong side out
becoming a charnel house only
this morning.” “Ye**? What did she do?”
through the vigilance of American
"Turned the hoae on him.”
troops who were on guard duty the
Man Dead.
Newspaper
Bangor
for
had
set
the
that
Aguinaldo
night
Millard E. Mudgett, one of the proprMARINE LIST.
general massacre of all Americans etors of the
Bangor Commercial died
and Europeans in that city.
Saturday, after six weeks’ illness with ApHancock County Fort*.

Mr. Bryan either knows or does not trust of New York.
Just now the
know
that
the
country has ac- democrats are working strenuously
cumulated

MILLINERY
OPENING,

Are

Ellsworth's sea-serpent was real “social
like” during the carnival. Sunday night
be went to sea, minus his bead and tail.
The Maine coast towns may be prepared
to hear thrilling tales of a sea-serpent
from the coaster captains.

HsneL?

on

A

fog mull!

House.

Hancock as-At a probate court h.M
F.llsworth. In and for said county of
the second day of OctoS«r In the *
of our Lord one thonsand nine hundro.) ye*r
CERTAIN Instrument
purport nE to k
a con, of the last will
Arthur Biddle, late of Philadelphia
of
county
Philadelphia, and slate of
sylva,Ha, deceased. and of the probate th..
of In said county of Philadelphia,
duly
then!icated,
been presented
judge of probate of our amid county of It.
for
the
cock,
purpose of being allowed,
aud recorded in the probate court of o«,.u
county of Hancock.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given.,
all persona lnl< rested therein, by
s copy of this order three weeks
In the Ellsworth American, a
printed at Ell: worth, in sai.l countv of
cock, prior to the six.It day of
a.
d.
that they
moo.
may
appear
a probate court then to he held at
Ellsworth
in snd for said county of Hancock, al
o'clock In the forenoon, and show cause 5
1
any they have, against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Prohat,
A true copy. Attest:—Cuss. P. Donn,

CALL & CONNICK.

republican majority in the pres- banking.
ent House is thirteen, and several reThe goesiper’s little item about Suuday
publicans from the South are certain school books has “set ’em talkin’.”
to be succeeded by democrats, owing
to peculiar conditions and laws, but
Goulds boro sleeps with one eye open.
for every seat lost in the South, the But the burglars so far have escaped
republicans will gain two elsewhere, capture.
and their majority in the next House
What a narrow escape Ellsworth’s merwill be larger than in the present chants’carnival and fair had from this
The

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
AT

~

Ixgal Xztfrrs!
state or «Aiii*rft~^v'

flbbrTttarmmt*.

GOSSIP.

]\
!!

The AWHUoam ffffj

j

from third story window.

from the sidewalk in front of the building. It Is supposed that he arose In bis
sleep and walked out of the open window,
which is quite low.
He must have

William Muldoon, of Brewer, Ila'l
Narrow Escape from Death.
William Muldoon, ol Brewer, fell from
window of tbe Dlrlgo
tbe tblrd story
club last Friday morning and struck on
tbe granite curb In front of the building.
Tbst be Is alive today Is tl,e most remarkable thing about tbe accident.
Both arms were broken—tbe left one In
the forearm, both bonea being broken,
and tbe rlgbt one in the wrist, both

pitched headforemost, with his arms before him. He fell nearly t birty feet, and
struck

the curb at the outer side of
the walk and in the gutter. He had not

has not the

slightest doubt that Muidoon
fell from the window. It is probable that
his hands struck on the sidewalk, and his
arms received the tirst force of the fall.
He then struck the curb a glancing blow,
which still furl her broke the force of the
fall before he dually struck the paved
gutter
Muidoon whs taken hack to the Dirigo
club-room, where Drs. Phillips and Parsons set the broken bones and dressed his

badly bruised, several upper and lower
teeth were crushed In, the proceases of
tbe jsw bone being broken oft with them,
and the jaw was badly bruised.
Just bow tbe tbe accident happened no
Muldoon Isa member of the
one knows.
Brewer boee racing team. Like others who
were in Ellsworth during the carnival,
be was uuable to obtain accommodation
at the crowded hotels, and accepted tbe
of the

hospitality
threw Its

rooms

Dlrlgo

wounds.
tn

ub,
open to the vl-ilting fire-

which

c

the

mained

He is

Muldoon went to tbe dance at Hancock
It was between 2
ball Thursday night.
and 3 o'clock In the morning when he,

there

went

to the

noon,

are

no

he

was

Brewer.

comfortable

under

when

re-

now as

can

be

ex-

circumstances,

the

and

indications of luterual in-

gymna-

the

CASKS

—WEDNESDAY’S

footing

stream, It turns over and makes
to save Itself from drowniog.

in

*

no

a

ffort

like

nature iu

Ellsworth have

been

For the next few years, when
Ellsworth people talk of celebrations they

eclipsed.
will

speak of the carnival nnd fair of 1900,

and

judge

all

other celebrations

by that

standard.

Wednesday’s

crowd

was

for

places

A

conservative

the number bf
was

greatly swelled

out-of-doors.

All

in

crowd did

the

order

preserved.

committee

general

and

the various

names

have al-

to the

Huucock

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
The American last week reported the
carnival aud fair events up to Wednesday
noon.
In the afternoon the crowd at Wyman

pay you to

these

investigate

Call and

see

latest

our

in

collars,

the Autowear

and London.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHINQ CO.,
Ellsworth, Maine.
:

IM— llfl lillli

■

Park

saw

an

excellent

hose

race.

Four teams started. Every one of them
had a fair start; every one of t hem made a
smooth, clean run. There was a difference
of only three seconds between the first
aud last teams.
Johu E. Doyle acted as starter, Chief
Eugineer Charles J. Brown, Frank R.
Moore and Roy J. Goodwin were judges,
Mayor A. W. Greely and E. F. Robinson,
timers. Chief Mason, of Baugor, and
Chief Gibbons, of Old Town, acted as
referees for their respective teams.

Following is tbe record of the run:
Eagles, Orono.43% seconds
44
Dirigo, Brewer.45
Oldtowii running team..45 1-5 44
44
44
44
Baugor
.46%
This is the third successive victory for
the Orono team this year.
HORSE RACING.

Following is a summary of
racing Wednesday afternoon:

■

mi——

n w I hi

the horse

2.30 CLASS.
PL'KSK, $125.
Lady Lumps, blk mi, by Lumps, (Jims
Kyle, Calais. 1 1 1
Livery Boy, b g, Charles Cone, Calais, 5 2 2
Charles M, b g, W \V Glllls, Bangor.... 2 4 3
Frank H, gr s, Koscoe Holmes, Ells-

CLARION

CLARION AND ETNA

RANGES AND STOVES

COAL FURNACES

ARE IN HIGH FAVOR
WITH HOUSEKEEPERS

worth.
R A 8, b if, W A Peering, Bangor.
Viual Haven, b g, Joint II Wlswell,
Ellsworth.
Beatrice, br f, E H Greely, Ellsworth..
Harry T, ch g, G S Pomroy, Pembroke,
Harry P, br g, F M Rowe, Bluehill.
Time: 2 28*. 2.29, 2.29*.
2-21

ARE POWERFUL
AND
“
EVERYWHERE.
ECONOMICALThat’s on account of their lasting quali(h
thousands of
ties and the good work they do. You take Tacts that are attested by
bee our special circulars.
users,
no chances il
you buy a CLARION.
to
us.
write
If your denier does not hn re them,

l^aMishcd WOOD &

aop

bSfiABLE

mstio? CCKJhngorJfo
"

~

short term.

a

are

that

this will be

There is little criminal

CLASS.

for

put

trial, it

on

the

special assigned

7
3

3
6

5
8

4
6
9
8

5
8

4
7
6
9

7
9

PURSE, *IbJ.

Gipsy Boy, b g, by Charles Wilkes, A
K Libby, Uartlaud
Sebat, b g, Davis & Leavitt, Bangor....
Maclo, blk g, W W Mercer, Princeton..
Time: 2 26*, 2.34*, 2.23.

painted

with F. O. Pierce Co.’s
PAINTS.

CARRIAGE
Your kitchen floors should he

QUICK

DRYING

These

painted

with

DECK

goods give perfect

PAINT.

satisfaction.

--

|
M.

M.

MOORE,

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

>;DWINELL-WRIGHT CO.
Priicfpal Coffee Routers,

wm
■ HNE

enUkHaAHP

BOSTON, MASS.
Gentlemen
Your fine

White House ”Coffee,

put up in 1 anti 2 lb. air-tight tin cans, is
very satisfactory to my customers—who
all say 8 is all

^Pertinent Words.

<

right.”

j

To Cure

paqe 7.)

Cold in One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if It falls to cure.
K. W. Grove's signature is on each box. 23c.
a

'Pure blood makes them able to keep up
the daily round of duty at home, shop or
store. If the blood has a taint or im-

purity,
the one

or

a run

remedy

down feeling comes on,
is Hood's Sarsaparilla,

America’s Greatest Medicine for the blood.
Poor Blood —"SMy blood was so
poor that in hottest weather I felt cold.
Hood"s Sarsaparilla made me warm. It is
the right thing in the right place.” Hattie
J. Taylor, Woodstown, N. J.

SaUapmltla
Hood's Pills

cure

only cathartic

to

ilrer Ills; the non-lrrlratlng snj
taka with Hood's"Strssp>rlll£

CHURCH

NOTICS.

Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, teachers’ meeting at home of Mrs. S. D..Wiggin. Subject: “Nehemiab.”
Sunday, Oct. 14—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by the pastor. Subject:
“The Greater Puritanism.” Sunday school
at 11 45.

BAPTIST.

Rev. George //. Salley, pastor.
Friday evening at 7 00, annual business
meeting of Free Baptist society; at 8.00,
monthly con Terence.
Sunday, Oct. 14—Preaching service at
2 p. m., followed by communion. Sunday
school at 3 15 p. in. Social service at 7
p.

m.

Tuesday, 7.30

p. m., Y. P. S. C.
EPISCOPAL.

SECOND TRAVERSE JURY.

W. W.

Heath,
A., foreman.Treinont
Hawkins, Moses.Sullivan
Higgius, Alonzo P.Eden
Higgins, Charles M.Ellsworth
Long, Solon A .Biuehill
Reuilck, R. F.Trenton
Rodlck, J. A.Eden
Sargent, Fred 1* .Gouldshoro
Snowman, William.Bucksport
Stockbrldge, Isaiah J.Swan’s Island
Stover, Byron V.Sedgwick
Walls, Samuel J.Mt. Desert

it.
26.
00......
25.
56 9 10
02 9 17
05 9 20
14 9 80
24 9 50
81 9 58
87 10 08
51 10 17
0l!fl0 27
111
20 flO 42
48 11 02
50 1115
65 11 20

P.

M.P.

—

M. A.

80
57

M.

8 60
725

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
M. A.

P.

Boston.

7 00

Portland.

11 Co

Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Lake.
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gton Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8. Fy.
Mt.Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
BAR HARBOR.

M.

12 40.

M.
00

A.

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.

M.

9 09.
P.

A.

M.

6
4 50 9 80
6 05 4 65 9 85
6 12 5 0*
9 42
t6 84 f5 24 flO 04
f« 41 f» 81 flO it
6 49
5 41 flO 21
f>9 f5 51 flO 81
7 1* 6 06 10 45
7 18 6 10 10 62
7 80 ffl 20 flO 58
f7 :-9 0 29 11 07
r 7 49 f8 89 11 17
7 68 6 43 11 21
8 00 6 50 11 89
8 20.
8 60..
9 80 7 85 12 80

tStop on signal or notlceto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland. Boa.
ton and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and W«ft
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket offldfca
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ml#on

worth

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Prcs. and Gen’l Manager*
E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t.

F

to

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening at 7 30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Oct. 14—Morning service at
10 30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school

CHANGES IN
Fall

SCHEDULE.

Arrangement.

at 11.45. Junior league at 3 p. m. F v
worth league at 6 p. m. Pastor’s service
at 7 p. m.

Tuesday evening

at

OUT-OF-TOWN

7.30,

class

meeting.

SERVICES.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist
church, wilt preach at Trenton Suuday
at 2.30 p. m.
Rev. George II

Salley,

of the Free

Bap-

ATHERTON—At Brooklin, Sept 27, to Mr and
Mrs Almon J Atherton, a i*oii
CLEVELAND—At Tremont, Sept 28, to Mr and
Mrs Guy Cleveland, a daughter.
FI FI ELD— At Isle au llaut. Sept 28, to Mr and
Mrs Roswell FI Held, a daughter.
GORDON—At West Sullivan, Sept 25, to Mr and
Mr# Howard VV Gordon, a daughter.
ID»LLETT—At Tremont, Sept 24, to Mr and
Mr# Benjamin Hoilelt, a daughter.
LEIGHTON—At East Sullivan, Sept 9, to Mi
and Mr# Hollis E Leighton, a daughter.
LUNT—At Long Island, Sept 29, to Mr and Mrs
Adelnert W Lunt, a daughter
RICE—At Cranberry Isle#, Sept 29, to Mr and
Mr# Seth H Klee, a son.
SINCLAIR—At East Sullivan, Oct 1, to Mr and
Mr# Ttiaddeu# Sinclair, a daughter.
STANLEY—At Cranberry I#le#, Sept 2S, to Mi
and Mr# Arno I* Stanley, a son.
STEWART—At Brooklin, Sept 30, to Mr and
Mr# Fred A Stewart, a son.

Eaton, John K, foreman.Deer Isle
Bent, Ralph E.Brooklln
Bennett, George \V.Hancock
BlalsUell, Fred E.Frankllu
Bridges, William S.Penobscot
Child, George T.Winter Harbor
Condon, David .Brooksvllle
Douglass, Joseph S .Orland
Driscoll, Dennis.Tremont
Eaton, Joseph H.Stonlngton
Gasper, Francis I.Surry
Waltham
Googlns, Wilson A.

H

Steamship Company.

E.

METHODIST

Hutchins, Calvin L.Hancock
Hutchings, Seth K .Orlaud
James, Charles B. Ellsworth
Parker, GeorgeS.Mt. Deert
Perkins, Joint D.Franklin
Spurllug, Robert.Treinont
The two traverse juries were empanelled, and organized as follows:
FIH8T TRAVERSE JURY.

BANGOR.
A.

Sorrento.

UNITARIAN.

FREE

BAB HARBOR TO

BAR HARBOR
10 26
8
Sorrento.....
4
Sullivan.
4
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 16 4
Waukeag, 8. Fy. 11 22 6
5
Hancock. 11 2«
Franklin Road. 11 35; 6
1140
5
Wash’gton.Jc
ELLSWORTH
11 53! 5
Ellsworth Falls. til 58' 6
Nlcolln.. fl2 12 5
Green Lake. f 12 22 6
Lake House. f«
«
Holden. fl2 88
Brewer June.
12 58
6
106 0
Bangor, Ex. St.
1 10 6
BANGOR, M. C.
P. M. A.
Portland.
585
1
Boston.
9 06
5

14014N.

MAKltlKP.

»»

n

.tiiimii,

i.uwuii

RETURNING.
From
5

p

Boston

iu annul

mu

Smith, botn of Buckspoit.
PATTEBSON-GEOBUE—At P.nr Il.'irbor, Oct
SUrKKNUaEKAltY.
3, by Kev Richard Owen, Lena Patterson,
Stockbrldge. Frank A.Ellswor h
of New York city, to John George, of liar
Harbor.
I
CASES ASSIGNED FOR TRIAL.
VOSK—HA8KELL—At West Sullivan, Oct R,
The remainder of the forenoon was ocby Kev It W Kussell, Miss Emma Vosu to Dr
vv L Haskell, both of West SulLvan.
cupied by the calling of the docket and
KKY—At Par Harbor. Oct 3, by
assignment of cases. Over sixty cases WKIlltKK—A
Kev S L llauscom, Mary A Webber to Roawere put on the general trial
list and
coe L Arey, both of liar Harbor.
fourteen on the special assigned list,

Mondays and Thursdays, at

m.

From Rockland Tuesdays ami Fridays at from
Mo flam, touching at Monington, Southwest
ilurbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
E. S. J.

Mokhk, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.
Calvin

Rockland. BlneMll & F'lswortn steamb’t Co.

in

Effect from Sept. 84 until
Nov. 1, 1900.
Commencing on above date steamer will
Rockland
leave
(B & B wharf) upon arrival of
bt .<mer from Boston, Tuesdays, 'Thursdays
ami Saturdays for Dark Harbor, Castine, Eg~e.
moggln. sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South
Brooksvllle. Rronklin, South Rluehlll, Blueiiili,
Surry and Ellsworth (stage from Surry).
RETURNING.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-’ays will
leave
Eili-worih
at
in
7 4.' a
(atage to
Surry), Surry at .“30 a m, making landings
mimed above and will connect at Rockland on
all passages east and west with Boston & Bangor 8. S. Co.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
won| at Moon’s stable, Ellsworth.
♦No connection with Boston steamers.
Schedule

CA RTER—CONA RY— At Ellsworth, Oct (5, by
Rev J P Simonton, Mi## Lillluu 51 Carter, ol
Ellsworth, to Austin C. Conary, of Oriand.
DYER— A LLEN—At Franklin, Sept 30, by Rev
1) B Smith. 5llsa Kittle B Dyer, of Franklin,
to Albert F Allen, of Harrington.
GKA Y —II A LL—At West Eden, -opt 30, by .1 E
Humor, esq, Miss l.tllle M Gray to George H
llall, both of Eden.
IIAMILTON-FKEETIIY—At Bluehill. Sept 19,
by Rev Ebenezer Bean, Mis# Winifred A
Hamilton to Edis S Freethy, both of Brooklin.
LOWELL—SMITH—At Bucksport, Oct 3, by
ucv

Commencing Monday, October 1,1900, steamer
“Mt. Desert” Capt. F L. Wlnterhotham, leaves
Bar Harbor Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at looOa m, touching at Seal Harbor
(when flagged). Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor and Stonlngton, and connecting at
Rockland with steamer for Boston.

STbBtrtiatmKitB.

~~

Ill
2 2 2
3 3 3

The river carnival and display of fireWednesday evening was, as anticipated, the spectacular feature of the carnival. An immense crowd was out to
see the display, and every point of vantage was taken. Three bands furnished
music—one stationed on the bridge, one
in front of the laundry and oue on the
east bank of the river.
The display of fireworks was the best
ever seen here.
The boats on the river
made a very pretty sight. The display
was marred by an accident to the float
which the Knights of King Arthur had
spent much time and trouble to arrange.
It was in the shape of a monitor and
would easily have been the feature of the
As the monitor was comriver carnival.
ing around the bend of the river, a spark
izr the ammunition caused a premature
display of fireworks. The destruction
of the monitor so early in the engagement with the fort on the shore was not
down on the programme.
It was a little
too realistic for the three boys on the
float, who had narrow escapes from injury by the exploding fireworks. They
jumped into the river to save themselves.
Drummey’s sea serpent was the most
ingenious float, but did not show off to
on

strug-

sexes,

tist church, will preach at North Hancock
Sunday, Oct. 14, at 10 30 a. m.

which is

as

i>iki>:

follows:

Wednesday, Oct. 10.
218. Chase vs. Booth Bros. King; Llttl-fleld.
21j. Chase vs. White. King; Llitlelleld.
Thursday, Oct. 11.
DRAWING OF OXEN.
456. Phillips vs. Morse. Peters; Wood.
In the drawing contest for oxen, A. A.
Friday, Oct. 12.
Hinckley, of Bluehill, won first in first 206. Lumber Co. vs. Heal. Warren, Fellows;
Durgin.
class, aud George Pert, of Bluehill, second. 284. Grant vs. Batehelder. Mason; King.
In the second class, Eben 11 luck ley, of
Saturday, Oct. 13.
Bluehill, took first, and Jeremiah Moore, 480. Greely vs. Wheaton. Plueo; Bunker.
321. Young vs. Castner.
King; Halo &
of Ellsworth Falls, second.

(Continued

both

Hatley, John P.Penobscot
Hardy, Amos T. Deer Isle
Brooksvllle
Herrick, Emery H.
Higgins, A. L >ring.Edeu

Monday, Oct. 15.

WEDNESDAY EVENING.

and pangs

sleighs

of

gling for daily bread.

list

Deasy, Daniel, foreman.Gouldshoro
Hooper, James F., cltrk.Castlne
Allen, Fred H.Biuehill
Allen, Horace H .Sedgwick
Bean, Henry J
Sullivan
Coggins, Charles 11.
Surry
Curtis, P S.
Brooklln
William
Ellsworth
Gogglns,

429. Wltherle
Stearns.

vs.

Castlne Water

Co.

Deasy;

EATON—At Little Deer Isle, Oct 3, Arthur G
Eaton, aged 4 months, 7 days.
HENNESSEY—At Ellsworth, Oct 7, Joseph
Henry Hennessey, aged about 16 years.
KANE—At Tremont, Oct ♦, infant child of Mi
and Mrs Jason P Kane.
M AXE1KLD—At Marlboro, Oct
Mrs ftetsej
Max Held, aged 94 years, 6 months.
O’CONNER—At Bar Harbor, Oct 0, Joseph I
O’Conner, formerly of Waltham, aged 2years, 6 months, IS days.
PRATT—At Ellsworth, Oct 5, Abide K, widow
of the late Hezeklah H Pratt, aged 75 years,
month, 13 days.
SMITH —At Ilrooklln, Sept 27, Eben B Smith
aged 76 years, 3 months, 16 days.

or, “Actual Business from the Start.-’
Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting, ComL
mercial Law, t'euniaiifchip, Banging, etc.
jrantly equipped rooms and Bank.
Keepers
tir^t Tuesday in September.
Terms very low.
For prospectus, undress
H. A. HOWARD,
ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE,

171.
481.
293.

Day

vs. Maddox.
Mason; Fellows.
Sellers vs. Clemont. Patten; Chase
Hutchings vs. Stuart. Burnham; Stuart.

Wednesday, Oct. 17.
Nicholson vs. M. C. K. R. Cunningham,
Fellows; Woodward.
237. Trlbou vs. Trlbou.
Halo Ik
Hamlin;
Fellows.
Thursday, Oct. 18.
443. Llnscott vs. Burnham. Clark; Burnham.

2Rrf]crtiscmcnt3.

%

484.

|

HALL RACKS
AND

A NEW CITIZEN.

Naturalization papers were granted to
David Henry Conners, of Sullivan, yesFIRST TRIAL.

The two

cases assigned for trial to-day
being tried. They are practically
one case—an action brought by the Chase
granite company, of Bluehill, to recover
for granite alleged to have been con-

tracted for and not taken. The case is
to go over into to-morrow.

expected

MOUTH OK THK KIVKK.
Mrs. Abhie E. Pratt, widow of the late
Hezekiah Pratt, died Thursday, in the

A hall should

visitor,
inner

a

be inviting to th<

promise of the beauty of

t

guns,
r
rifles,
ammunition.;;

3.

"

Partridge opens Sept. 15.
Deer

"

Oct. 1.

*

FfULHKLIN

tl-A+»+Al-AI •! • I

ST.

« »

■!»>♦♦♦♦♦ t

th<

shape of hal'. Elegan
Mi

FOSTER,

Freak, salt. Smoked and Dry

FISH.

f
£

J

|

i*0 A0^ AOAO*&AOAOA0* Oi;
Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflab,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops,
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

:

23 Main Street.

J

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.

f

dealer In all kinds of

or

< »

a

EDWIN H. MOORE,

styles and handsomely carved.

C. R.

Season for

T

room.

suit any size

\\

t

I have RACKS and SETTLES t(

seventy-sixth year of her age. She leaves assortment is
complete.
eight children—Mrs. P. \V. Stone, Mrs.
Henry Jordan, Mrs. Linda Leach, William, Harris and Frank Pratt, of Ellsworth; Mrs. Mary Hood, of Berkshire,
Vt., and Bert Pratt, of Globe, Arizona.
Funeral services were held at the house
Saturday, Kev. J. P. Simonton, of the
Methodist church, officiating.

SPORTING GOODS.

|

now

l

HEADQUARTERS FOR

I

SETTLES,

terday.

are

Maine.

Rockland,

Tuesday, Oct. 16.

works

is the time to have your

saving of the nation, these
toilers

Commencing Oct. 8, 1900*

more

pleasing to look upon than a
hearty, ruddy face, gained by
honest toil.
They are the

is

Hamlin.

NOW

nothing

is

business in sight, and though fourteen

..

county fair association.

will

Present indications

believed that very few of
may be said lu passing that they missed
them will be tried. At the opening of the
the
fair
best
Ellsworth
ever had—
seeing
court. Rev. J. M. Adams, of the Congregabut Wednesday’s crowd at Wyman park
tional church, offered prayer.
was estimated at close to 6 000 people.
The following attorneys were present
The river carnival kept a great many of
when court opeued: H. E. Hamlin, A. F.
these people in towu over night. The hoBurnham, A. W. King, John A. Peters,
tels were forced to turu away applicants
j-*., C. H. Drumrney, L. F. Giles, F. Carroll
for accomodation, and rooms in private
Burriil, G. B. Htuart, Truman C. Lord, F.
houses were at a premium.
L. Mason, B. B
Whitcomb, Harry L.
Thursday’s crowd was smaller, but a Crabtree, D. E.
Hurley, Ellsworth; O. P.
record-breaker itself for the third day at
Cunningham, O. F. Fellows, Bucksport;
the fair. There were about 3,000 people at
L. B Deasy, E. 8. Clark, Charles H. Wood,
Wyman park Thursday afternoon.
John E. Bunker, ir.. Charles H. Pineo. E.
The weather clerk was kind. The last
N. Benson, E. B. Mears, H. L. Giahnm,
Harry M. Conners. Jerome B. Knowles,
rain fell, and there is no evidence that
Bar Harbor; E P. Hpofford, Deer Isle; E.
was
at
home
the
clouds.
by
anyotie
kept
Webster French, George K. Fuller, SouthThe dances every night of the carnival
west Harbor; George M. Warren, Castlne;
were well patronized.
Hancock hall was
E. E. Chase, Biuehill; B dford E. Tracy,
crowded every night. The arrangements
Winter Harbor; John L. Beade, Lewiston;
were excellent, and there was no confusion
H. H. Patten, Bsngor.
or disturbance.
THE JURIES.
This may be said of the entire carnival.
The grand jury was empanelled, and
The city was remarkably free from disafter being charged by tbe court, returbance of any
kind. City Marshal
tired to organize.
The jury as organDonovau, Night Officer Lord and the ized is as follows:
special policemen deserve credit for the
ORARD JURY.

sub-committees, whose
ready been printed, and

increasing daily. It
shoes before purchasing.

justiceship.

cases were

afternoon—and it

first term

his

Ellsworth since his elevation to the

chief

There

JURIES—

The supreme judicial court for Hancock

visitors at

by Ellsworth sight-seers, for alt Ellsworth
was

COURT—THE

Ellsworth, presides for

Lovely Face/'

a

county convened yesterday for the October term. Chief Justice A. P.
Wiswell,

record-

a

“Honest Labor Bears

TRIAL—OFFI-

Sheriff— Lewis F. Hooper.
Crier—William H. Higgins. Har llarlmr.
I ►cpiitlpii*—J. ,\|.
Vogki.L, Casttne; A. II.
GKNN, Huckgport; II. N
Dokiiy, Sedgwick;
James Hill, Gouldidioro.
Stenographer—C. O Harrows, Portland.
Messenger—F. E. Tildkn.

In

Ellsworth.

breaker
estimate

the

are

THE

FOR

Presiding Justice—Andrew I*. Wiswell.
Clerk—John F. Knowlton.
County Attorney—J. E. Hunker, Jr.

of

Credit for the successful planning and
out of the carnival and fair in
all its details belongs to the members of

of Elite and Franklin Shoes

OF

OCTOBER

THE COURT.

The Hancock county fair and Ellsworth
merchants’ carnival has passed into glorious memory.
All previous celebrations
of

THE

TUESDAY.

SHORT TERM EXPECTED.

carrying

SALES

CERS

ING CROWD—FAIR PREMIUMS.

good

OUR

OF

ASSIGNED

RECORD-BREAK-

not go to the fair in the

that the moment it loses its

OPENING

TERM

ALL PREVIOUS CELEBRATIONS ECLIPSED

aWjtrtistmfnt*.

WCOCK S. J. COURT.

<i

EBRATION IS A MEMORY.

5,000, and this crowd

The carnet Is the only animal that cat
not swim.
It Is an extraordinary fact

tblrd floor.
Tbe next that Muldoon remembers.
Night Officer Lord was picking him up
on

this

be

juries.

with another member of tbe Brewer base
Dirigo club for a few

hours’sleep. They

as

moved

noon

until

pected

team, went to the
slum

Friday he was
American bouse, where
At

taken to his home in

men.

ELLSWORTH’S THREE-DAY CEL-

on

been drinking.
There are many who doubt that he fell
from the window, believing it impossible
for a man to have such a fall and live.
Dr. Puillips, who attended him, says he

bones broken and one of them protruding
through the fleeh—botfe wrlsta were dlsIocated, several flngera were broken or

FAIR AND CARNIVAL

Campbell

*
*

0

Bldg., East End Bridge, 0
#
ELLSWORTH, ME.
A True

5

A CoIoesh.:

rrtaking in which Sev^oith Capitalist* are
Interested.

u

Ur«l T

C. C. You-k. >f Ellsworth, ha« just returned
from a thro* >**. ths* visit to the mines he is inlb tisb Columbia. The following
terested lr<
is a carefu nnl accurate description of the
...
The Miner Graves Syndimines and
mines at Pburnlx, It- C, also
cate, opera*.
smelter
at Grand Forks, B. C,
own theGra*

distant, connected by

ndh

seventeen

in

tdditimuit

t»v

ow*■*••<

there

oj

numerous

as-

*

tther

pages,

supper
of the Baptist circle will be held
Thursday, Oct. 11, at 6 30 p. m.
Clarence Munroe left for the New Hamp-

Ten Colors from

in

tograph, for which

ladies

o

the President

sat, at the request

in

Ellsworth

Pearl B. Tripp hopes to go to Portland
to have his eye operated on. It was
injured recently while Mr. Tripp was cutting stone at Black Island.
soon

Dame rumor says that Sullivan and
Franklin parties are expecting a Washington contract which it is hoped will aid
in the settlement of the strike.
Miles Edmund Rideout has closed his
and gone to Mas«achus€tts to live.
position as superintendent of schools
will l>€ tilled by Rev. I) B. Ru-sell.

C?e

The clam factory of Twitchell A Cham-

plin

near

next

start

Late Pho-

ment to

specially

village.

the

quite

will

hoped this

will

Dr. W. L. Haskell and Miss Emma Vose
quietly married at the parsonage by
Rev I).
B.
Russell Saturday evening.
Both young people are very popular here!
Oct, 8
U.

factory gives employ-

the
a

reported,

is

It Is

week.
as

It

were

number.

DEATH OF KHKN

B.

SMITH.

B. Bmitb, whose death on Sept. 27
briefly reported in The American

Eben

of the Publishers,

was

last week,

3ttbrrti5cmcnt£.

in

Sedgwick (now
Brooklin) in 1824, and spent his boyhood
On attaining his
days in that town.
majority he went to Ellsworth and
learned the painter's trade, and followed
it to within a few years of his demise.
There are few bouses in Brookliu or Sedgwick but bear somewhere the evidence of

14x21 Inches)

was

born

(Size
Monday. His brother George
place Thursday.
is
now
It
us
being printed for us on heavy
will be published oy
shortly.
A number went to Boston Monday,
in a form suitable for framing, by one of the largest art lithoplate-paper,
taking advantage of the excursion rates.
houses in America, in the famous French style of color-plate work.
This mine has one laxly of ore 200 feet tquare, Among those who
went were:
M^s. graph
tunr.el
on
four
sides,
American
on the 200 foot
level,
family will want one of these handsome pictures of the PresAugustus Peters, Mrs. Nahum Hinckley, Every
size on
the 300and
aiioth* r the same
ident It must be remembered that this picture will be in no sense a cheap
Mrs. L. J. and Miss Emma Osgood.
foot
level, all shipping ore running in
but will lie an example of the very highest style of illuminated print- his work.
The Y. P. 9. C. E. sociable last Friday chromo,
The ores in all
value from *• u *20 i*er ton.
will
It
be an ornament to any library or drawing-room. Our readers can
Mr. Smith was a man of excellent judgthepe properties carry copper, gold and silver
evening was a delightful event. The pro- ing.
us (namely, ten cents per ment, which was manifested by the way
gold enough to nearly pay for mining and gramme was as follows: 9ong by male have the McKinley portrait at what it costs
and sending it to this ortlce he conducted the affairs of the town in
smelting treatment.
quartette, James Retell, first tenor, Rev. copy) by merely tilling out the coupon below,
The Granby Smelting company own the
K. L. Olds, second tenor, E. N. Osgood,
There will be such a demand for the portrait when it is published the trying days of the Civil war, be being
at
once.
FtU.C. O* u:.
lalm, the Phmnlx claim, the t-arnone, W. B. Wescott, basso; recitaorders in advance. As many copies as may be desired •t that time chairman of the board of
Victoria claim and the Aetna amt the smelter tion, Mrs. Lou Greene; solo, Miss Edith that we advise sending
M. Olds; reading, Mrs. F. P
Merrill; can be had on one coupon, providing ten cents is sent for each copy. selectmen, which responsible position he
iust compute** at Grand Forks at a cost of
held for thirteen years.
banjo solo, W. Brooks Wescott; recita- Write name and address
*175,000, capaei y 600 tons per day, operated by tion.
plainly, ami remit in coin or postage stamps.
Miss Louise Hinckley; duet, Miss
The people of the town, having so much
electricity, deve oped by water power, obtained Elizabeth Gnndie and Miss Florence 9.
confidence in bis integrity and ability,
from dan ndng the north fork of the Kettle Morse; recitation, L. A. Thompson; singnominated him for representative to the
To THE ELLSWORTH A MERIC AX, Ellsworth, Maine:
After the entertainment
river, and carry Irg the river by flume twelve ing, quartette.
fee*
He, which has developed 1,500 refreshments—ice cream and cake—were
legislature, and he was elected by a good
lum''
rlclty. This company owns served in the lower hall.
For the enclosed remittance ef.cents send me. majority in 1868. Among his colleagues
■

shire woods

left for the

same

Crippled
with

Rheumatism

—

Ellsworth
of
the
On invitation
miles ami six n ! ea back on each bank. They ; woman's relief
corps, a buckboard load
have sold $100 000 worth of budding lota at’
from Bluehill corps went to Ellsworth
Phoenix where the mines are situated on the
Friday.
They were hospitably enterPoowdx claim, and cut $50,000 worth of w. «*i
tained by the Ellsworth corps and all enand timber where now stands the lake formed
joyed themselves. They arrived in time
<>f the dam. They have a neverto see EHsworth in all her glory in the
by t>>r>
The Ellsworth corps when
failing supply of water and power enough not night tune.
only to operate the smelier up to a capacity of they come to Bluehill will find a cordial
The following
welcome awaiting them.
tons
of
ore
4,000
per day, but aNu to transmit
Mrs.
ladies were iu the Bluehill party:
power to the mines by wtre to oj*erate the drills E. M.
Carter, Mrs. E. L. Gross, Mrs. A,
and hoists ami other machinery there.
M. Herrick, Mrs Augustus Peters, Mrs,
The Grey Kagle company consists of the Grey- F. P. Merrill, Mrs. Blna Curtis, Mrs,
Eagle claim, the Banner claim, the Tip Top Edith Murphy, Mrs. James Eaton, Mrs
claim, ami a traction. 1 hese claims are heavily James Billings, Mrs. Bewail Marks, Mia*
timbered and the
claim is
de- E. A. Macomber.

copies qf President McKinley’s Portrait

Grey Kagle
betng
veloped through the Knob Hill tunnel. Num-

open cuts have laen made on the surface,
showing this claim to be very extensively ruiner&lized. In area it is larger tuan Knob Hill
and cariics tlie same large ore bodies and ore
of the same or better value- than the Knob
Hill. The Banner claim is being opened up by
diamond drill work, partially for the purpose
of obtaining a water supply for the camp and
to
deteimlne the extent of the ore bodies.
This work was started about six weeks ago,
and the resuit* are veiy gratifying as far as the
work is carried on ; they have run a depth from
300 to 4n0 feet practically all in ore.
The smelter has the most modern up to date
machinery. The ore is all practically handled
by gravity, or automatically, iu other words,
so much skill has been -howu in the erection of
these works that ore of as low grade as $5 per
ton has been mined, transported ami smelted,
leaving nearly $1 per ton profit, and it is expected when the turn over in up to 2,000 tons
per day to be able to still reduce this cost. The
buildings are constructed so as to allow four
more furnaces of 250 tons’ capacity each, to be
added at practically the cost of the furnaces.
Experts who have vi Ited this smelter this sea
son pronounce it ttie finest and most complete
of its size on*this continent. There are probably IO.iOOj 00 tons of- ore blocked out in these
mines which w!i’ pay from $1 to $10 per ton
profit, or enough to run a 2,000 ton smelter eight
years.
The Victoria claim is developed by a tunnel
from the 300 foot level of the Ironsides; it is
200 feet long, ail in ore. Tne width of the ore
bodies in this group of mines is over 400 feet,
and it has been open iu 'ength ',<#>0 feet and has
the name of leing the largest body of ore iu
the world. Last, but not by any means leas',
the ores in these mine* are
arty set*.fluxing
ores; 200 pound- of cuke and fifty pounds of
the ore from the top of the mines carrying
larger quauti.ies of iron added to each ion of
ore make a perfect flux, this has the gratifying
result of being able to smelt J0u tons of ..re iw
(lav in a 2XMon furnace, which also effects a
saving in not being obliged to bring lime rock
from a distance to aid the fluxing.
This hastily written article but very imperfectly sets forth the magnitude and importance
of these properties. Carrying the gold values
that they do, they will, when developed, with
their own refining plant, enlarged smelter, etc
be able to produce copper as cheaply as any,
more cheaply than most, and more extensively
than any. This syndicate owns a second mielter
site at < arson, 15. C four miles from the present smelter, where they can double the proposed 2,0W> tons daily capacity, carrying the
power by wire to the same. They have already
expended near'y $l,'OO.tOO, and for various reasons it is nro»*o-ed to consolidate lhe«e four

companies, now •■upltallzed at about $7,000,000,
giving to each shareholder in each of the old
companies -jeh increase in stock as shall be
determined that luey are entitled to, computing
the value of each of the companies on an
equally equitable basis, and place in the treas

Thomas Fernald is working in Sorrento
E. D. Banker is having an ell built oc
his house.

bor,

visiting

H. W. Hooper recently visited hei
Mrs G. F. Hooper, in W'est Sullivan, and Mrs. W. M. Pettee, of East Sullivan.

Oct 8

_S.

S.

M.

Fall*.

KlUftilll

The Misses

Rayner,

Wollaston,
Thursday.

of

returned to their borne

Mass,

Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence. Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sisk Headache, Gastralgia,Cramps and
'pother let cits ol imperfect digestion.
Dyspepsia,

•Me. ana SI. Lar*esi»cont&iDt2ii times
Book all about dyspepsia nmileSteas
I by E. C. DsWITT a CO.. Ctlcag*

HUpHS...

and

the seboolhouse

fell

Harry Bye,
started

eight years,
the street in front of the
the

under

horse’s

to

team,

feet.

The

wife, this week.
Sub.

occupying tbeL

Lome.

Hathaway, who
Moore’s since July 1,

William

has

been

returned
P. S.
Somerville, Mass., last week.
who has

Mrs. Samuel

been

Moore,
visit to Massachusetts, returned home

u

on *

Rouse the Liver
Cure Sick Headache, Biliousness, Sour Stomach,
and

Constipation.

Sold
25c. per box.

everywhere,

Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co.,LoweIl,Mass.

LADIES Recommend

as

thf BEST

DR. KING’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no paia.
Sw4 for yean by leading apeoiaiiaf. Haairodaof VMf»
■Maial*. A trial will coarinoe yoa o ft heir inttrinaie ralaa
tn eaae at luppranion.
Send ten emu for aaaaele and
Wok. AH l>r uggisu or by mail
bex.

WW ME9ICIHE C8., Bn 1930, B6ST0N, MASS.

Mary A. Long,

and

who

has

been

quite ill,

Ellis Htausfleld, who has been employed
granite cutter on Black Island, came
home last Friday.

Robert Ashworth has gone to Mount
Waldo to work. Hi»| daughter Margaret
accompanied him.
Warren York, who has

employed
Portsmouth, N. 11.,
arrived last Wednesday.
There are plenty of tinker mackerel in
tbe bay. Boats are out every day, and
frequently bring in good fares.
on a

and
the

Miss

music

Alice Stover, who has been at Northeast
Harbor the past month, returned home
last week, accompanied by Mrs. Fillmore
Al-en.
Oct. 8.
C.
I)ft*r

to

|<a|«.

i'Wllll.

Dr. Stoddard and wife, of Boston, went
Alligator lake Friday.

F. E.

Goodwin Thompson arrived home Wednesday.
Kimball Harbour and wife arrived home

clerk at the

bor.

After

and

Charles Saunders arrived
New York Saturday.

and

relatives, he
Boston.
Oct. 8.

w

from

a

Oct.

trip to Grand Lake stream.

Went

Everett Harrimau and wife will reside
Augustine Mason this winter.
Ernestine Marks, who has been

very i* 1 with

gastric fever,

is better.

ing

at the station.

Oct. 1.

M.

Baekitforr.
The game of football between Kent’s
Hill and Bucksport seminary last Saturday was close and exciting. Kent’s Hill
won by a score of 11-5.

j

to

Mrs. Serena Miles is
visiting relatives in
Ellsworth.

J. Harry Phillips made
last week.

a

;

Miss Augusta Holland, who baa been
the past week with Elizabeth
has
returned to ber borne in

spending
Sargent,

_

LATEST
STYLES

NEWEST

BEST
VALUE

-^SHADES

(FFtF) *)
U HsMTuaiTW)

Don*?

take gabetu «tee—There’» none
FOR SALtC BY

good.

GALLEK.
Klleworth, Mr,

MYKK

lf

s

orms?

child

forworn,*

I

19 «iiinff don't ncr ^t t,
(<l«r »«ver»l d<MM*a oi

■
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CMICMESTCR'S CNOLI8H

_

Pennyroyal pills

*

^mrr^

re-

Mrs Abbie Graves has moved to
Egypt
into the Barney Mullan house.
Mrs. Henry Butler raised some
very nice
watermelons in her garden this summer.

Henry Butler and wife were in EastMrs. Lena Benson, of Bar Harbor, is brook last week for
a few days, the
guests
visiting her parents, John Shaw and wife. of his sister, Mrs. Piper.
Dr. F. L. Wood, wife and daughter
Oct. 8.
q
Francee have gone to Rockland to visit
Mrs. Wood’s relatives.

xigS&PIMfcSS^

FITTING

short visit heie

Horace McFarland and wife have
turned to Massachusetts.

GouMmIxm-o.

OF THK

PERFECT--^

township 2
Palmer, of

Franklin Koau.

J. S.

ing Mrs. Gilbert Gouldsboro.

W. B. Gorham, who has boarded at A.
H. Dunbar's the past year, is now board-

went

Llewellyn

A party of live Bangor hunters,
among
whom are Messrs. Chase, Osborne and
Snow, are at Middle Branch pond for a
#
week.
Oct. 6.
Fio»ie.

from

Ralph Sargent is building an ell and
greatly improving bis place.
Mrs. Helen Good, of Milbridge, is visit-

with

Mrs.

7._F.

men

for

Mr and Mrs. l^dd, of Bangor, returned
home Friday from u two days’ stay at
Camp Pleasant.

Capt. Richardson came home Saturday
from Philadelphia. The “S. G. Haskell"
sailed from Philadelphia
Friday for Poiuta-Pitre, Guadaloupe.

W.

of

Aurora.

G. L.

Ka*t Orlami.

Saturday

home

crew

Wednesday

Work has begun on the foundation of
Heck’s store. H. C. Smith and J. E.
Saunders are to do the work.

week among friends
ill spend the winter in
a

Charles Gibbs returned

A

I*, (ilove* I*

l*uonOMncriuJ)

Howard ix>rd and wife are taking a carto How laud and Montague.

Capt. W. S. Green, of steam yacht
“Akeia”, arrived home Friday.

has finished his duties
hotel St. Sauveur, Bar Har-

staying

Branc h

F. Earnout Green returned home from

I*. JC

!

been

_

(irrHI

|p*nuliiF

"P. & P." Kid Glove*

small steamer at

Schooner “Gold Hunter ’, Otis Candage
master, arrived from Portland last Thursday with freight for the grange store and
L. B. Grindle.
Oct. 8.
G.

Mary

Maine

of

with our nnotti.
RCQISTCRKD BRANDS

Alvah Green, cook on board the schooner
“Kit Carson ”, was at home last week for a
few days.

Curtis Durgain

ICvrrjr |»mI-

j

Thursday.

yachting Tuesday.
William Spofford arrived home from
Portland Thursday.
Edward E. Pressey arrived home from
New York Saturday.

her

j

as a

Mrs. Hattie Crabtree has rented A. L.
Young’s houf-e for the winter. Mr. Crabtree will be employed in Boston during
the winter.
E.

Pale People
Atall druggists or direct from Dr.WUUams
Medicine Co..Schenectady. X. V.. postpaid
oa reoslpi of price 50c. a box ; 6tx>ies 92.50.

Mrs. E. W. Barton, who has been on a ;
short visit at Mount Desert, returned last

Mrs.

11

for

convalescent.

riage drive

icnririp Rii

Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hawes and Miss
Vera have returned to their home in New
York city.

Llmeburner attended
festival at Bangor.

Harvey Phillips

I

now

John Pressey arrived home from yachting Friday.

as

|

Went Treniont.

Is

Dodge

Tuesday.

ls^

Dolly.

visiting his parents, Hufus
wife.

wife, last week.

Wooster with
family
grandson, Carroll Bunker, will leave for
their new home on 38 Willow avenue,
West Somerville, Mass., next Wednesday.

now

Oct. 8.

Minnie Atherton is seriously ill.
Ivan Thom is attending the high school
at Bluehill village.

Mrs. F. M. Watson, after spending the
Bummer months at the homestead, has left
for her home in Brooklyn, N. Y.

t

Mrs. A.

a

keeping house for hei
daughter, Mrs. Elmer Newman, who it
working for B. II. Mayo at Manset.
week and is

iiauim’K

Mace has a crew at his Middle
camp yarding bark.
Mrs. Mank and her mother, Mrs. Clarry,
are guests of Mrs. F. E. Mace.

nf M

S**h wkI

new

iruui

Kiut Kluehlll.

stepped high and cleared the boy, i David Steele is at home from Little Deer
j but the wheels passed over his arm aud : Isle, where he has been employed the past
I leg, bruising them quite severely but not summer.
! dangerously. The doctor picked him up,
Solon Long, wife and son Harlen visited
attended to the bruises aud took him
Mrs. Long’s parents, R. J. Blodgett and
borne.

home, recently purchased

are

in Capt. Crockett’s store.

horse

Edgar Wood, of Sargentville, witl
her daughters Grace and Marion Louitu
visited her parents, Capt. P. M. Friern

Are prepared from Nature’s mild laxatives, and
while gentle are reliable
and efficient. They

It artificially digests tbe food and aid*
Nature in strengthening and reconstructing tbe exhausted digestive organs. It is the latest discovered digestant and tonic. No other preparation
can approach it in efficiency.
It instantly relieves and permanently cures

hoy

near

of about

run Rcross

!

Mrs

Mr. Kent and wife

nuu

Genevieve Allen has closed her cottage and returned to New York.
Mrs. Gertrude Babcock, of Medfleld, is

fence.

,

Hood'sPills

what you eat.

driving
a

clerk

William Cain had his three-year-old colt
by a barbed*wire

j

Oct. 8.

Tomas B. Keed, the late

gone

injured quite badly

Eoo.
Frank Trundy has been on a fishing
Oct. 5.
week with Capt. Kane, of Blue
i South Hancock.
hill.
i
E. W. Wooster is adding an extensive
F. Gilbert Candage started Saturday foi carriage house to his buildings.
Toronto, Canada, to attend a veterinary
F. M. Staple* and wife will move to
school.
their home in Belfast the latter part of
Miss Florence Couary has gone to Soutl
this week.
Bluehill to work in the factory of Frienc
W. T. Coggin* is home for the winter,
«v auinvan.
after several months’ employment on a
A. R Conary and son Wiley went tt
yacht in New York.
Deer Die last week. Mr. Conary has gon<
Greenleaf Martin aud wife have moved
to Portland.
into their new

and

were

.^iripun

Miss

trip this

airfjrrtissrantta.

Dyspepsia
Digests

as

|

Mrs.

sisters,

.-

Cure

|

j

Roland H. Lunt. who has been at work
ury at least $.,,0 o,(ho to at once carry forward
the work of increased inciter capacity, install- in the sardine factory all summer, is
ing water su* ply at Phtunix. carrying electrical j taking bis first vacation with a bad cold.
power lo Pha'olx, building refinery, and such j
Capt. Alton R. Murphy has gone to
other impmvments as will lead to a still further i
reduction in ttie costs ol producing copper.
Bangor to get lumber for W. B. Robbins,
1Stock
sellin .r in the Grey Eagle company at L. W. Rumill and others. Mr. Robbins is
The increase in cap- j
fifty cents t-c*t -hare.
italization v. .!’ give nearly two shares ,,f new j going to build an addition to his bouse.
stock for one of old, and the Granby Mining,
Oct. 7
Thelma.
Smelting A Power Co. will I** paying dividends
in the near future. Any further information
can be obtained by uddressing C. C. Young,
Ellsworth, Mc.—Advt.

JflcSiral.

Bentley

Gray has been visiting bis
parents, M P. Gray and wife, this week.
He returned to Vinalhaven Friday.
Lomou

Anthony Bye has moved into the teneowned by the late Mrs. M.
Montelle, the infant son of A. T. Sar- ment formerly
now owned by C. C. Warren.
gent and wife, who has been very ill, i« I C. Warren,
A small party from Stonington left FriI
improving.
day morning to attend the musical festiMrs. Sara Hammond and Miss Mellic
bear the
Carter, of Brewer, are the guests of Mrs ! val at Portland. They expect to
! concert Friday evening and return SaturOlive Myrick.
Calvin Hanna and wife, of Winter Har- day.
been
Mr. Hanna't j Thursday afternoon as Dr. Wasgatt was
have
mother, Mrs. Amanda Fernald.

time

at that

described in to-day's

|

COUNTY NEWS.

Mulh (touMsboro.

U. G. Bunker, of Ashville, is making
improvements on Charles Jacobs’ house
Miss Killa Sargent has returned frotz
West Goulds boro, where she has beer
working.

as

dreadful.
Finally my
feet began to grow numb,
and I could barely bobble about.
Electricity
waetrted but without relief; In fact tbofeeling In
my feet was so far gone
that I scarcely felt the
full force of the battery.
MPr. Williams' Fink Pills for Pale
People were recommended, and 1 determ Ined to try them. 1 made up my
mind 1 would glvethem a fair trial,
so I bought ten boxes
I knew that
two or three bosee would not care
as bad a case as mine, but I found
thet I had bought more than was
1 began to find great renecessary.
lief by the time (bad used five boxes,
and by the time 1 had finished tin*
seventh box I waa entirely cured.
I bad no more pain, swelling or
numbnees than I have to-day, and
that was five years ago."
H. b Brsjts,
Signed
44 BrinkerhofT Ave.,
March ft, 190a
Ftlca, X. Y.

|

Tbe writer has been
paper.
highly entertained by bearing him recite
incidents of that session.
Xame.
In 1853 he married Miss Mary Jai a
They had four
Address. Dodge, of Rrooklin.
Date.
children, two of whom are uow living—
-.—--Fitz Henry and Theodore A., members of
accompanied home by his two sons, who | the Arm of Smith Brothers, general merare
Capt. Dorr chants, of this village. Mr. Smith was a
employed in Boston.
For additu/nal County A’ftrl tee other page$
member of Eggemoggtn lodge, F. and A.
sailed from Bangor for Boston but a few
M
being made a member in 1566, and
days ago.
8 ••«!n l»i**r imIi*.
served as its secretary seven yeara. A few
North llrookovlllr.
William Bryant is still very ill.
years ago tbe lodge voted him an bon
Henry Young is repairing his bouse.
| orsry membership for hit faithful serJ. P. Robbins is still on the sick list.
George O. Gray is at home from New vices to that body. Both sons sre also
Rev. Harry Hiil went to Bangor Mon
York.
members of tbe fraternity, Theodore beday for a few days’stay.
Mrs. Lucie Parker spent a few days last ; ing a post master, also D. 1). Q. matter of
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. WII- !
the fourth masonic district.
week with her sister at Castine.
limn Young Thursday, Oct. 4.
Oct. 7.
C.
Grlndle has
to Ash Point

Bob.

Oct. 8.

colors,

M8lx years ago I began
to feel a slight pain In
my hips and legs, and na
Um pain grew worse it
extended to my
They swelled all out of
shape, and the pain was

county J. A. Buck.

1

erous

in

Kent’s

Mrs. C. II. Abbott and Mrs. R. F. Gerrish are Just reapiug the reward from
last
spring’s toil in an abundance of bright
flowers in their garden.

I). A. Carlton, who was in Ellsworth to
carnival, returned home Friday.
W. H. Wilson will leave for Boston
Thursday, where he will be employed as
engineer in the Boston postoffice.

prove true,

Rtprmluced

were

Bucksport seminary and

Htll.

attend the

TEN CENTS,

of the

The annual harvest home

wife
business.

tween

other page*

Mrs. Susan Bartlett and sister, Mrs. F.
Higgins, left for Massachusetts last
week.

FOR

Mello, of Casiiue, is
visiting her parents, M. Mello and wife.

is expos* •!
of theorem mis mine is practically shipping
ore.
A wtnzi has also been Mink from the
ami 300 feet, all in ore, imtunnel, !■*•*..
proving in depth.
The old Iiomddes mine, adjoining the Knob
Hill, is dev* op* d by shafts two in number, and
work is now emg done oelow the 400 foot level.
ore

*

on

tuo

G.

Henrietta

Miss

:* laxly of ore estimated at
f million tons, value*! as j»er
This body of
at *11,500,('00.
on four shies by tunnels, and all

Friday,

OF

John MfCfill instill ill.
S:;ow left for New Hampshire

Mrs.

lr bo* h«*i out

oue a»d

A Magnificent Portrait

George
Tuesday.

>

Sfdfulek.
O. P. Carter and

PRESIDENT McKINLEI

Vonnty

County Xriri

*be additional

Hancock county.

steam

the C. P. It. The C. P. K
expended *.Vueo oto lai-t year building in from
their main u.* t »the Miner-Graves mines and
others in tt>« 1 mediate vl'dnlty near Grand
Forks, B. »
vtdopment was begun on the
Knob Hill in: * about f«»ur years ago, some
1,100 !t\i.*elng done in tunneling, and

railroad

COUNTY NEWS.

SbbtrtiBcmmtB.

Thu American has subscribers at 106
>f the 110 post-offices in Hancock county;
til the oth**r papers in the county comn*»ed do not reach so many. THK Amrboan
not the only paper printed in
i«
tnncock county, and has never claimed tc
•e, om u is the only paper that can prop■
my o* called a COUNTY paper; all thi
•ent are merely local papers. The circula■
H.»n of I'HP AMERICAN, barring the Bar
Sarbor Record's summer list, if larger
than that of all the other papers printed

THE MIME GRAVES COPPEEMINES.

West Sullivan.

Howard Gordon and wife have

Alvar* reliable

^Uullea.

-t
a*lc I>
rt>J
and
m K* «1
bbon.
boxes, sealed with blue
TaksaeollMr. Reflise danfrroua lubati*
twtlona sad Imitations. Buy of your DruKK^
or send 4*. In
stamps for Particular*. Testimonials aud
Heller for Ladles.” >’> i^ter,
by return 31 nil. I#.#®* Testimonial*. Hold by *11
imigglsta.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
Hadlson Mqusrr,
Pllll t.. FL

(III(<IIIATI:K'N ftiAKiLINII
Mold

metallic

**

For Women.

Tolman's Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of auxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that w ill so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and mod obstinate eases
are relieved in 3 clay# without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, uo danger, no
interference w ith work. The most difficult
cases successfully treater! through correspondence,and the most complete satisfaction
Dr.

a

new

girl baby.

Alvin Watson and
George Crimmin are
cutting stone at Soinesviile.
Oct. 2.
L.
Capt. G. D. Blake la home from Sorrento.
Roxbary, Mass., Wednesday, Oct. 17, of
He is repairing and
South Hluehill.
Miss Mabel Benton, of that city, to Jospainting hla house,
Mra. Angus Heudersou and daughter with the aid of Luther Haven.
eph B. Forsyth, eldest son of Rev. Wilguaranteed in every instance. I relieve liunliam Forsyth, of Bucksport.
Adelbert Gordon went to
Rose, who have been visiting friends in
ladies whom I never see. Write for
Bucksport aredsof
farther particulars.
All letters truthfully
Capt. Oliver P. Dorr, the well-known Cutler, have returned home.
Friday to witness the football game beanswered. Free confidential advice in all
master of the schooner “Omaha”, arMrs. Kate Johnson is quite ill with
matters of a privateor delicate nature. Rear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
rived on the train from Boston Friday typboid fever.
Mrs. Chattie Sleeper is
A Fiendish Attack.
every possible condition and w ill positively
suffering from a second stroke of paraly- keeping bouse for Capt. JobnBon during
An attack was lately made on
leave no after ill effects u|K»n the health. By
C. F. Colsis. He had a stroke two years ago from
his wife’s illness.
mail securely sealed, #2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLof
lier,
which he had nearly recovered.
He was
Cherokee,
that
Iowa,
MAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Oct. 4.|
nearly
proved
D,
fatal. It came through hia
kidneys. His
Dr. Williams' Indian Hila
back got so lame he could
A gentleman recently cured of dyspepStepped Into lilve Coals.
not stoop withwill cure R|in“’
^Ointment
sia gave the following appropriate render^^Biecding and Itching
“When a child I burned my foot fright- out great pain, nor sit in a chair except
the tumors.
Files.
It
absorbs
ing of Burns’ famous blessing: “Borne
propped
by
cushions.
No remedy
fully,” writes W. II. Eads, of Jonesville,
have meat and cannot eat, and some have
allays the Itching at once. acu»
tried Electric
Bitters, whkh
"gas a poultice, gives ii^tant re
none that want it; but we have meat and
Va., “which caused horrible leg sores for .30 effected such a wonderful chance
that h..
lief. Dr. Williams' Indian rileOmv
w'e can eat—Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure be
years, but Bucklen’s Arnica Salve wholly writes he feels like a
It
new Tan
ment is prepared for Piles and
thanked.” This preparation will digest jured me after everything else failed.” In- marvelous medicine cures
Every box
of the private parts.
ii(
backache
and
what you eat. It instantly relieves and rad- fallible for burns, scalds, cuts, sorsa
warranted. By dragg.sts, by mail on Jt
k«ney trouble, purllle. the
Sod
of price. Ml cents and fl.oo.
ically cures indigestion and all stomach bruises and piles. Sold by WlQOUf A,
WHLI^P*
Ohio.
** W«o- •eipt
Invitations

are

oat for the

wedding

at

Steuben.

E®

he®
Tht

disorders.

Wiooiif A Moore.

Moose. 25c.

K

]

!

—■

b®

■ifiUFKTUMRC M.. Hrop*. Cleveland.
For sale by u. a. Fare her, druggist, Ells worth-

1

■

Urkven.teln, FFJUM Allen, Sedgwick: Embroidered robe, Miss Elizabeth Jelilt C Jordan, Surry.
son.
Sterk, George B Bridge., Hancock; C M Crochet shawl, Mrs C P Dorr; Miss Mabel
Smith, Amherst.
Richardson, Oriand.
K*** AelrecheN, George Archer, An
beret; Applique work. Miss Elizabeth Jellison.
k PiGM Allen,
Table cover, Mrs P J Phillips.
Sedgwick
Sweet Bough, F P A G M Allen,
SedgDOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
wick; Sidney Hamilton, Brooklin.
Braided mats, Mrs A O Jellison; Etta
Hu Inert, C W Beal; E C Lord,
Surry.
Richardson,
H
Fameuse, Henry
Lamoine; Mra Otis Giles.
Ball, Hancock; Will- Drawn
iam Austiu, Dedham.
rug, Mrs J H McGowu (land 3);
Mrs
M
Franks
Flemish Beauty, F P A Q M Allen, Sedg(2).
Yarn rug, Mrs Minnie Leighton; Mrs
wick.
Geo Allen, Sedgwick.
Plate Mildings, Sidney Hamilton, BrookStockings, Mrs Chan Whitcomb; Mrs
lin, gratuity.
James Clark; Miss Mabel Shackford.
Miscellaneous.
Mittens, Mrs Increase Shackford; Mrs
Lydia Treworgy, Lamoine; Miss Mabel
Bartlett pears, Wellington Haslem.
Mrs
Sarah
Shackford;
Shackford,
Clapp’s Favorite pears, Charles W Beal;
gratuity.
George Archer, Amherst.
Lombard plums, Pnllllps Bros, Hancock. Knit drawers, Mrs Lydia Treworthy, Lamoine; Mrs Increase Shackford.
Bed June plums, A 0 Richardson, LaWoolen quilt, Mrs Wm Lawton, Southmoine.
west Harbor; Mrs M K Haslem, WalMoore’s Arctic plums, P B Friend, Sedgtham; Mrs J T Crlppen.
wick; Edmund Bonsey.
Concord grapes, P B Friend, Sedgwick; Calico quilt, Mrs D Y McFarland, Lamoine; Mra Nelson Jellison; Etta RichMrs John Lake.
ardson, Lamoine.
Strawberry plants, Phillips Bros, Han- Silk
quilt, Mrs A Parody; Mrs Howard
cock; George Bridges, Hancock.
Hooper; Mrs Geo Allen, Sedgwick.
Cranberries, H N Joy; Mrs Curtis Hamor, Velvet
quilt, Mrs A W Clement; Miss
Lamoine.
Lottie

FAIR AND CARNIVAL.
S.
Continued from page

tack of sufficient

hecause of

nfvantage

lighting-

made by Charles
A full-rigged brig
effective display, and
Ilecd was * very
It deserved first prize. The
many thought
first prize to Mias Mattel
judges swarded
a boat very prettily decLord, who had

orated with Chinese

lanterns.

THURSDAY FORENOON.
The first part of Thursday forenoon was
the three bands—Eastfilled with music,
Monaghan’s and Lynch’s—playing
port,
on

changing positions
selections had been played.

Main street and

ifter a few
When the three bands got together aud
marched down Main street to the square,

going
the music was something
miles to hear.
The steam engine contest, the first of
In the county, was a
the kind ever held
Two engines
feature of much interest.
worth

Potatoes.

Cusbnoc, of Augusta, and Liberty No. 4, ol Bangor.
Cusbnoc, the first to play, threw 191
feel 11 iuches. Liberty threw 208 feet 9
Inches. Neither engine did what was expected of her. The engineers attributed
this to the tank fmm which they played
being too smal', end the water In It being
kept in a boll by the two lines of hose

Early Rose, P B Friend, Sedgwick ; Lewis

Flood.
New Queen, Asa Hodgkins, Lamoine;
Archie Kief, Lamoine.
Beauty of Hebron, Walter Young; Lamoine; Asa Hodgkins, Lamoine.
Clarks No 1, B F Phillips, Lamoine.
Cory Red, Isaac Jordan.

Thursday morning
yard dashes for
professionals. Fred Flynn, of Bangor,
won both races, with John Montgomery,
were

races

100-yard

the

and 220

of Bangor, second. Time: 100 yards, 10 3-6
seconds 220 yards, 23 4 5 aecouds.

Miscellaneous.

Ripe tomatoes, H W White, Orland;
Aaa Hodgkins, Lamoine.
Green tomatoea, Asa Hodgkins, Lamoine;
H W White, Orland.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
Ale crowd watched the football game
Thu
my afternoon, between Ellsworth

him hr

tip

luuunn.

CMKRBTFIBLi)

K. >1 S

G'-rry .re...Haycock
A hi..«-kbridge.rt. Farren

Tr*-w«>rgy

MrDcvlti
I*... >«•.r..
J.imIui .Ig.Grant
Hiuie.1 t.Frotblngham
Sinclair
H tiupbell.I e.
>l Knowlton.q b.Riley
.Smith.r h b.Oakes
< Knowiton.Ihb.Webb
L

Campbell. fb.Haycock

Humphrey Saunders.
a speedy game,
Turnips, Asa Hodgkins, Lamoine; H W
Cherry field boys fairly got
Wbite, Orlaud.
under them, Charles Kbowlton Onions, Humphrey Saunders; Uriah Look.

Ellsworth started in with
and before the

|

their feet
was

was

line

the

across

kicked

Campbell

a

Once

one-sided.

touchdown.
The first half

for

a

goal.

touchhack

a

saved

Near the end of the half,
Ellsworth scored another touchdown
j
Smith going through with the ball..
Goal was missed. Score 11 0.

Cberryfield.

closely conscoring. Cberryfield

The second half

was

more

Pk largest beets, H B Heath.
Pk largest carrots, H B Heath.
Pk largest turnips, H B Heath.
Cattle beets, Asa Hodgkins, Lamoine.
Best assortment of garden vegetables,
Carlton McGown.
Celery, Mrs Helen Wooster, Franklin.
Pk w neat, A H Gray.
Pk barley, Humphrey Saunders.
Pk osis, Carlton McGown.
Pk White Marrow peas, Humphrey Saunders; Joseph H McGown.
Biack-eye t-eas, Humphrey Saunders.
Dry peas, Humphrey Saunders (1 and 2).
Pea beans, Sewell Brimmer, Mariaville;
Humphrey Saunders.

tested, neither side
;
seemed to get into I he game in better ;
was
in
Once
f
Ellsworth's goal
sliRpe.
danger, but at Ibis critical point Cherry- !
field lost the ball on a fumble.
Yellow-eye beans, Humphrey Saunders;
F M Grindie, B'uehill.
The star play of the whole game—and a
Imp
beans, E E Hurd, Dedmost
Uiiu-ual
pln>—was -i punt by j hamYel'ow-eye
A H

Cainpbel

Charles
the

who

lh«

distanced

ti

field, got t lie had and made two

Kidney beaus, Geo Wood; Eben
Prenle, Sullivan.
Geo McGown; Uriah Look.

Ked

or

three yarns before he was do vned.
Near I he end of the game, Harry Oakes,
captain of he Cherry fi Id U*m, wa- quite

Cauliflower,

j

being dislocated, j
Hodgkins and McDonald at- j

L»rs. Lew is
tended nun.
Friday.

Following
horse

He
is

a

of

summary

|

the afternoon

1

hibited

j

Bingen colt, Col umbo.
There were only t wo

his

he

cool hut his horse

lost

Following
miums
names

is

II

by the

Turkeys,

6
5

1
2

1
2

1
2

5

(J

were

3
5
4

3

3

4

4

5

5

nervous, and

In

consequence.

are

premiums

lint

of

fair

association.

awarded

in

Pre-

the order that

given—first, second

or

third—

in the cattle and horse departments, where name of exhibitor is given
first, and figures indicate whether prizo

except

was first or second.
Exhibitors whose
addresses are not given are from Ellsworth, which includes Ellsworth Falls,
North Ellsworth and West Ellsworth.

FRUIT.

Apples.
Collection

apples, F P & G M Allen,
Sedgwick; I N Avery.
Farly Harvest P B Friend, Sedgwick;
Melvin McGown.
Porters, E E Ilurd, Dedham; George

Archer,

Shrops

of

wick.

of

Amherst.
Wine, F P & G

M Allen, Sedg-

Ooldeu russets, L F Giles; lleury

A

Ball,

^Hancock.
j

Tolmau sweets, E C Jordan, Surry; Geo F
Archer, Amherst.
Baldwin, E E Hurd, Dedham; William

Austin,

Dedham.

king Tompkins, 11 F Maddocks; C A
Penny, Hancock.
Williams Favorite, Bert Higgins; George
F

Archer, Amherst.
Alexanders, H F Maddocks;

J

T Dun-

ham, Amherst.
Northern Spy, William Austin, Dedham;
LF Giles.

Bellflower, Henry Patten; Joseph
Clown.
Mackintosh Red, H F Maddocks;

Carltuii McGown.

Light Bramah chicks, George Parchcr
(1 and 2).
Light Brum.ib fowl, George Parcber.
White Sherwood chicks, Fred Fields.
Special exhibit of poultry, T M Campbell.
Pen rabbits, Mr Beckwith, gratuity.
Pen rabbits, Harry Curler, gratuity.
DAIRY AND

KITCHEN.

Pickles,

Greely exthree-year-old

the

Plymouth Rock chicks, F P i
Haynes (1 and 2).
Young Pekin ducas, F P Haynes (1 and 2).

Geese, Carlton McGown.

PREMIUMS AWARDED.
awarded

POULTRY.

4

4

Mr dark won handily.
He was at the
quarter pole before Mr. Gordon started.

[

bees, L It Cushman, gratuity.

1
2
3

was

time

valuable

uity.

Hive

1
2
5
3
4
f»

1
*2
3

st arters in tlie peg
race—John C. Gordon and Joseph Clark,
this is the race in which drivers unharness and harness their horses, aud drive a
Mr. Gordon
half mile, go-as-you-please.
was

lin, grat u ity.
Table beets, Henry Adams, gratuity.
Sweet corn, Henry
W White, Orlaud,
grat uity.
Pop corn, Eben Hinckley, Sedgwick, gra-

Barred

E. 11.

handsome

frank-

kin-, Lamoiue.

Capt lh(f,
Wheehlen, Bangor.
I.aura U, blk u», It W Burrlll, Bangor..
Goldwin, g in, K I. Fisher, Bangor.
Palsy S, hr iu, C K Leach, Bluohlll.
Mack, b g, W W Mercer, Princeton....
Guy Loon, b g, F F Adame, Eddington,
2 30.
Time: 2 27*, «
2.19 CLASS. 1’URSK, #200
b
Allle
Clay, W E
g, by
Llayson,
Blanchard, Kaetport.
Scooter, b g, J P B Wheelden. Bangor..

During

Wooster,

Pigeons, T H Campbell; E L Rowe.
White Plymouth Rock chicks, Asa Hodg-

1TKSK, #100.
Arton, .» 1* I’»

Alice Drake, blk in, A K Morgan, t ein
broke...'...
Satina*, b g, It W Burrlll, Bangor.
BUcto, blk g, W W Mercer, »*rlnceton..
Time
2.20, 2 30. 2.2:K-

;

|

Mrs lieltn

Thursday’s

racing:
35 CLASS.
br g, by

!

to return home

wasai ie

G

Duz corn,

his neck

badly Injured,

Gray.

;

H MeJohn J

Bcott.

For burns, injuries, pile and skin diseases
use HeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve. It is the
original. Counterfeits may be offered. Use
only HeWitt’s. Wiooin & Moore.

Mrs Geo W Graves, Lamoine;
Mrs Helen Wooster, Franknn.

lullu

M

r.

A imiu

V/kiincv

I

u in 11

>i

M

Bradbury.

Honey, Carlton MeUown;
Phillips, Lamoiiie.
Preserves, Caroline Foster;

Mrs
Mrs

B

ra

F

Helen

Wooster, Franklin.
Brown bread, Mrs John Adams; Mrs G M
Allen, Sedgwick.
W bile bread, Mrs B F Phillips, Lamoiiie;
Caroline Foster.
Laid butter, Mrs S L Brimmer, Mariaville; Mrs B F Phillip*, Lamoiiie.
Print butter. Mrs S L Brimmer, Maria*
ville; Mrs B F Phillips, Lamoiiie.
FANCY

WORK

Gouldsboro,
Goulds boro; Miss
Hennessey.
Table male, Mrs L M Carroll; MissPearlie
Crochet

tidy,

Ada
Mary A

Mrs

Holt.

Toilet set, Miss Mabel Hhackford; Mrs
Helen Fox.
Lace handkerchief, Miss Elizabeth Jellison; Mrs A M Hopkins (2 and 3).
Afghan, Mrs Isaac Smith; Mrs L C Hastings.
Sofa pillow, Mrs Alex Parody; Mrs OH
Bradbury; Miss Grace Lawton, Southwest

Harbor.

work, Mrs Teresa Clark, liar Harbor.
Lamp shade, Miss Flossie Emery, Great
Pond.
Chair cushion, Miss Julia Graves, Lamoine.
Centerpiece, Miss Minnie Townsend,
Surry; Mrs Teresa Clark, Bar Harbor.
Drawn work, Mrs Alex Parody (1 and 2).
Embroidered doilies, Miss Agues Lord;
Miss Mary McFarland.
Lace collar, Mrs W A Alexander; Miss
Cut

Carrie Baker.

Crochet slippers, Miss Pearlie Holt.
Knit slippers, Mrs Fred Blaisdell.
Crochet jacket, Mrs Frank Holden, Bar
Harbor.
Knit jacket, Miss Mabel Hhackford.
Crochet trimming, Mrs Fred Blaisdell;
Miss Mabel Hhackford.
Knit trimming, Mrs Fred Blaisdell, Miss
Mabel Hhackford.
Bureau scarf, Mrs Teresa Clark, Bar Harbor; Mrs J F Pray.
Sideboard scarf, Miss Agnes Lord; Mrs O
H

Bradbury.

Pillow shams, Mrs A W Ellis.
Mexican work, Mrs Alex Parody.
Lunch cloth, Mrs Frank Holden, Bar
Harbor; Mrs O H Bradbury.
David city, Neb., April 1, 1900.
Genesee Pure Food Co.t Le Royt N. Y.:
GentlemenI must say in regard to
nothing better or
GKAIN-O thf.t there Is
My
We have used it for years.
healthier.
brother was a great coffee drinker. He was taken
sick and the doctor said coffee was the cause of
it, and told us to use GKAIN-O. We gota packnow would
age amt did not like It at first, but
not be without It.
My brother has been well
ever since we started to use it.
Lillie Sochob.
Yours truly,

in town this week.

i

Ed. Littlefield and Herman Perkins
have gone to the Katahdin Iron Works,
where they have employment for the
winter.
Charlie and Otis Leach, who contracted
at Waterville two weeks
At last reports
ago, are both at home.

typhoid fever
they

absence of three months.

Capt. F. D. Hodgkins and wife are stopping in Ellsworth a few weeks.
The family of Frank L. Hodgkins are
occupying Mrs. Rose Holt’s house in Ellsworth.
Miss Ellen Berry has returned from Bar
Harbor, where she has been during the
summer.

viHited

friends

Eugene

Mrs.
dren
to

have

Hurd

and

her

two

Harrington

been at

chil-

on a

visit

seer”.

last

room

McKinley’s

named

own

converse privately
departments.

tier

i.„

Hospital at Bangor
appendicitis.

for treat-

7._B.
selectmen

are

calling in

the fire

who

attended

Ellsworth

the

speak highly of the affair.
Springer and Charles Smith have
returned from a trip to Winter Harbor.
Jacob

of

Frank Bradbury has received
tional order of 200 cubic
for the

Cooiuos And

cutirig

addi-

an

yards

of stone

W. C. K. R.

Charles Goodwin
wife

and
have

family

and

Ned

been taking

an

at Indian Harbor.

band has been engaged to play
night after electon, if Bryan is
elected, for $25. They are not counting
The

Speaking of kindergartens for colored
children calls to mind the experience of a

the

•‘befo’ de wah” matron who was teaching one of the Utile darkies on her plantat ion how to spell.
The primer she used w as a pictorial one
and over each word was its accompanying
picture, and Polly glibly spelled o-x, ox,
and
But the teacher
b-o-x, box, etc.
thought she was making too rapid progress, ho she put her hand over the picture
and said:
“Polly what does o-x spell?”

that

sum as

assets.

ions where he will

stop if his predictions

verified.
Oct. 8.

are

not

Ch’e’er.

Asliville.

G. H. Robertson is ill.

ox,

Jason Whitten, of Steuben,
friends in town last week.

apt Polly.—

visited

J. H. Tracy, 2d, who has been at the

working-

a

Harbor,
Belmont,
home Saturday night.
Bar

all summer,

came

Mrs. G. K. Hodgkins, who has been
spending the summer with Mr. Hodg*
kins’ parents, E. H. Hodgkins and wife,
went to her home iu Charlestown last

abucrtisraunta.

week.

.v>*.JrJohnbuy
/ HTM/A
ton’s M
B VV mB
>•'#

Anodyne

JF

^

I
Liniment
lu two size
•1 l.«»rth*s.2T»cts.
*■ and 50 cents. %
B
I The latter Is
I more economical.
I containing 3 of the
for 90 years
r former,

^

™

■

Anodyne Liniment

hm been the
V:’;*remedy for
fc)1

(urn,t

favorite hnnnehold
iutlammalion in

e. joasso.i *

co.,

Miss Helen Hovey has been visiting
Mrs. John D. Tracy, of Sullivan.

M

JOHNSON’S

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
C. Rolfe, Oct. 4.

Archie

M
Ik
/■
I

^

B.

GoulilMboru.
A

iff

\

Oct. 8.

V
\
V

Frank Guptill and Harvard Tracy start
Tuesday for Chicago, where they will bt
employed.
Chester Ash, of Winterport, is expected to-day. He will visit his uncle, C. A
Campbell.

£

JpA

^

^Fs&ft.-vre

|

TEFFT. JOHNSON, a wellknown society man of Washinging ton, D. C., who played last season as leading man in
The Heart of
Maryland company, writes the following letter to Dr. Hartman, of Columbus,
O., In which he gives his opinion of the
catarrh remedy, Peruna. Mr. Johnson

Mr.

Oct. 8.

PERUNA

FRIENDB

HAS MANY

among society people everywhere.
They all recommend it as a fids
tonic, excellent for congbs, oolds and
hoarseness to which they are so liable.
Late hours, irregular inea’
"10
aseless rounds of social duties, the conse*
quent sapping of nervous vitality, malae
the society man or woman especially
says:
••In all my experiments with medi- liable to affections of catar b-.l .■
Vice President Roxa Tyler, promt*
cines In the effort to Improve a condiconnected in Chicago, and Vide
tion Impaired by overwork, I have nently
President of the Illinois Woman’s Al*
found nothing that has done so much
liance, in a letter written from 910 East
good as Peruna. As a tonic It Is grand. 30th street, says: "During the past you
I take pleasure In recommending It to I
gradually lost flesh and strength until
professional people and to the public I was unable to perform my work
generally."
properly. Peruna gave me new Ufa
His sister, Miss Abbs Johnson, a tal-,
and restored my strength. ’’
ented young actress and society woman,
George Backus, in “Way Down East"
also of Washington, D.C., speaks in the
Co.,says: “I know of nothing so efficaof
terms
Peruna.
Bhe
highest
says:
cious in Hie speedy relief from hoarse“I take pleasure In recommending
ness as Peruna. It is invaluable to all
an
Peruna
as
exoellent
I
your
remedy.
persons who use their voice in nnbUe
with
Mr.
heartily Join
my brother,
work. It almost immedia'-'x r-ne-r&a
Tofft. Johnson, the leading man in “The
huskiness and renders the ....usg
Heart of Maryland,” In testifying to
and natural.”
j
Peruna as a fine tonic. Professional
Miss Maude Lillian Berry, one of the
are
traveling from city to
people who
:
leading operasingersof America, writes
city should not be without Permna.’'
nerves were in danger of
The above letters were written from “Long ago my
absolute and hopeless collapse from the
Washington, D. C, Fourteenth and I strain of hard
work, study and excitestreets.
ment. A friend sent me a bottle of PeMr. Robert B. Mantell, the great roruna and prevailed upon me to take U.
mantic actor, says: ••Peruna Is re- I did, with marvelous result;.”
nerves
and
to
the
brain.
It
freshing
A book on catarrh sent free by The
mokes me tee! like a new man."
runa Medicine Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Honaewlfely Merlin.
“I love a beautifully worked darn,” said
a good housekeeper.
“It implies so much.
If I see table linen that has been carefully mended I say to myself, ‘That woman is an excellent house mistress,* and a
girl whose stockings are neatly darned
by herself is a girl after my own heart.
I tell niv sons to find out if a girl darns
her stockings before asking her to marry.
I know one young woman who sews up
her stockings with black thread and an
other who wears a stocking until it is
I hope
useless and then gives it away.
neither of those girls will become my
daughter-in-law. A neatly mended glove
or carefully darned stocking, I say to my
hoys, is far more attractive than a perfectly new aiti' le. for it shows the character of its

iiwiii

“Some old fashioned writer of moral
talcs tells how a young man falls in lave
with a girl because of a dear little darn
in the toe of her stocking, her slipper having been stuck in the mud, while her far
more beautiful sister revolts him by betraying inadvertently a hole in the heel
I dare say the men in
of her silken hose.
those old stories who bestow their affecso
with
much
discrimination seem
tions
like absurd prigs to the girl of the period,
but after all it is the homely virtues that
wear the best, and a man might do worse
than choose a wife on account of her
housewifely merits.”
Love of

Parents art* unduly disturbed by perceiving in their children a love of dress.
But ii is natural, and, I think, praiseworthy. to try to look one's best, and I
should prefer an undue fondness for neat
and fitting attire to a slovenly indifference to it on the part of either a boy or
“Raiment as costly us thy purse
a girl.
cay buy.” said Shakespeare that wonderful seer whose vision penetrated every
sham and saw into the motive of men
and gave many a maxim for life’s conduct. A youth seeking a business position will recommend himself by the
trimness and tidiness of his clothing, by
its general well brushed and well kept
An untidy girl is never comely.
effect.
No beauty of the rose in her cheeks or
of abundant hair, no grace of form, can
compensate for buttonless shoes, rents
held together by pins and hems and
ruffles and tucks in a state of disgraceCareless dress betokens
ful disorder.
Confusion of mind, so that parents should
he glad to observe that their young people are iivshds of nicety in their cos
tumes.—Nl. rgaret B. Suugster in (»ood

Why

so Many Young Men Fall.
trouble with many young men
who start out in business is they try to do

‘•One

too

many things p.t once,” t:r.7B Hetty
Green, ‘‘The Richest Woman *»» A moring^
in Ladies9 Home Journal. “The result is
that they don’t know as much as they
ought to about any one thing, and thsy
naturally fail.
“The t rim hie wit h you rig men v ho work
on

salaries is that

doing
don’t

mure
enter

-pint.

To

young
to do.

man

Jen.

»£

p h. /or.
into their work with t he

Egbertiscmmts.

Grip Should Not Be Neolected
for One Moment.
It depresses and weakens its vic-

tims—makes it easy for other diseases
to attack them.

Hale’s

Honey of
Horehound
and Tar
grip. But it should he taken at
once.
25^, 50*, $1.00 per bottle; the
firmest size cheapest. At all diuggists.
cures

Keluse substitutes.

Pike's Toothache

Drops Cure

in OneMir.uk.

Why try to
things n:th
thing

that

stick?

Huy

stick
some-

doesn’t
MAJOR’S
CEMENT;’yuu know
it sticks.
Nothing
breaks away f- .m it.
Stick to
MAJOR’S
CE.YiENT. Buy once,
you wiil buy forThere
is
ever.

A wife’s part in the family income is
generally best taken where the wife looks

The savage who wears a coat of paint
doesn’t scold his wife because of a missing butten.

n!*"n

No such thing as “summer com plaint” whore
Pr. Fow'er’s Extract ot' Wild Strawberry is kept
handy. Nature’s remedy lor looseness of the
bowels.—Advt.

The Wife’s I»nrt.

after the economical management of the
domestic machinery.
Many mothers try
to help the family income by doing some
outside work, hut where a home and
children are to he looked after the results are satisfactory in very few cases.
The greatest value of a housekeeper and
mother lies in economy in her home, in
the wise education of her children and
in the encouragement of her husband.
Where a wife is childless and hits no
household cares, then leisure is had to
help the income, and this may be done in
various ways.
But, as a general rule,
a wife’s source of greatest help to her
husband lies in the home and not out of
it, by stimulating him to earn all that he
can and by wisely saving all that she
can of his earnings.

t hey’re
they’re

They
right
on
and
be
get
appreciated a
must do in >re than he’s paid
than

When be dots some! hing that his
employer lias not thought c*f, he.shows
that he is valuable.
Men are always willing to pay good sauries to people who will
think of t tiings for them.
Th m*>» «’bo
only carries out the thoughts huo ideas of
.not her is riot hing more than a mere tool.
Men who can be relied upon ar always in
demand. The scarcest thin;* in the world
lo-day is a thoroughly reliable man.”

Housekeeping.

He
•‘Uncle Tom” arrived Saturday.
predicts the re-election of McKinley but
is travelling toward John Bull’s domin-

“Ox,” said Polly nimbly.

Tho worst enemy of labor is
man who will not work.

,.nii„,i

carnival

How Site Know.

the

i.nnn

bill*.

is about one-third as
t»e, and tue library next

tail,” replied
Cincinnati Enquirer.

i...„

the

Those

you kuow that it spells

0....111

I* mnkliii.

«-rtt

The

room

“Seed his

i>

Bin caton, Mass., by the illness of
mother, Mrs. S. 1). Eldridge, who is

Oct.
vi

with

inferior collection

riff

MR. TEFT. JOHNSON AND MISS ABBE JOHNSON, OF WASHINGTON, D. 0.

A
a

...

(rum

office,

books, consisting mainly of out-of-date

“How do

has returned home

Wallace Black and

editions of historical and classical works.
A glass door across the main corridor,
which runs lengthwise (trough the VV nile
House, shuts off the offices described from
the sleeping quarters of the family.”

Polly?”

and

relatives, returning last week.

ment for

an

Tuesday

E. E. Hurd carried a tine exhibit of
fruit and stock to the Ellsworth fair, receiving many premiums.

now in

it contains

town Inst

in

from Hancock, w lit re he has been at work
during the summer.

the electric apparatus which it conplaces him in communication by
telegraph with all parts of the world, and
by telephone with all points reached by
tue long-distance system. A special kind
of telephone, which has no ‘central,’

to

Mt. Desert Ferry,

of

Wtdnesday.
Clifford McLaughlin

tains

it should

Neale,

Miss Vivian

m

“The cabinet

inter-

those

Prof. Raymond McFarland, of Pinkerton
academy, Derry, N. R., was in town
Friday. He returned to Derry Saturday,
accompanied by Mrs. McFarland.
Oet. 8.
11.

and

bigas

meeting of

a

Arthur Reynolds, of Cambridgeport,
Mass., who has been in town during the
summer, has a line position in the Choate
school in Wallingford, Conn.

\

Journal.

to

be

family will soon return home from Bradley,
where Mr
Black has had work since spring.
Almond Leach, of Penobscot, spent a
few days in town last week. He has just
telegraph room,” returned from a fishing trip in the “Land-

“For convenience, the

m 111111

Lamoine

cemetery at town
hall Oct. 17, for the purpose of Incorporating a cemetery association.

Rene Bache, in the Ladies' Home

him

as

Nathan Hodgkins is attending the Philadelphia dental college.
Mrs. Emory Antis is at home after an

The President's Workshop.
“The w hole east end of t he Wbite House
on the second floor is given up to public
purposes—the offices of the president, his
secretaries and the executive clerks, the

the heads of the

well

Lmnoinft.

heifer, 1 yr, 1; Oxford down ewe,
Oxford down ram lamb, 1.
E C Jordan, Surry, grade Jersey heifer,
1 yr, 2
Geo Pert, Bitichiil, yoke oxen. 2; yoke
alet-fM. 2 yr, 1; yoke sie* r calves, 2.
Arch Hinckle), B hrhi I, yoke oxen, 1.
Jeremiah Moore, yoke oxen 3 yr, 1
Ehen Hinckley, Brooksville, yoke steers,
2 yi. 2.
VV C Hinckley, Brooksvilie, yoke steers,
1 yr. 1.
James c Frazier, Yorkshire sow, 1 yr, 1.
Geo E Davis. Chester sow anu pigs, 2;
Cluster hoar pig, 1.
B F Phillips, Ixniome, Hampshire down
ram
lamb, 1; Hampshire down ewe
lamb, 1; Hampshire down ewe, 1.
Knscoe Holmes, driving stallion, 1.
E 11 Gre‘ l>, stallion, 3 yr, 1.
Joseph BiUinitr, siHliioo, 1 yr, 1.
Alex Gray Niahion, 1 yi, 2.
Geo Lallin, Hancock, brown filly, 1 yr, 1.
Carlton McGown, fitly, 3
C S Snov' man, Biuebiil, roan filly, 2.
Joseph 11 McGown, breeding mare and
co.i, 1.

enables

as

expected.

The marriage of a popular couple of this
town took place in Philadelphia Sunday,
Sept. 30, at the Lafayette hotel. The
groom was George Littlefield and the
bride Miss Julia Wardwell.
Mr. Littlefield is an officer on the U. 9. S. “Dixie”.
Shortly after the marriage the “Dixie”
received orders to sail for different ports
in Europe.
Mrs. Littlefield returned
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Littlefield have
many friends who extend congratulations
and wish them a long and happy married
life.
Oct. 8.
8uba.

grade Ayrshire cow,
E A Lennoiid, grade Holstein cow, 1;
grade Jersey heller, 1.
M C Smith, grade Jersey cow, 1; grade

President

getting along

both

were

be

can

Shropshire ewe, 1.
There will
Jerry Hurley, grade Hereford cow, 1; ested in the
1.

and the

i
tm n

A number from this town attended the
fair in Ellsworth this week. All report
an extra good time.

1 yr, 1.

adjoins

new

a

Nelson Wardwell, who has been employed at Mt. Waldo, has returned home.
Mrs. Nancy
Bridges and grandson
Archie have gone to Watertown, Mass.,
for the winter.

George M Barron, Guernsey bull, 1.
F P & u M Allen, Sedgwick, grade Shorthorn cow, 1; grade Shorthorn heifer, 1
yr, 1 and 2; yoke sieers, 1 yr, 2; yoke
steer calves, 1; Shropshire rain, 1;

room

other paqrg.

Watson Perkins has gone to Greenville,
where he has employment.

LIVESTOCK.

writes

gee

Seymour Wardwell is having
cistern built under his house.

E

cabinet

County Newg%

Preston Sellers has moved to the 9. K.
Bridges house for the winter.

Pen and ink drawings. Miss Grace Lord.
Collection of portraits, Joy’s studio.
Crayon, Osgood’s studio.

1;'

•

Cspt. Isaiah Bowden, of Lamoiiie, has

N

Guernsey cow, 1.
George U Dyer, Fianklin, grade Guernsey

l«/VV*

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

been

Ul

rg.Keith

..

-M. .A M.

Barton Wilson, of Portland, is visiting
relatives here.

E Hurd, Dedham; Shorthorn bull, 1
yr, 1; Shorthorn heifer, 2 yr, 1; ShortCabbage, Lewis Flood; Aaa Hodgkins, La- | horn heifer calf.
moine.
Parker Hinckley, Brooksville, Hereford
Watermelons, Asa Hodgkins, Lamoine;
bull, 2 yr, 1.
George F. Archer, Amherst.
Hathoru Farm Co, Jersey bull, 2 yr, 1;
Citron, Mrs Gussie Graves, Lamoine, Aaa
grade Jersey cow, 2; Chester sow and
Hodgkins, LarAolne.
pigs.
Pumpkin, H W White, Orland; Sewall C C Morrison, Bar Harbor, Jersey bull,
IIIIUIDI, lUailMtlllt).
2 yr, 2; Jersey cow, 1; grade Shorthorn
largest pumpkin, Greeley Smith; Archie
cow, 2: grade Holstein cow, 2.
Kief, Lamoine.
Frank M Guvnor. Jersey bull. 1 vr. 2.
1
Hubbard squash, H W White, Orlaud; O I* 1 ctlingiii,
Hancock, Jersey bull, 1
Humphrey Saunders.
yr, 1.
Turban squash, Walter Young, Lamoine; Roswell Murch,
bull calf, 1.
Jersey
Mrs. C W Graves, lamoine.
Lewis H>dgkins, Jersey
bull calf, 2;
Boston marrow squash, Walter Young,
Jersey beifer, 2 yr, 1; Jersey beifer, 1
Lamoine.
yr, 2; Jersey heifer calf, 2; grade Jersey
Largest squash, Eben A Hinckley, Sedgheifer, 2 yr, 2; grade Guernsey heifer,
wick.
1 yr, 1; Chester boar, 1.
j Carrots, Eben G Preble,
Sullivan; John Dike, Jersey cow, 2; Jersey heifer,

school aud
he
Cherryfield academy.
Eiis icrth won by a score of 11-0. The
1

C King.

«-

Leaudcr Snowman baa gone to Spring-

Landscape, oil (original), Mra N C King.
Landscape, water color (copy), Mrs N C
King (land 2).
Green Mountain, Phillips Bros, Hancock; Fruit, oil (copy), Mrs N C King.
G B Hodgkins, Lamoiue.
Animal, oil (copy), Mrs N CKiug.
Harmony Beauty, B F Phillips, Lamoine; Animal, water color (copy), Mrs N C
King.
Ansel Goodell.
Rose of Erin, P B Friend, Sedgwick; CC Landscape, water color (original), Mrs N
C King.
Newhall.
Early Harvest, B F Phillips, Lamoine; Flowers, water color (copy), Mrs N C
Archie Kief, Lamoine.
King.
Fourth of July, James Frazier; Walter Figure, water color. Miss Grace Lord.
Pencil
drawings, Miss Grace Lord.
Young, Lamoine.

fed it.

which
The running

ART DEPARTMENT.
Landscape, oil (copy), Mrs N C King.
Landscape, water color (original), Mrs

V' V'

^

field, Mans.

Album

quilt, Waltham circle, Waltham,
gratuity.
Hassock, Mrs Luther Hastings, gratuity,

A JL

J>

P«*iiobn<-oi.

Morrison.

VEOETABLE8.

competed.

|

»

^

nothing
don't

as

believe

good;

the

substitute!-.
MAJOR’S LEATHER.
Tw o

of itaiatc

15

MAJOR

an

1

cem**nr*~ h< lied. Jn-. 1 < .■ ..uvu.g them.
1>T.\M I Mli Di
35 cents jier 1> -tt.c m till drwrfrlstft.

CEMENT CO.. NEW YORK

CUT.

Etga! yoticrc.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisFred W. Flood,
trator of the estate of
of
the
of
We
county
Ellsworth, in
H incock, deceased, and given bonds as the
dejaw
All
directs.
persons having
mands
against the estate of said denr sent the same
ceased are desired to
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Loud.
September 21, a. d. 1900. Edwako

T^HE

rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administraKlch, warm, healthy blood is given by Hood's X she has been
of the estate of Lydi» a. Springer,
trix
and
thus
It
the
system late of Lamoine, in the count,\ «>f Hancock,
Sarsaparilla,
protects
from colds, fevers, pneunomla and other dis- deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
1 All
persons having demands against the eseases that quickly overcome a weak and debilitate of said deceased are desired to present
tated system.
! the same for settlement ai
d
thereto are requested to make o ay me 111 imThe favorite cathartic la Pood's Pills. 25c— |
Annie L. TV ah dwell.
mediately.
Advt.
Sep.ember 4, a. d. 1900.

PROHATH

&bt>cTttsrmmts.
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Is

J

j

our motto

in

announcing

$> <$>

J[

our

ij

FALL OPENING

Cloaks, Capes, Suits,
j
Furs, Dress Goods, Silks, Carpets, j

ij

jj

Goods, Small Wares,

Fancy
Hosiery

I*

j

and Underwear.

We have never claimed our goods to be the cheapest in quality. We j |
have no desire for such a reputation, for we know that cheapness without 11
excellence ignores a vital element. If we sold so cheap a quality of goods <1
or such big trash as some dealers are selling, it would not only be cheap in
<
price but it would be poor merchandise which our customers would be
We do

getting.

things differently;

we

([
J
jI

give

VALUE FOR VALUE.

|[

guarantee to be of good quality and of good (1
value. The woman who patronizes this store knows what she is buying; <
there is no deception or misrepresentation; she knows she is getting a*,
good quality of goods at a fair value. We have done business in Ellsworth j (
for thirty years, and during that time we have sold more dry goods than (|
The
all the other dealers combined.
reasoj^ is we always try to give our (1
(•
customers
Everything

offer we

we

[

VALUE FOR VALUE.
For the fall season,

adapted, the latest

the

in

to

I
we scoured the markets for goods
quality, reasonable in price and large < [
superiors in our line of business, and are <:

best in
no

j.

If you want

with the best of them.

only place

j>
best i

usual,

as

style,

We have

in assortment.

equal

||

VALUE FOR VALUE,

j|

get it is

<

at

[

M. GALLERT’S.

jj
jj

Different

15

Departments

j;

15

jj

Fully Stocked.

(•DEPT.
(•

<I
1—Cloaks, Capes, Ladies’ Suits, Dress Skirts.
2—Silk, Wash Wool Waists, Petticoats, Cotton Underwear, (•

J; J

3—Dress Goods, Silks and Velvets.

•.

Wrappers.
“

|
|

•

<•

••

J.

“
“

:)
(l
|)
(•
(•

“

•[

“

•.

“

14—Laces and Embroideries.
15—Small Wares and Notions.

“

j,

“

11

J.

4—Carpetings, Ilugs and Matting.
|
5—Draperies, < "urtains and Portieres.
,|
O—Blankets, Table Linen, Crashes, Towels and Housekeepers' 4I
Goods.
(•
(•
7—Prints, Sheetings and Domestics.
•:
8—Dress I.inings of all kinds.
9—Embroidery Linens and Materials for Fancy Work.
IO—Dress Trimmings and Dressmakers'Materials.
11—Ladies' and Gentlemen's Kid, Street and Driving Gloves; j (
Silk, Ta-Teta and Cashmere Gloves; Wool and Silk Mit- <1
tens; Hoys’, Misses'and Children's Gloves and Mittens. (>
(•
12—Hosiery, Underwear and Yams.
(
13—Corsets of all the leading makes and styles.

“

11

Patronize the

(•

store

in Eastern

leading

JI
|

and best

Ji

dry goods

Maine, thereby getting

|

the

best results—

(J

11

<1

VALUE FOR VALUE.

|

M.

w

1 Tie ELECTRIC
v

|rii

j

rLY

J

|

QALLERT.

EUREKA
l\ILLuK«

For Cattle and Horses.

SPRAYER,

**

for spraying plants, destrayingpotat)bugs,Hies

([

or

lice
horses.

J

on

cattle

and

PEARL, AGATE and GRANITE WARE.
CROCKERY and TIN WARE.
FISHING TACKLE.

Stoves and Furnaces.

BLCE-FLAME OIL STOVES—the only odorless oil stove in
Hot Water and Steam Heating.
Plumbing a Specialty.

J.
Main Street,

P.

tee

other payee

Stonlncton

F. M. Trundy

was

in

Boston last week.

Ellsworth,

Me.

Thursday, where he has been to purchase
fall goods.
Ralph Buckminster, who has been at
work in the St. Saveur hotel
bor, came home Monday.

in Bar Har-

Maynard Bray left Friday for Bangor to
join a yacht. He will go South a» enFriday.
gineer of a naphtha launch.
Edward
Gross arrived
home from
Mrs. Vinnie Warren, Flora Haley, Ina
yachting Saturday.
Lancaster aud H. M. Thayer attended
Dr. B. L. Noyes and wife are visiting his the music festival at Portland.
W. B. Thurlow has purchased the
parents in Charleston.
steamer “Adeline”, of Swan’s Island parH. M. Thayer was in Bangor last week
ties aud will use her in the sardine busiParker Greenlaw

to attend the music

came

from

Gloucester

festival.

U. Russ has opened a dry goods
under the opera house.
Beniamin Gott, of Southwest Harbor,
preached at Oceanville Sunday.
E. E. Crockett, who has been employed
In New York, came home Thursday.
8. Freedman came from New York
C.

store

ness.

Capt. Frank Allen and family and Capt.
George Allen left last week for New
Loudon, Conn., to take charge of a cottage for the winter.
Oct. 8.
East

Orlana.

digestion, Headache.

tbidcje, Bluehill, druggists.

operate. Joe.—Advt.

.-.- -.•-■J-

Eugene.

The ladies’ sewing circle will have a
dance in its hall Friday uight. Music by
Monaghan, of Ellsworth.

For sprains, swellings and lameness
there is nothing so good as Chamberlain’s
Pain Balm. Try it. For sale by Geo. A.
Patches, Ellsworth, and W. I. Pab-

Hood’s Pills

cure

j

<%>

Liver

Ills, Biliousness, InEasy to take, easy to

*#

4>

W

▼

W

^

I have a shocking memory. I believe I was "born so;* anyhow I suffered a
since
good deal at school in the process of learning the dates of British sovereigns
own
the conquest. Even now I have to think deeply before I can remember my
six
date. As to my wife's birthday—well, 1 don't pretend to guess that within
months.

I
My friends have often advised me to study an artificial memory system.
of
did try one, or, rather, tried to try it. I bought a handbook, and by way
when my
making a good start forgot to pay for it. Then 1 forgot to read It, and
left
wife jogged my memory I couldn't for the life of me remember where I had
the beastly thing. So that system was a failure, and I never had the heart to
try another.
Of course, it is quite useless to trust me with letters for the post. 1 have pabeen
tiently carried important missives in my pockets for weeks together and
do a
heartily abused for my pains. As a rule, no one dreams of asking me to
shopping commission, but one day. my better half being laid up with a sprained
1 w as
ankle, I was sent into our town to get a stock of household necessaries.
provided with three similar lists in case I lost or mislaid one and flattered myself that I should come out of the ordeal with flying colors.
Just as I was starting my wife sent out a final message by the servant, and
to
out all the lists and make three notes of it I tied a knot
as I was too

pull

laay

in my handkerchief and forgot all about it.
I got through my list of purchases bravely, then I suddenly encountered ths
I badn t the
Not a bit.
Did I remember what it meant?
mnemonic knot.
faintest idea. At first I was rather amused; then I grew angry and registered a
mental oath that I wouldn't go home without executing that mysterious commission.
I returned to the George, where my horse was put up, and smoked a pipe to
sharpen my w*its. It was no use. So I walked out and stared into all the shop
windows, if haply the “thing” might meet my eye and enlighten my understandThat plan failed.
I returned to the George and thought over the letters of the alphabet, coming at last to the conclusion that the article began with M. That was the nearest

ing.
A

IVUIU

SVl

IU

*1.

Then Jonea came into the smoking room.
••Jones." 1 aaid, “you know what an awful memory I have. Well, my wife
naked me to get her something, SDd I can't remember what it waa, but I believe
it begins with M. I wish you'd suggest something.”
"Money," said Jonea promptly.
“No. it wasn't that today, for a wonder."
Then Jones waxed facetious and wrote me out a list of M'a—machina guns,
I left
metronomes, mangles, matrimooisl news, mechanical monkeys and so on.
him chuckling over his own idiotic feebleness.
shot.
as
a
parting
"It wasn't a megatherium, was It?" he inquired
“No," aaid I, “nor a meddlesome magpie."
I waa pretty
me
a hint.
he
had
all.
given
me
after
riled
He had
rather; but,
of my
aure of the M, and by consulting a price list I might arrive at a solution

enigma.

I was prepared to swear that the "aomething” was neither medicine nor music nor millinery nor muffins (including all sorts of pastry) nor melons, as typical
of green stuff, so that my inquiries seemed limited to groceries, hardware and
botcher's meat.
I waan't quite certain about the last item, so I went to our shop and feebly
asked the butcher if he thought 1 wanted any meat. I expect he thought I was
certainly in no need of drink, but he urbanely Informed me that he had sent us
So I thanked him and retired hastily.
out a joint that morning.
Then I procured au ironmonger's catalogue and studied it in vaia. There waa
nothing at all feasible under “M." As a last resource I returned to the grocer's,
where I had already made extensive purchases, and asked to see hia price list.
Even then I couldn’t spot the thing, but on the off chance of making a lucky
shot I invested heavily in macaroni, mnstard, matches, marmalade, pickled mushThen I cudgeled my bgiins till I felt quite stupid and
rooms Slid tinned milk.
finally gave it up as a bad job. I drove home in disgust with enough parcels of
food to victual a polar expedition.
“Nellie." I said the moment I got indoors, "you sent me a message just as I
was

starting"—

“Yes. and didn’t you”—
"Stup a moment! Iiidn't It begin witli *M?'"
"More or less.”
"There! I knew it did. But I'm very sorry, dear, I couldn’t remember what
it was. 1 sat in the George nearly two hours trying to think of it."
"Then out of the house yon go this instant! I particularly told you Dot to go
near the place, as they'd had a ease of measles there.”
She
It nil came back to me In a moment. That was her parting injunction!
turned me out into the garden—I felt too crushed to resist—and insisted on my
standing iu the filthy smoke of a bonfire till she thought I was sutliciently disinfected. 1 wasn't allowed to kiss the children for a week.
Catch me going on any more errands!—Exchange.

»
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(THE RESCUE OF HELEN RAYMOND }
^

•

•

•V*
N*,. .^
•

o

•

•

,A/

“I remember,” said Doc, ‘‘about 20 years ago, when I was working on the
About five miles below the
Half Diamond E ranch in the White river valley.
ranch was the camp of obi Sitting Hull, the famous Sioux warrior who was killed in the Wounded Knee battle in 1890. Ills camp was in the brush about two
yards from the trail, and the weary traveler could not set? it until he stood before

it.

“It was in June, and the night was dark and cloudy. I was on my way home
from the round up, and as I was riding slowly through the woods I heard a peculiar crj' that came in the direction of Sitfmg Bull’s camp. I stopped and listened for a moment, and then I plainly heard the voice of a woman. ‘Help, help!* I
knew* what was up, but I was yet six miles from the camp, and unless I would
I spurred Jaronamou (my
be there in a very short time it would be too late.
horse), and on, on, I flew like the wind. When I came "out of the woods and
over a little hill, I could see the campfire of Sitting Bull and heard the warcries
of a thousand Sioux warriors, as it sounded to me.
‘‘I gave rein to Jaronamou aud spurred him once more, aad in a few minutes I
stood within 20 yards of the warriors, liefore me were several thousand Indians
I stopped and watched them for a
dressed in war paint, all sitting iu a circle.
Sioux chiefs were holding a consultation, while the warriors—2,000
moment.
braves—were awaiting instructions from the man of war.
“In the center of the circle there was a large bonfire, und beside the bonfire
I had stood
sat a beautiful young damsel. She had, perhaps seen 18 summers.
there but a few minutes when she saw me. I guve her a signal that I would save
her. Just then Sitting Bull arose and said to his fellow warriors, ‘Oh, ye warriors brave, the Messiah has sent w'ord to you and I to roast this palefaced devil
before the dawn of day.’
“I did not wait to hear more, as there was no time to lose in order to save
the life of the fair young maiden, and as they thought the Messiah was near
them it would be the best chance to save the girl. I guve rein to Juronamou aud
spurred him in the flanks, and in a second I was rushing madly toward the girl.
I grasped her by the arm and raised her to the saddle. Before the Sioux’s 2,<X»0
braves overcame their amazement I was riding swiftly over the prairie with the

COURT.

kept

minute more they were dashing madly by ns.
"After they had dashed by us the young maiden said in a voice so meek and
mild. *I)oc, are we safe?’
‘Yea, we are safe,’ said I. ‘But how came you to know my name?’
Well, Doc, don't you remember the time when we used to play in papa’s
under
the large shade trees down in Missouri?’
yard
‘Why, Helen Raymond, is it you?’
‘Yes, Doc, it is I, and when I sa>v you I knew I was saved, for this is the
third time that you have risked your own life to save mine.’
‘Now, Helen, tell me quick. How did those cruel Indians get you aw’ay
down in Missouri?’
‘Well, to make a long story short. Doc, about three weeks ago one evening
I was standing on the veranda of my father’s house when Buffalo Bill and about
20 scouts rode by. One of the men turned and came in our yard. He asked me
When I handed
for a drink. I went into the house and got him n glass of water.
it to him. he pointed a six shooter at me and said. "If you utter a word, you are
dead.” He grabbed me and swung me on the saddle and rode away at a breakneck speed. After riding a few hours we came to a camp. Here the man took a
camping outfit and drove for three weeks, when we arrived at the Niobrara river.
We were there but a few minutes
It w as about sundown when we got there.
He knew if he should stay
when we saw a band of Indians riding toward us.
l>est
horse and rode in the opposite dihis
be
so
he
mounted
that he would
killed,
The Indians took me and told
rection from the way the Indians were coming.
me they were going to take ine before the man of war, and that I would soon be
killed. It was two days* riding. When we arrived at White river, or the man of
war's camp, it was about half an hour before you came.’
‘Do you know the name of the man that stole you away from home?’ I said.
‘Yes. He told me his name was Dave Tutt.’
‘Oh. yes, I know him well, but when we meet it will either be Dave Tutt oi
Doc Middleton. But we must lose no more time here, as it is yet 20 miles to Fort
Sheridan, and we must be there by dawn.*
‘‘I mounted Jaronamou and took Helen in my arms, and w’e arrived at Fort
Sheridan at 5 o’clock. Here we were met by Helen’s father, Mr. Raymond. The
meeting was indeed a happy one. Mr. Raymond had tracked Dave Tutt to the
Niobrara river. There he lost his trail and accidentally came to Fort Sheridan.
"Mr. Raymond handed me a roll of bills, bur I to’d him I did not care for the
money, as such things as that often happened in the west. A few days ago, w hen
T was in St. Louis, I met Miss Raymond, and she is n^w the wife of c wealthy
banker at St- Louis.’’—Exchange.
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Proceedings nt the September Term, Annual Mealing Will be ||P|d
**
Northeast Harbor.
11(00, Held Hi llluehlll.
The fltteenth annual
Frank B.
Wills admitted to probate:
meeting of H«n
G.
Wescotl, Casliue; Wyer
Sargent, cock county C. E. union will be held
the Baptist church lu Northeast
Sedgwick.
Harbor
Wills presented tor probats: Merrill H. Thursday, Oct. 18.
The
following v„r
la
Emm*
Jane
annnonoed:
gramme
Moors,
Ellawortb;
Gray,
Rebecca H. Wescotl, Caeline; Lucinda
fbresoon.
East man, Orlsud; Achaa C. Parker, Uucks- Praise and devotional meeting...Kee k a
i>r*
Buelneae
Philadelport; L. Taylor Dickson, copy,
Wel<'"me..
J
phia; Lucy Ellia, copy, Boaton, Mass.;
Manrhe.ter
Ue.,x,DM.Her C N n„u
Charles II. Macomber, Franklin.
: "Better Society Work,"
Topic
treated
ln
Admlnlatration on eatatae ol Anna D.
as

patters

"Better Part

follows:

let paHinckley, Bluebtll; Belle Wyman Copetlon In Meetings,” Clarence
Emery;
land, Eden; Giles J. Webber, Brooklin;
•*Better Lookout Committees,”
Martin
Lydia A. Springer, Lamolne, Fred W.
Moore; "Better Executive Committee*
lllss Myra Powers.
Flood, Ellawortb; Robert Patker, Bluebill, administration de bonis non and de Topic: "Better Church Work,” treated in
papers as follows: "Better Work in
bonis non with the will annexed granted.
Church Prayer Meeting," Miss Katl.
Special administrator appointed on the
erlne Freeman; "Better
Worship i0
estate of George W. Gray, late of Caetlne.
Church,” Kev C P Klttredge
Petition Hied for administration on et-

of David B. Gray, late of Penobacot,
term.
returnable
October
deceased;
Csllsle Austin, Ellsworth, deceased; returnable October term.
Guardians appointed unto Thomas M.
Pierce, Mt. Desert; Ruthea Morrison,
Hancock; Albert B. Hart, Brookavllle;
El wood H., Leon E. and Emery F. Conary,
Deer Isle.
Accounts settled In eetates of Locy Ann
Pert, Sedgwick; Weeley T. Bales, BrooksIstes

villa.

Accounts presented for settlement In
Louise P. Johnson, Jesse M.
Johnson Slid Edmond N. Johnson, ail of
Deer Isle; Calvin C. Clark, Sorry; Elisabeth I. Mark*, Blueblll; Emery Dodge,
estate* of

Inventory returned in estate* of BenjaKUtredge, Eden; William W. Noyce,

Reports of local unions.
Afternoon.

Sullivan.
Petition presented for tbe appointment
of guardian* unto Offord Dunton, Winter
Harbor; Elwood H., Leon E and Emery
F. Conary, Deer Iale.
Petition for adoption and change of
name presented and granted to Percy O.
Eaton and Hazel Isabel Lincoln.
License to sell real estate In estate* of
Sarah J. Brown, Hancock; Mary Ann
Hurley, Ellsworth.
Affidavit of notice of appointment returned In eeUie of Lemuel D. Jordkn#
EIDwirtb.
LIKED

ELL8WOKTH.

John Thomas, the Kx-9lave and Traveller, Visits Ills First Fair.
Thb American lust week told of tbe
rlsit here of Joint Thomas, the ex-slave
from Virginia, a typical negro of tbe
‘Uncle Tom” type
Mr. Thomas remained here several

day*, and visited tbe
Hancock county fair. It was ttie first fair j

j

Praise service.Rev J P
Cushman
Election of officers
Address .Rev F W

Brooks

"Our C E Covenant," treated In
"What It Mean* for
papers as follows
the Inner Life," D G Hall; "What It
Means for the Society," Rev G E Kin
ney; "What U Means for the Church,"
Rev E Bean
"Suggestions for Evangelistic Work," Kev
J 8 lllair, followed by discussion
"The Evangelistic Spirit In C E Meeting*,*
Rev J S Richards
Rev G II
Question box.

Topic:

|
j

|

Saliej

-..

Keening.
Praise service.MraC S Me Learn
Address,
Rev C I) Crane, president of State union
Congregation service
Benediction

min

There will be

a

Wednesday evening.

preparatory meeting

WRST KLL8WOKTH.
Mr*. Bertb* Higgins I* quit* III.
Asa 8. Barron, who baa been 111, Is sbls
to be out

!

again.

Mlaa Annie Mitchell la home from Bsr

Harbor,

where she baa been working.
Byron Treworthy, who baa been st
Mllllnocket at work, la at borne with a

bad oold.
Lemuel Bmttb spent part of last wesk
down tba bay mMkarallngi
That he was
successful, his neighbor* who had the
pleasure of sampling tala fish can testily.
The young people of Dollardtown gave
harvest concert at the scboolhouse Saturday evening. Thera was a good attend-

a

ance.

Interesting

An

programme

was

1

>

well carried out.

Oct. 8.

11.

LAKEWOOD.
ever visited.
Mr. Thomas was so pleased with his
Mra. A. C. Hagertuy continues to make
vir.it to Ellsworth and tbe fair, that he
Improvements at Lindenhurst farm. She
ivtstied to express hi* pleasure through
j lias bad the roadside graded and a row of
The American.
Though of unuaual
maples set out, which looks neat and
innlMgei.ee f« r a man who baa bad no attractive. Others
might welt Imitate
greater opportunities, Mr. Thomas canher example.
not read nor write, but be dictated this
Oct. 7.
F.
letter to Mr*. Lizzie Johnson, of Ellsworth, who wrote it for him:
It IlnpprnfM In m Drug Store-.
I, John Thoms'*, arrived in tbe city of Ell*“One day last winter a lady came to my
the
.".Hit
of
VjCO.
At
Wurth, Maine,
day
Sept.,
drug More and asked for a brand of cough
my tt>e of eighty-one years I attended the llan
Dock county fair, the Aral one I ever visited lu medicine that 1 did not have in stock,”
says Mr. C. K. Orandin, the popular drugmy life.
I have travelled north, oouth, cast and west, gist* of Ontario, N. Y. “8he wan dUapsnd vl»tied every state and territory. Including pointed, and wanted to know w hat cough
Al.i-W.i. which W.4*
from
Kiutla
he
preparation 1 could recommend. I -aid
AineiU* a few year* sflei our rebellion. I
to her that 1 could freely recommend
never was treated anjr heller In all my travel*
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and that
than In the flute of Maine.
I have vi»lted a'l
she could take- a bottle of the remedy and.
the port* on tite Atlantic ami the Pacific, ami
have met all nation* of the world, ami iutve after giving it a fair trial if Mu- did not
find it worth the money, to bring back the
never made any Judgment that uoe should be
any Utter than tiiv other. 1 have treated with boUIe and 1 would refund the price paid,
kindness, and also have received klndnea*. 1 lu the course of a day or two the lady
never begged a penny In my life and hope I will
came back in company with a friend in
never have U to ls?g. I propose to gain my
need of a cough medicine aud advised her
living by the sweat of my brow.
to buy a bottle of Camberlain’s Cough
1 am still ou my travels and will go from
I consider that a very good
Ell*worth to Si. John, .V 11. Yet 1 have a great Remedy.
it i»
recommedatlon for the remedy.”
desire to return to my mother home, where I
was born—Fredeilck county, Virginia?
Mother for «ale by Giro. A. Pakiukr. Ellsworth,
I knew, but father I never Knew, for In those and VV. 1. Parti: XiR, BiuehiU, druglays there was naught of marriage for my
people, fur why?—we were Afr'cau*.
he

gl»ta._
Shbrrtianiunta.

The broad-beaded bon»ea are tbe cleverest.
In the cavalry, horses with broad
foreheads learn their drill more readily
than the others.
Medical men now regard typhoid fever
disease so preventable that, as one of
them declares, “for every case of typhoid
somebody ought to be hanged”.

SOMETHING YOU
SHOULD KNOW.

as a

The constant labor of four persons for
in entire year is acquired to produce a
cashmere shawl of the best quality.
»
The Lord did not say, “Well done, good
and successful servant,” but “Well done,
good and faithful servant.”—Newman
Hall.
_

up this gait until I thought it would bo safe to rest for a little while.
I rode about ten yards away from the road and dismounted. I was there but a
few minutes when I heard the tramping of horses* hoofs and the wareries of the
Sioux, but I was in the ambush, and I knew I could not be seen by them. In a
"1

**
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VALUE FOR VALUE
t

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

The merchant who does not advertise in
n dull season makes it more
profitable for
those who do advertise.

When you cannot sleep for coughing, it
Is hardly necessary that any one should
tell you that you need a few doses of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to allay the
irritation of the throat and make sleep
possible. It is good. Try it. For sale by
Geo. A. Parch kb, Ellsworth, and W. I.
Partridge, Eluehill. druggists.

2Urorrtt3rmntts.

I am

i,e"ing the very best express
democrat wagon, built in Xt-'v
Hampshire expressly for the home

or

trade.

This you will SEE when

you examine them, FEEL when
you pay WO to WO less than you
have been paying for a poorer juh,
and KNOW when you try

one.

LORDS,
SOUTH

STREET

The Only
COUNTY

Paper.
THE

AHERICAN.
Subscribe
For It.

patentsT

Sol’dtor.
K. J. HUNT,
25 Kf M. Square, Bangok, Me.
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